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L’émergence environnementale a amené au développement de nouvelles technologies de com-
bustion. Dans ce contexte, la combustion sans flamme (CsF) représente une technologie à la fois
moins polluante et plus efficace. Dans la CsF, les gaz brulés sont fortement recirculés, permet-
tant de réduire la teneur en oxygène et les pics de température, tout en réduisant les émissions
d’oxydes d’azote. La CsF étant une technologie relativement nouvelle, son développement de-
mande encore de la recherche et de l’optimisation, et nécessite donc d’importants investisse-
ments financiers. Potentiellement, les simulations numériques aux grandes échelles apparais-
sent comme un outil prometteur pour le développement de cette technologie. Cette thèse traite
donc de la modélisation numérique de la CsF. Dans un premier temps, la CsF a été simulée en
utilisant une nouvelle approche tabulée, qui utilise des réacteurs homogènes dilués (DHR). Le
modèle, déjà exploité dans le contexte du projet EC-KIAI, a été adapté pour la CsF dans ce tra-
vail. Le modèle prend en compte les pertes d’enthalpie des gaz brulés sous adiabatiques ainsi
que le mélange ternaire (carburant - air - gaz brulés). Cette approche a été d’abord validée sur
une configuration académique, la Flamme D, et sur le bruleur de Verissimo pour la CsF dans
un second temps. Dans la seconde partie de la thèse, un nouveau modèle de prédiction des
NOx, DF-NORA, a été développé. La relaxation vers l’équilibre des taux de réaction dans une
flammelette stationnaire est tabulée. Comme dans la première partie, le modèle a été validé sur
la Flamme D et sur le brûleur de Verissimo. Les résultats encourageants de ce travail, ouvrent
à la possibilité d’utiliser ces développements sur de vraies configurations industrielles.
Summary
The environmental emergency has led to the development of new combustion technologies.
In this context, flameless combustion (FC in this manuscript) offers the prospect of a less
polluting and more efficient technology. In FC, combustion is strongly diluted with recircu-
lated burnt gases. Consequently the oxygen content is reduced and temperature peaks are
smoothed, yielding reduced heat release. These conditions dramatically reduce the conditions
of NO pollutant formation and increase the efficiency of the combustion process. Being FC
a relatively new technology, it still needs optimization and R&D, which can be expensive
and time consuming. Potentially, CFD can reduce both the financial costs as well as the R&D
projects length. The context in which this thesis is inserted is exactly the numerical modeling
of FC, by using Large Eddy Smulations for its better prediction of the turbulent ternary mixing
(fuel - burnt gases -air), compared to RANS. This work has been divided into two main parts.
In the first, combustion in FC has been investigated by means of a new tabulated combustion
model initially written in the context of the EC-KIAI project and developed and adapted to
FC in this thesis. The model uses diluted homogeneous reactors DHR to simulate FC and it
was developed to account for under adiabatic enthalpy losses and the ternary mixing typi-
cal of FC. The model was firstly validated on a non-premixed flame academical configuration
called Flame D and subsequently on a real FC combustor from the work of Verissimo et al.
The results obtained for these configurations are quite correct although some discrepancies in
CO prediction are observed. In the second part of the thesis, the NO pollutant modeling in FC
is investigated. With this aim, the Diffusion Flame - NO relaxation approach DF-NORA was
developed. It consists in tabulating the NO relaxation towards equilibrium of the NO source
term in a flamelet structure. As done in the first part, the model was first validated on Flame
D and then employed in a real FC configuration. Results are quite satisfactory in both config-
urations. The encouraging results obtained in this work open the possibility of applying the
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1.1 Research on fossil fuels
1.1.1 Fossil fuel exploitation today
Most activities of modern societies rely on the availability of energy supplies. For example,
transport, lighting and house heating are only a few of the human activities which require large
amounts of energy. Historically, fossil fuels have represented the main supply for all these kind
of activities. Furthermore, it is broadly acknowledged that the rapid development of western
countries in the 20th century is due to the opportunities offered by fossil fuels. In Fig.1.1, from
a report of the International Energy Agency of 2010, the world total primary energy supply
evolution is shown from 1971 to 2008. It can be seen that 12267 Mtoe were supplied in the
world in 2008. Of that quantity, 81.3% was from fossil fuels. Another key fact of Figure.1.1 is
that world energy need is constantly increasing and so is fossil fuel demand. Energy portfolio
are not the same for all countries. Fig.1.2 shows the energy supplies of USA, China and France,
three countries belonging to the G8. The USA and China, the two largest energy consuming
countries, report respectively an 83% and 93% energy supply share from fossil fuels. However,
there exist some exceptions. For instance, France preferred to address its energy production
towards nuclear technologies (Fig.1.2). Germany on the other hand, is making strong efforts
to reduce its dependence on fossil fuels, trying its best to exploit renewable energy sources (in
2011 renewable resources in Germany topped a 20% quota in the energy mix of the country, as
far as electricity consuming is concerned [2]). Apart from countries like France and Germany,
it is evident that fossil fuels are more common and exploited than any other energy sources
worldwide. It is also important to recall the reasons which have strongly favoured the spread
of fossil fuels:
Figure 1.1 – Evolution from 1971 to 2008 of world total primary energy supply by fuel (Mtoe) [1]
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Figure 1.2 – Share of the several energy sources for USA ([3]), France ([4]) and China [5]
• Fossil fuels are abundant and they are present on almost every continent on the planet;
• Their abundance has also allowed their costs to be contained, allowing competitive prices
in the energy market;
• Fossil fuels, above all in the case of the transport sector, offer a much higher energy
density than other technologies like electrical vehicles;
• Still, in the transportation sector, fossil fuels such as liquid fuels are more practical and
safer to transport. This is another reason for the success of fossil fuels in the transport
sector, to the detriment of hydrogen as a fuel for instance. Today, hydrogen and plug-in
electrical cars represent only a 5% share of the vehicle market [6];
On the other hand, there are several negative facets and aspects concerning fossil fuels. The
controversies surrounding fossil fuels arise both form an economic and technological point of
view:
• Greenhouse and global warming issues. It is the most negative aspect of fossil fuels. The
main products (in mass) of fossil fuels combustion are CO2 and H2O. In particular, CO2
is commonly considered as the main culprit in the average temperature increase of the
planet [7]. With reference to figure 1.1, the energy demand is increasing. This leads to
a still increasing emission of CO2 in the atmosphere, then leading to global warming.
Commonly the critical limit of CO2 in the atmosphere is fixed at 550 ppm as declared in
the Stern’s report of 2007 [7]. Most likely, if no legislation and no remedies are put into
effect, CO2 will continue to increase as today and this limit will be reached in the near
future.
• From an economic point of view, fossil fuels enjoy a monopoly in the energy market. At-
tempts to reduce this unfair competition, such as cap and trade or carbon tax solutions,
were carried out but proved to be unsuccessful. In particular, if cap and trade solutions
were successful in reducing NOx and SOx emissions, they ended up being less efficient
in regulating carbon emissions [8].
• Fossil fuels are not clean technologies. As a matter of fact, soot, NOx and SOx are the
main pollutants produced by fossil fuels which originate from the chemical reactions of
fossil fuels combustion. Consequently, on smaller living scales such as metropolises and
cities, these pollutants cause breathing issues and cancer [9].
• Fossil fuels do not meet the criteria for sustainable development. As a matter of fact,
they still do not promise a long-lasting prosperity as they are going to disappear in 5-6
decades (oil and gas) or 2 centuries (coal).
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If all these negative aspects exist and are now acknowledged, why does basing energy
production on new forms of production such as renewable technologies seem to be such a
difficult challenge? Many reasons exist:
• Neither nuclear nor renewable energies are at the present time capable of replacing 80%
of energy supplied by fossil fuels;
• A possible solution to consume less fossil fuels, would be to produce less. If a country
decided to produce less, this would certainly affect its economic development and result
in economic collapse. This would be possible only in the case of a common agreement
with other concurrent countries.
• If it is not easy to switch to other energy resources, the second way to reduce fossil
fuels addiction would be to use the energy available in a more efficient and rational way.
Many authors have theorized on these new approaches: one of the first examples was
the concept of NegaWatt introduced by Lovins [10], where MegaWatts are not produced
but rather saved (negatives Watts).
To conclude, humanity is confronting itself with a great challenge as far as energy is concerned.
Nowadays, there is still a lot of uncertainty about the real potential of new technologies. Con-
sequently, today’s current situation can be resumed in these following points:
• for the moment, renewable energies are not exploitable on a large scale. their limits
concern both technical and economic aspects [11];
• fossil fuels will continue to sustain human societies and prosperity until newer technolo-
gies are able to replace combustion based technologies;
• fossil fuels are threatening and are potentially dangerous for the eco-systems of the
planet if we continue to use traditional technologies;
• as a consequence, it is mandatory to make fossil fuels technologies more efficient and
less pollutant.
Now, several solutions are potentially available or almost ready to exploit. In section 1.1.2,
some of these main new technologies for fossil fuels are presented.
1.1.2 Technologies to reduce pollutants and global warming
This section is dedicated to outlining some of the main fossil fuel based technologies for
energy supply. In this sense, all the technologies for transportation will not be considered. As
said in the previous section, for the future it is desirable to develop technologies which emit
less CO2. These two objectives might be achieved either by designing more efficient devices
(which indirectly reduce the CO2 per KWh produced) or by avoiding the emissions of CO2
directly into the atmosphere (Carbon Capture and Storage technologies CCS).
More efficient technologies In this section, some of the more interesting technologies which
can offer a more efficient way of burning fossil fuels, are described. They aim to reduce the
specific emission of CO2 per KWh.
• super critical power plants. This technology, which mainly uses coal, consists of new
power plants with steam at temperatures up to 600˚C. If compared to a traditional coal
power plant, which efficiency is on the order of 35− 40%, a super critical power plant
can work with an efficiency up to 50%
• flameless combustion. Flameless combustion refers to a new type of combustion where
the fuel burns with a strong burnt gas dilution and pre-heated air. This technology is
known to be less pollutant and more efficient
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• Combined cycle power plants. This technology combines a traditional power plant with
a gas turbine. The residual heat from the gas turbine is recovered to heat water for
domestic or industrial purposes. The combined cycles have an efficiency of 55% to 60%
• Biofuels. Biofuels represent a wide category of fuel obtained from living organisms,
which exploit carbon fixation. Crops or algae are cultivated in order to obtain biomasses,
which are then converted into biofuels. As plants absorb CO2 during their life-cycle,
these technologies have attracted much interest as they are considered CO2 neutral. It is
argued that the CO2 is absorbed from the atmosphere and that an equivalent quantity
is then released after combustion. Critics argue that this is not true as transportation
and fertilization products in the production chain produce CO2 and that biofuels are far
from being CO2 neutral [11].
Sequestration of CO2 The second option to reduce the CO2 in the atmosphere, is to avoid the
direct emission of it. To do so, CO2 should be separated from the final gases after combustion
and then stored in an appropriate geological site. Three options are available:
• Separation of CO2 from the exhaust gases. CO2 is separated by means of chemical sol-
vents from the exhaust gases. In the case of combustion with air, this process is very
expensive. In fact, exhaust gases are mainly composed of N2 (both in mass and in vol-
ume), so that trapping CO2 becomes more difficult.
• Oxy−combustion. If separating CO2 from exhaust burnt gases can be very expensive in
terms of process efficiency, it is more efficient to separate the nitrogen from the air before
combustion. In this way, fuel is burnt with pure oxygen. Burnt gases only contain water
and CO2.
• Integrated Gasification Combined Cycle IGCC. The fuel (mainly coal) is gasified with
oxygen. The gasification produces a gas mainly composed of CO and H2 which is then
burnt in a gas turbine. Final gases for this technology are also mainly composed of water
and CO2.
For these three technologies, the common final step is to separate water by condensation and
to store CO2 in a geological site rather than in the atmosphere. Three main arguments are
usually against CCS technologies:
• they are expensive. Costs concern the research of a suitable geological site, pumping of
CO2, maintenance and monitoring of the site;
• the technology is not totally developed and ready to use on a full scale. Fig.1.3 depicts
two different tracks towards CO2 reduction. The first one is represented by biomass
utilization and the second by CCS technologies. It can be seen that the objectives are far
from being accomplished and that they will not be ready until 2030;
• the technology is not totally mastered. As a matter of fact, there are concerns about
possible leakages of CO2 into the atmosphere from the geological sites.
1.1.3 Introduction to flameless combustion and organization of the manuscript
In section 1.1.1 the environmental emergency was explained and described whereas in section
1.1.2 the recent technologies to put a possible remedy on this issue, were briefly presented. It
was shown that manifold solutions are potentially exploitable either in the short and in the
long term. Among the technologies illustrated, flameless combustion offers the perspective of
a less polluting and more efficient technology. Furthermore, it offers desirable characteristics
which are sought in some industrial applications. It is certainly promising but relatively recent
(the pioneering work of Wunning appeared in 1997 [13]). For this reason, many ongoing works
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Figure 1.3 – Different tracks (CCS and BIomass) for CO2 abatement [12]
focusing on this technology, have been carried out. This thesis is meant to make a contribution
to the development of flameless combustion. As a matter of fact, being FC a new type of
combustion, it is not completely defined and understood. The main target of this thesis is to
broaden and widen the knowledge of FC by means of modelling and developing numerical
simulations. In this thesis, three years of research on the subject are reported on six chapters:
• in the first chapter, the general context and the environmental issue related to the use of
fossil fuels were presented;
• in the second chapter, the technology known as Flameless Combustion, will be presented
in further detail. In particular, we will focus on its definition from literature and on the
main industrial achievements already present in industry;
• the third chapter is dedicated to presenting the state of the art of numerical modelling of
Flameless Combustion. Above all, we will explain the main differences between several
combustion approaches to modelling FC;
• in the fourth chapter, the model used and developed during this thesis will be presented.
In particular, the results obtained with the model on the test case of Verissimo et al.[14],
will be shown;
• in the fifth chapter, a model developed during this thesis to predict NOx in FC will be
presented. The model has also been validated in the Verissimo configuration [14];




2.1 Introduction to Flameless Combustion
Flameless combustion is a new promising technology as it offers an interesting combination of
lower pollutant emissions and increased efficiency. In order to understand the main features
to carry out FC conditions in a furnace, it will be first compared to a classical diffusion flame.
In the diffusion flame sketched in figure 2.1, fuel and mixture are mixed together. Fuel and
air burn as soon as they come in contact with each other. Combustion is continuously ignited
by the high temperature present in the chamber and the reactive zone is very well defined. A
peak of temperature is clearly distinguished. Burnt gases are present, but in a very low fraction
inside the flame structure. With regard to the second figure, a flameless combustion process is
also sketched. In the most common flameless combustion process, a central jet of pre-heated air
is surrounded by two or more fuel jets. Before mixing with the pre-heated air, the fuel is mixed
with burnt gases. One of the main features of FC is that the mixing of these three components
produces a gas above its auto-ignition temperature. Afterwards, the auto-ignited combustion
occurs in an oxygen poor environment, due to the burnt gases dilution. Furthermore, this low
oxygen fraction strongly limits the temperature increase. In fact, no peak of temperature is
distinguished and after the first ignition part, the temperature profile remains constant.
Flameless combustion is also very peculiar from a physical point of view as no visible
flame is present in the furnace. This is the reason why it has been defined as flameless by
Wunning[13]. Image 2.2 shows how different the combustion phenomenon appears under
flameless conditions. No reacting zone is observed and a uniform temperature is present in
the furnace in FC conditions (b) whilst in non-flameless conditions (a) temperature gradients
are clearly visible. This is one of the most remarkable features of FC, as the reaction rate is not
well defined, but volumetric.
Another peculiar characteristic of FC is that it produces lower noise and that fluctuations
of temperature are lower in magnitude than a normal combustion regime [13]. Experiments
in this sense are reported in figure 2.3 where the temperature fluctuations are reported for
the burner working in normal combustion regime (green), lifted flame (blue) and FC regime
(red). It can be noticed that Flameless combustion, compared to the normal regime, presents a
different level of sound, very close to the normal noise of the air alone.
This brief description, will be expounded upon in this chapter in order to give a complete
overview of the technology. In order to do so, the chapter has been structured as follows:
• As for FC a unique definition does not exist, an overview of the main definitions in the
existing literature for FC will be reported;
• Once FC is described, the main advantages from an industrial point of view will be
presented;
• Finally, the importance of CFD in developing new combustion technologies will be ex-
plained as well as the main contributions CFD might give to develop FC.
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Figure 2.1 – A diffusion flame sketch compared to a flameless configuration.
Figure 2.2 – Visualisation of combustion (a) and flameless (b) for the furnace of Plessing et al.[15].
Image from [16]
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Figure 2.3 – Temperature and NO fluctuations for the furnace investigated in Wünning et al. [13]
2.2 Definitions of Flameless Combustion
In this section, some of the main definitions in FC studies will be reported along with a defi-
nition proposed in thesis.
• Flameless Combustion in Borghi’s diagram: In order to better understand FC, we will
now refer to Borghi’s diagram ([17],[18]). In Borghi’s diagram, combustion regimes
are identified depending on Damkhöler’s and Karlovitz’s numbers, which are briefly
recalled here:
– Damkhöler’s number is the ratio between the time needed for the dissipation
of the turbulent eddies (τmix, turbulent mixing time scale), with the one for the





A larger Damkhöler number means that the turbulent micro mixing time scale,
that is the time needed for the reactants to come in contact with each other, is
greater than the reactions time scale. In this case supposing that the chemical
reaction advancement depending only on the turbulent times and not on the
chemical kinetics (chemical reactions infinitely fast) is allowed. This condition is
verified when the chemical reactions occur in a very thin front flame (flamelet). On
the contrary, if the Damkhöler number tends to zero, it means that the chemical
reactions occur more slowly than the mixing of the reactants and the reaction rate
is determined only by chemistry.
– On the other hand, the Karlovitz’s number Ka is the ratio between the chemical
time τc and the Kolmogorov time τk = νe
1
2 where ν is the kinematic viscosity and e
is the local dissipation rate of turbulent kinetic energy. Karlovitz’s number equation





If Ka > 1, it means that chemical time is faster than the Kolmgorov time. In other
words, the flame front (including the preheat zone) is thinner than the the Kol-
mogorov eddies (the smallest eddies in energy cascade of turbulence) and impos-
sible to be penetrated by turbulent eddies. On the contrary, if Ka < 1 the Kol-
mogorov time is larger than chemical time and the Kolmogorov turbulent struc-
tures are able to penetrate the flame front. On Borghi’s diagram, depending on
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these two numbers, several combustion regimes are individuated as a function of
the ratio between the fluctuation velocity u′ =
√
k and the laminar flame speed s0l
and the ratio between the turbulent length scale lI and flame thickening lc.
With regard to FC, the mixing of the three streams (fuel air and burnt gases) is usually
promoted before combustion, contrarily to a diffusion flames where reactants start to
burn as soon as they enter in contact with each other. In this case, the mixing time
τmix < τc, so that FC can be placed on Borghi’s diagram for Da < 1. For the same
reason, a parallelism of FC with HCCI (Homogeneous charge compression ignition)
was proposed in Cavaliere et al.[19]. In fact, in the HCCI engines, combustion is also
promoted after an optimal mixing between air and fuel.
• Definition from Wünning et al. [13]: Wünning et al. analyze the effect of burnt gases




where M˙E, M˙F and M˙A are the mass flows of exhausted gases recirculated, fuel and air
respectively. In Fig.2.4(b), three flames are shown: the first flame (A) is a classic stable
flame with little or no gas recirculation (Kv ≤ 0.3); the second flame (B) is a flame diluted
with hot burnt gases but unstable due to high recirculation; the third one (C) is a stable
flame even with high recirculation rates and belongs to the category of flameless oxi-
dation. In order to understand when a flame can be stable even when strongly diluted,
it is useful to report on a diagram Tf − Kv (where Tf is the furnace temperature) the
existence fields of the three flames (Fig.2.4(a)). In this figure, the flame (A) exists for low
Kv regardless the furnace temperature. If the flame is diluted and the temperature of the
furnace is not high enough, the flame blows off due to the high amount of the inserts
present in the burnt gases (No reaction region). Flame (B) is a transient region which
occurs when Kv is increased but the furnace temperature is not high enough to sustain
the process. Finally region (C) correspond to the flameless combustion. Kv is higher than
3 (strong recirculation), but due to the high temperature of the furnace, the fresh gases
burn in a stable form. Therefore, in their work, it is declared that for FC to occur, i.e. to
obtain a stable form of combustion for high Kv (Kv ≥ 3), the furnace has to be heated up
to sustain the combustion of the reactants.
• Definition from Oberlack et al.[20]: In this work the physical and mathematical proof
of the existence of the FC is given. First of all, a homogeneous flow reactor is mathemat-
ically defined as a function of several parameters, among which one finds the activation
energy E from Arrenhius’ law and the Damköhler number Da. The mathematical sys-
tem proposed, allows the description of the PDF of T, which depends on the stochastic
variation of Da. The higher the value of the PDF as function of T, the higher the possibil-
ity of finding a physical state for a given T. An interesting aspect of classic combustion
is the strong duality of the unburned−burned states. States in between are unstable,
so that such a system can be represented by a S-Shape curve. Furthermore, common
combustion appears only when the condition (13) of [20] exists, which is the condition
that allows two singularity points. With regard to FC, this condition is not realized so
that, differently to the classical condition, a univocal curve (not S-Shaped) is shown, as
if more states were possible. In other words, this mathematical definition, allows the
retrieval of an interesting definition: if on the one hand in classical combustion one finds
two physical states well defined and very different from each other, on the other hand
the line between the two states in FC condition is less defined, without a net distinction
between burnt and unburnt states.
• Definition from Cavaliere et al.[19]: In the work of Cavaliere et al. a more rigorous def-
inition of FC combustion is given, even though it is based on a well stirred reactor. This
work relies partially on the work of Oberlack et al. seen above. In Fig.2.5(b), the tem-
perature of a well stirred reactor TWSR is shown as a function of the initial temperature
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(a) (b)
Figure 2.4 – From Wunning et al.[13]: The combustion diagram (Tf -Kv) and different kind of flames
(a) (b)
Figure 2.5 – From Cavaliere et al.[19]: Working points and diagram of FC
of the reactants. The iso−oxygen−concentration curves are plotted. For high concentra-
tions of oxygen, x = 0.2 or x = 0.1 for instance, a S-Shape curve can be identified. This
curve represents a transitional state between low temperatures (unburnt state) and high
temperatures (burnt state). The states of the S-Shape curve are unstable, and have a very
small probability. If the oxygen concentration is further reduced, the S-Shaped curve is
not observed; in this case the system has switched towards a FC as combustion occurs
in a poor oxygen environment and limited temperature increase. As a matter of fact,
for this curve, if compared to the Tin of the reactor, the temperature increase is small if
compared to the combustion mode. From these observations, FC is defined as follows
by Cavaliere "A combustion process is named Mild when the inlet temperature of the reac-
tant mixture is higher than mixture self−ignition temperature whereas the maximum allowable
temperature increase with respect to inlet temperature during combustion is lower than mixture
self-ignition temperature (in Kelvin)". This definition is graphically reported in Fig.2.5(a)
and compared to the working fields of high temperature combustion and feedback com-
bustion.
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2.3 Flameless combustion in industry
Flameless combustion is a technology which has attracted researchers and industrial compa-
nies since its discovery. The possibility of a more rational and cleaner use of fossil fuel is very
attractive from a technological point of view. Furthermore, the possibility of obtaining a more
diffused temperature field, makes FC very promising for industrial applications in the steel,
glass and ceramic industry. This section is divided in two parts. In the first part, all the ad-
vantages of this technology will be detailed from different points of view. In the second part,
some existing FC implementations already used in industry will be presented.
2.3.1 Advantages of Flameless combustion in industry
The advantages of FC concern improved performances in terms of efficiency, pollutant emis-
sions and economic savings. Also it is suitable for particular industrial applications such as
steel, ceramic and glass furnaces. These aspects will be now presented in detail.
Reduction of pollutant emissions
As stated above, such a combustion mode allows the reduction of pollutant emissions and
the improving of burner efficiency. In this section we will analyze how the physics of the
FC regime can result in these two positive outcomes. As far as the pollutant production is
concerned, their formation is favored if burnt gases containing oxygen are exposed to[13]:
• temperatures > 1600K and residence times on the order of seconds;
• temperatures > 2000K and residence times on the order of milliseconds;
In this sense, the two elements to avoid to reduce NOx production is to limit hot and
oxygen−rich pockets. Both these factors are mitigated at the same time in FC. A clear ex-
ample of the potential of the technology in this sense, is reported in Malfa et al., Combustion
Colloquia 2009 [21]).
In this work, three main technologies for NOx reduction, namely air staging, internal flue
gas recirculation and flameless combustion, are compared to a traditional burner. All the burn-
ers considered are burners of large size (> 1000kW). The four burners used to collect the data
and to carry out the experimental campaign are the following: the traditional burner was a
Hennig burner, the air staging one was a Hauck TRIOX, the one operating with flue gases
recirculation was a Techint TNS and the one operating in flameless mode was a Techint TSX
(further detail about the experimental campaign and all the four burners used can be found
in the final report of the Research Programme of the Research Fund for Coal and Steel 2003 - 2007
[21]) In this work, flameless combustion appears as the best technology available as far as NOx
reduction is concerned. As a matter of fact, if compared to air staging and internal flue gas
recirculation technologies, the lowest quantity of NOx is emitted. With respect to a traditional
burner, the technology can drop to 80% the NOx production of a burner.
Another work dealing with NOx emissions in FC regime is that of Plessing et al. [15]. As seen
in Fig.2.4(a) and 2.4(b), in order to obtain a stable form for FC, the furnace has to be heated.
In Fig. 4 of [15], this pre-heating process of the furnace is shown. Temperature at the exit of
the furnace increases as a function of time. Also NOx are shown as a function of time. When
temperature reaches 800˚C, the furnace switches in FC mode, and NOx drop dramatically from
35 ppm to 10 ppm.
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Figure 2.6 – Effect of air-preheating for 3 different technologies compared to no-air-prehating operating
mode (e = 0) in function of exhaust temperature [22]
Efficiency increase in Flameless Combustion
As far as the efficiency is concerned, the most common method to improve it, consists in
pre-heating the air either by using a heat exchanger to recover burnt gases enthalpy. If this
method allows obtaining an improvement of the efficiency of the burner, on the other hand,
the final temperature of the mixture is increased, resulting in greater emissions of NOx. In
FC, although the fresh gases temperature is increased, the low content of oxygen strongly
limits NOx production. Wunning [22] presents clearly the potential of air-preheating in FC.
He shows the results of a comparative study on different burners, combining air-preheating
to different technologies such as regenerative burners (explained in detail in section 2.3.2),
recuperative burners (burnt gases counter-flow with air in a heat exchanger, in order to recover
their enthalpy) and burners with heat exchanger. Figure 2.6 shows the efficiency of several
burners as a function of exhaust gases temperature. In particular, the REGEMAT (regenerative
burner) which works in FC mode and the REKUMAT (recuperative burner) which works
in combustion mode are presented. Each burner works with a different air-preheating rate
e, defined as the temperature ratio of pre-heated air and exhaust gases. If air is not pre-
heated (e = 0), efficiency drops dramatically as exhaust gas temperature increases. As the
air-preheating rate is increased instead, not only the efficiency increases, but it is also less
dependent on temperature exhaust gases. Furthermore, the REGEMAT which works in FC,
presents the highest efficiency among the other burners.
Flameless combustion in steel industry and other applications
The possible applications of FC in industry are many. Generally speaking, FC finds its best
application when a uniform field of temperature is required.For instance, its performances in
terms of efficiency can be exploited for gas turbines [23] or coal fueled furnaces [24]. As antici-
pated in the introductory part of this chapter, FC presents a diffuse field of temperature which
is sought for particular industrial applications. For example, in the steel industry it allows the
improving surface treatment processes. Let us consider a galvanization line for steel strip pro-
duction ([25]). In this case, an uniform temperature field is one of the most critical elements.
This is because discrepancies in the surface of steel are to be avoided in order to improve the
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Figure 2.7 – Solutions of radiative tubes for steel furnaces and gradients of temperature. Figure from
[26]
quality of the final product. Generally, W-shape tubes and the U-shape tubes (c and d in figure
2.7) are the most common solutions in steel industry for the strip lines producing (A.Milani
[26] and Wünning [27]). This kind of furnaces are not recirculating solutions. It means that fuel
and reactants are injected from one side and extracted at the outlet. In these tubes, near to the
injection zones, the flame is still controlled by fluid-dynamics as injection velocity is still high.
After this first zone, inside the radiative tube, only exhaust gases are present. Consequently,
the radiative tube does not have a uniform temperature. It is clear that the temperature field
for these solutions is quite discontinuous. First of all, a higher temperature is present at the
injection section. Furthermore, the elbows are zones where burnt gases concentrate and high
temperature gases pockets form. In the elbows higher temperature and gradients are also
present and these zones favor NOx. With respect to the W-shape tubes (d), the situation can be
slightly improved with the U shaped radiative tubes (c), but strong temperature gradients are
still shown. A more uniform temperature is instead obtained with recuperative furnaces (e, g,
h and i solutions in figure 2.7), with the radiant tubes working in FC mode. In order to attain
FC conditions, a counter-current burnt gases flow is generated. The flame entrains the burnt
gases and gradients of temperature almost disappear. This results in a more diffuse field of
temperature.
Now, this brief description was intended to explore the possibilities of using flameless tech-
nology in this field. As already shown above, FC can accomplish the task of producing an
uniform temperature field. For this reason it can also be used in the case of ceramic and glass
production ([13],[28]).
2.3.2 Industrial applications of flameless combustion today
This section is meant to give some example of FC in the industrial field, by presenting some
documented and referred results. All the furnaces presented are actually used in industry
nowadays; the data here reported are retrieved on the internet site of the main manufacturers
whose research involves FC. For all the furnaces presented, it will be reported:
• the maximum produced power
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Figure 2.8 – From an animation on the website [29]. The two alternatives phases of a REGEMAT 250.
Please notice that in phase 1, hot air flows in the upper burner from left to right and that in phase the
two flows are inverted.
• the NOx emissions.
The first burner described is designed and built by the german FLOX company
(http://www.flox.com). It is the REGEMAT (250 and 350 depending on power). The REGE-
MAT is represented in Fig.2.8 and is based on a regenerative technique: Fig.2.8 illustrates the
axial and longitudinal cut of the combustion chamber during two different operating phases.
In the first phase the upper burner is on: its air flows through a heat exchanger previously
heated by the exhaust gases of the second burner. In this way the enthalpy of the exhaust
gases of the second burner is recovered. The fuel burns in a FC atmosphere. The pneumatic
valves allow switching to the second phases, where the second burner is activated and recov-
ers the enthalpy of the exhaust gases of the upper burner. The results of the efficiency for this
burner were already anticipated in chapter 2, in Fig.2.6. The REGEMAT can work either in
FC or combustion mode; to switch to FC air pre-heating temperature has to be above 850C
approximately. NOx emissions are below 100ppm.
Another example of furnaces employed in the steel industry are the TENOVA furnaces,
TSN and TSX, described in [30]. In this report, it is shown how environmental limitations on
NOx emissions were successfully respected by means of FC technology. The american Rocky
Mountain Steel (RMS) for instance, installed 26 TSX burners in the heating zone of steel.
The temperatures required for this process range from 1100 to 1300˚C. The limit in the state
of Colorado, where the burners were actually installed, was ' 58ppm. The limitations were
respected all along the day, regardless the process temperature.
Another interesting application for flameless combustion is the coupling of FC with oxy-
combustion, cited in section.1.1.2, in order to ease carbon capture and storage operations.
Examples in this sense are already documented and realized; one example is found in the
documents [31] or [32], where the annealing and pickling line of Avesta Works is presented.
It is one of the world largest oxy-flameless installation, with a power of 39MW and 24m of
length and 75t/h of fuel supply. Another experimental burner was realized in Cottbus. The
results on the burner were presented in [33]. The burner used dry-lignite as fuel and presented
a thermal power of 0.5 MW. The study focuses on parametrical variations such as combustion
time and gas composition.
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2.4 Issues in Flameless Combustion furnaces design and inter-
est of CFD
Developing a furnace or a burner needs many tests and it is generally an expensive process.
R&D operations can become even more expensive when dealing with particular and relative
new physical phenomena such as FC. Above, we have seen that the conditions to attain FC
depend on many factors such as temperature process, pressure, recirculation ratio etc.. . The
optimization of these factors needs many tryings and investigations, with a high cost. Further-
more, in order to retrieve emissions or exhaust burnt gases temperature, experiments have to
be carried out with experimental set-ups, which can be relatively costly depending on the size
and power of the burner. In addition, retrieving fields of velocity or temperature requires pre-
cise techniques and facilities (optical measurements and probes) that can be extremely money
consuming. A potential way to reduce this kind of cost is represented by numerical simu-
lations. In numerical simulations mathematical equations issued from a physical model are
resolved on computers. Numerical simulations include:
• 1D simulations: in this type of numerical simulations, the geometry of a furnace is re-
duced to a global 1D system which requires global inputs such as temperature of the
reactants, mass fractions etc. . Data such as the final temperature of the process can be
obtained. This kind of modelling is inexpensive in terms of CPU time, with running
times that can be even lower than the real time process.
• 2D or 3D simulations: in this case, the furnace geometry is simulated. The fluid dynamics
equations are resolved in meshes or grids which represent the geometrical domain. This
simulations are more reliable in terms of final inputs and allow to retrieve more complete
information such as velocity, temperature and species fields. They present higher costs
compared to 1D simulations in term of CPU time. Running time can be on the order of
1-7 days.
Now, numerical simulations can represent a significative reduction of R&D costs, as they can
furnish a complete representation of what occurs inside the furnace. Though, the other side of
the coin is that numerical simulations do not offer the same reliability or accuracy of experi-
ments. As a matter of fact, probes or optical techniques measure the physical variables with an
accuracy on the order of 1− 10%. CFD can also offer this kind of precision by employing very
precise models which have enormous CPU costs and excessive running time (see chapter 3).
In this sense, the CFD community has to make strong efforts to reduce computational costs of
physical models and to improve their accuracy. In the next chapter, we will expound upon the
relationship between CFD and FC, above all to illustrate the recent discoveries of the research
community by means of numerical techniques.
3State of the art in numericalmodelling of Flameless
Combustion
The aim of this chapter is to outline the state of the art of Flameless Combustion. The
chapter is divided in three parts. In the first part, burners relevant to validate FC models are
presented. Semi-industrial and laboratory-scale furnaces are distinguished. In the second part,
important results obtained in numerical modelling of FC are presented. Finally, the aim of this
thesis is be presented.
3.1 Flameless combustion burners for model predictions
In this section, FC burners used to validate numerical set-ups in CFD are presented. These
configurations are not used in an industrial context but are rather employed in laboratories.
The aim of these furnaces is to retrieve important data such as velocity, temperature and
species fields to compare with the numerical simulations. Such data cannot be retrieved from
industrial furnaces, which are not designed to insert probes to investigated the field properties.
Burners are divided into two categories. Semi-industrial furnaces are not used in industry,
but present large powers and large sizes (< 2m), comparable to industrial facilities. In the
second category the laboratory furnaces are included. These furnaces have small sizes and
small powers (< 1m,< 20kW). Furthermore, their design is simple with cylindrical burners.
This is a great advantage when flow and physical properties are to be investigated in detail.
3.1.1 Semi-industrial test-cases
This section discusses the semi-industrial test cases. Among these furnaces, the HEC (High ef-
ficiency combustion) configuration of IFRF is investigated by Burggraaf et al.[34] and Battaglia
et al.[35]. The power of the furnace is 1MW. The HEC furnace adopts the regenerative technol-
ogy developed for the REGEMAT series of WS, which was already explained in section 2.3.2.
Burggraaf carried out an experimental campaign by fueling this furnace either with natural
gas or with a coke oven. The efficiency of the furnace is around 85%. The authors claim that
for regular combustion the efficiency would be rather 50%. Numerical investigations for this
furnace are reported in [34] and in [35].
Another technology, also belonging to IFRF is HiTAC (High Temperature Air Combustion)
([36], [37] and [38]). In this furnace, air and fuel burn under lean conditions in a pre-combustor.
Downstream, the vitiated air from the pre-combustor is injected in the main furnace and mixed
with additional fuel. The vitiated air reaches very high temperatures. Under the conditions
simulated by Mancini [38], air was pre-heated up to 1300◦C and natural gas was used to fuel
the furnace. The thermal load was 0.58MW and NOx emissions on the order of 120ppm.
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Figure 3.1 – Experimental setup of the Mild Combustion furnace experimental studies in [13]
Krishnamurthy et al. [39] investigated the thermo-fluid dynamics of an oxy-flameless burner,
in which air was replaced by pure oxygen. The burner was 4.5 m long with a power of 200kW
and the fuel was propane. The burner is able to work in combustion and flameless mode. In
their work, the authors discussed the soot reduction effect of FC.
3.1.2 Laboratory test cases
In this section, several laboratory test cases are presented. As discussed above, these experi-
ments are suitable to perform CFD model validation campaigns are carried out. The burner
small size has experimental and numerical advantages. Experimental data can be easily re-
trieved and the necessary CPU time for numerical simulations is low. The boundary condi-
tions of such burners are well described and the physics of these flames is better understood.
Wunning et al. [13] studied a 1m long furnace with one central nozzle of gas and 6 nozzles of
pre-heated air. The experimental set-up presented in Fig.3.1 was equipped with cooling pipes.
The furnace is operated in flameless and combustion mode. Under flameless condition, only 6
ppm of NOx were emitted (160 ppm in normal combustion regime). The final temperature of
the burner was at 1000◦C. One of the main features of FC, i.e. the low noise emission, was also
investigated for this burner by measuring temperature fluctuations under flameless conditions
(see Fig.2.3).
Plessing et al. [15] conducted an imaging campaign for a flameless burner. The chamber
had a length of 485mm and can be switched to FC mode, after pre-heating the fresh gases to
only 800◦C (1073 K). The temperature inside the furnace was 1200K. In the burner a central jet
of methane is surrounded by a coflow of pre-heated air. Air is pre-heated by a counter flow of
burnt gases. In particular, the conditions necessary to stabilize flameless combustion are inves-
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Figure 3.2 – Scheme and injection detail of the furnace studied in Szego et al. ([41] and [42])
tigated. In this work the necessity of pre-heating the furnace before stabilizing FC conditions
is confirmed. This phenomenon was first observed in [13]. Remarkably, NOx production drops
dramatically from 35 ppm to 10 ppm as the furnace switches to FC regime (these results are
already presented in section 2.3.1).
Oz¨demir et al. [16], investigated the flow field for the same furnace and performed an
imaging campaign for OH. They also visualized the vicinity of the burner for both combustion
and flameless mode. Velocity fields were also measured in this work. Furthermore, solid par-
ticles were dispersed inside the furnace, in order to measure residence times. Dally et al.[40]
investigated the effects of diluting fuel with CO2 and N2 and its influence on NOx production
and temperature. In their work, they also deepened the understanding about the existence of
unstable region B of Fig.2.4(a). They suppose that this region can appear when if in the vicin-
ity of the burner, regions with large residence times and low scalar dissipation rates exist. An
intermittent combustion can occur, with local flames propagating continuously downstream,
destabilizing the combusion process. Effects of dilution with CO2 and N2 were also investi-
gated on NOx emissions. The experiments were also supported by a numerical investigation.
Szegoe et al. ([41],[42]) investigated a burner with a heat exchanger. The burner, shown in
Fig.3.2, has a maximum capacity of 20kW. The burner consists of a central nozzle of air and 4
nozzles of fuel (methane). Exhaust gases exit the burner in the planar section of the injectors.
The air is pre-heated to 450◦C. In FC mode, the gas temperature in the furnace increases up
to 1300◦C. In this work, the effects of the heat exchanger interacting with the flame and the
effect of recuperating heat from the furnace are investigated experimentally and numerically.
Galletti et al. [28], performed a numerical and experimental study of a burner belonging to
ENEL (Ente nazionale per l’Energia Elettrica, the Italian electric society). The burner is used
in the steel industry (it can be also used for the glass and ceramic industry) and has a nominal
power of 13 kW. The burner adopts a recuperative technique, heating the flow by exhaust
gases through a radiant tube inside the furnace. The NOx emissions of the burner are on the
order of 30 ppm. Authors argued that the same furnace operating in normal mode would
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Figure 3.3 – Scheme of the furnace and representation of the internal furnace of the furnace studied by
Galletti et al.[28]
produce emission up to 1000 ppm.
Jianchun ([44],[45]) examined the same test case as in [42]. For this study, fuel and air were
premixed, resulting in a premixed flameless oxidation, which is not the common practice in
the field. Ayoub et al. [46] realized FC conditions for a mixture of H2 and CH4. Maruta et al.
[47] investigated the effects of the scalar dissipation rates on the reaction zone on FC regime.
Verissimo et al. [14] studied the operation characteristics of a small-size combustor (10 kW).
In the Flameless regime, air was injected at 113m/s and T = 400◦C through a central pipe,
which was surrounded by 16 small injectors for methane. Dally et al. [43] investigated the
jet-hot-coflow burner JHC. This burner consists of a central fuel jet, surrounded by a second
burner. This second burner provides a mixture of hot burnt gases, which are then mixed with
a mixture of nitrogen and air in order to regulate the oxygen concentration. Several radial
measurement are available for the burner which was numerically investigated by Ihme et al.
in [48] and [49].
Table 3.2 summarizes all the burners presented in this section.
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Figure 3.4 – Scheme of the JHC burner of Dally et al.[43]
3.2 State of Art in numerical simulation of Flameless Combus-
tion
3.2.1 Main approaches to simulate FC in CFD
As explained above, generally in Flameless Combustion three mixing streams are present.
They are the fuel, the oxidizer air and the diluent burnt gases. This mixing usually occurs in
a turbulent environment due to the strong velocity injections and recirculation regions inside
the furnace. From a numerical point of view, turbulent phenomena (in this case a turbulent
ternary mixing) are quite hard to capture and predict, as turbulence is a phenomenon which
takes place at different length scales (from macroscopic to microscopic). Fig.3.5 shows the
turbulent energy cascade where the turbulent kinetic energy is presented as a function of the
wavenumber k, defined as 2piλ , where λ is the wavelength. In this graph, three main zones
are represented: a first zone (production zone), with the largest and more energetic eddies; a
second zone (inertial range) where the eddies loose their energy and reduce their size); a third
zone (dissipation scale) where the eddies have a microscopic size and totally dissipate due to
the viscous frictions. In order to simulate this multi-scale phenomenon, three main approaches
exist (see Fig.3.5):
• Direct Numerical Simulations (DNS): in DNS, the Navier-Stokes Equations of the flow
are directly resolved on a computational grid. The turbulent spectrum is resolved to the
smallest dissipative eddies. Consequently, the cell size dimension to resolve the turbulent
flow is very small (depending on the Reynolds number of the flow) and computational
costs are very high. At present, employing DNS to simulate furnaces (either at the in-
dustrial or laboratory scale) is not feasible. Nevertheless, they are used to validate or
propose sub-grid scale models or to retrieve information on the microscopic phenomena
of turbulence;
• Reynolds Average Navier-Stokes (RANS): in RANS turbulence is not resolved but mod-
elled. The Navier-Stokes equations are averaged on the entire turbulent spectrum and
only the average signal of the flow is retained. The advantage of this type of simulation
is certainly its contained computational costs. For this reason, since the beginning of
CFD, it has been widely used and still is the main approach. However, the predictivity
on turbulent flows is only qualitative.
• Large Eddy Simulations (LES): in LES, a filter is applied to Navier-Stokes Equations. In
this way, the larger eddies are directly simulated whereas the smaller ones are modelled.
In order to model the smallest eddies, it is necessary to employ sub-grid scales models.
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Figure 3.5
At present, their use is widening in CFD computations and it is now possible to employ
them for small-size furnaces (< 1m).
Now, in order to predict reactive turbulent flows, the turbulence tools need to be coupled
with a combustion model. In the case of FC, the main characteristics of combustion, deduced
from the previous definitions, are now summarized:
• combustion from Da < 1 to Da > 1: in flameless combustion furnaces, one can find both
regions with slow chemistry (Da < 1) and regions with fast chemistry, where reactivity
is piloted by the turbulent mixing (Da > 1). As both these situations can be found in
the same furnace, the model should be able to deal with both of them. More precisely,
models based on infinitely fast-chemistry are only suitable for regions where Da > 1
but are not accurate for regions where reactivity is piloted by turbulence.
• turbulent combustion: as seen in the previous chapters, FC occurs in a turbulent environ-
ment. Combustion models are sometimes retrieved from 1D systems or homogeneous
tables which can not describe the influence of turbulence in combustion. Generally, it is
necessary to adapt homogeneous combustion models to turbulent combustion models
by employing stochastic models, such as probability density functions PDF;
• high velocity jets: in FC furnaces internal recirculation is favored by high-momentum
jets. These jets can be characterized by strongly strained flows which locally quench.
Consequently FC models should account for the notion of strain in their formulation.
Generally, in order to account for strain, the flamelet formulation introduced by Peters
[50] is adopted to develop these kinds of models. Generally speaking, a flamelet is a 1D
approximation of a counter-flow diffusion flame, which is identified by its strain-rate
value.
• ternary mixing: this aspect was also discussed in the previous chapters. Fuel, air and
diluent burnt gases, mix together in a turbulent environment. We will see in section
3.2.3, that combustion models which account for only binary systems (only fuel and air),
lack accuracy in predicting FC. For this reason, it can be necessary to build models able
to consider the diluent burnt gases stream in their formulation;
• auto-ignition: following the definition of Cavaliere et al.[19], the ternary mixing in FC
happens at a temperature larger than the temperature of AI of the mixture. Conse-
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quently, the model should be able to predict AI correctly. Very simple models some-
times are built on steady systems at equilibrium, which do not consider the unsteady
phenomenon of auto-ignition. These models should not be able to describe correctly FC,
generally speaking. In order to describe correctly auto-ignition it is necessary to employ
complex chemistry mechanism, because auto-ignition is a complex phenomenon where
many species (> 30 species) are involved;
• under-adiabatic combustion: FC furnaces in general are designed to exchange large
amounts of heat with their surroundings. Consequently the burnt gases of the furnace
are strongly under-adiabatic. This under-adiabaticity plays an important role both in the
heat exchange and in pollutant emissions. Ideally, a comprehensive model for FC should
also account for enthalpy losses.
In this brief presentation it was shown that FC is a multi-scale and multi-physical phe-
nomenon. At present, several combustion models have been already coupled with both RANS
and LES. The aim of the next section is to present a state of the art on FC modelling. The state
of art is divided in two parts: in the first one, the works carried out in the RANS context are
presented. The characteristics of the RANS models and how they perform in FC case will be
described. Secondly a state of art in LES will be also presented. This state of art will not be as
complete or exhaustive as the one in RANS, as at present few works have been carried out in
LES for FC.
3.2.2 State of art in RANS modelling of Flameless Combustion
RANS turbulence modelling is a qualitative modelling of turbulence, where only the average
turbulent signal of the flow is obtained. If on the one hand the computational cost of RANS
modelling is certainly small compared to LES or DNS, on the other hand in the mixing regions
of the flow, imprecisions and lack of accuracy are often shown for this type of simulations.
This section will present some of the most common RANS combustion models.
Non-flamelet models
Mixing controlled combustion models These models are based on the hypothesis of infinitely
fast chemical reactions and are therefore valid for large Damkhöler numbers. Reaction rates
are proportional to the ratio εk , where k is the turbulent kinetic energy and ε is the turbulent
dissipation. The first model belonging to this category was Spalding’s eddy break up model
[51]. Magnussen and Hjertager’s Eddy dissipation model [52] is based on the EBU model
and it differs from the constants used on the two models [53]. The EDM model does not take
into account the kinetics of the reactions. Therefore it can be only used with global reaction
mechanisms and only the concentration of the final species is computed. In the case of more
than two reactions, it is not suitable. EBU and EDM models are very easy to implement
and present small computational times. Of course, this kind of model does not account for
complex chemistry. Consequently, auto-ignition phenomena can not be taken into account.
Furthermore, they are not suitable for Da < 1, region to which FC belongs.
Eddy Dissipation model-finite rate (EDM-FR) In EDM-FR, two reaction rates are calculated.
The first one is based on the mixing rate while the second is calculated using an Arrhenius’
expression. Then the model uses the minimum value of the two. The EDM-FR slightly im-
proves the EDM, as the Da range considered is wider. Though it is advised when reaction
rates are limited either by the mixing or by the kinetics whereas it is not when the chemical
and turbulent time scales have the same order of magnitude.
Eddy Dissipation Concept (EDC) Magnussens’s Eddy Dissipation Concept (EDC) [54], allows
the taking into account of more complex kinetics mechanisms. The model assumes that chem-
ical reactions occur in the fine turbulent scales. Fine-scales reactions are modeled through the
solution of a PSR reactor, for which the starting conditions are represented by the composition
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Figure 3.6 – Results from Mancini et al. [38]. Radial profiles of Methane and Temperature for several
axial positions of the HiTAC configuration
and temperature within the computing cell. Of course the EDC model is more time consuming
if compared to the models seen above, as it requires the solution of the transport equations
of each chemical species of the kinetic mechanism. Auto-ignition is taken into account in this
model but it is not accurately predicted. However, the EDC certainly represents an evolution
in predicting AI, with respect to the EBU or EDM models.
Results obtained with no-flamelet models in RANS Mancini et al. [38] simulated the Hi-
TAC furnace belonging to the semi-industrial furnaces and described in section 3.1.1. Simula-
tions were carried out by means of the EBU and EDC. In the configuration simulated, a central
jet of vitiated air was injected at 85m/s. Fuel (methane) was injected by means of two nozzles
at 100m/s. They carried out their simulations with the EBU, the EDC model, the Fluent-PDF
model based on mixture fraction and an EDC-model modified, in order to account for dissipa-
tive effects of methane. The k− e model was used to model turbulence. In figure 3.6, the results
obtained in their simulations are shown. In particular radial profiles of methane and temper-
ature for several axial positions in the burner are shown. As we can see, the methane rate of
consumption is underestimated by all the models. Among the EBU, EDC and PDF model, no
strong differences are observed. Temperature was underestimated due to the underestimation
of methane consumption. The main reason of this failure in predicting the fuel-jet near zone,
is due to the strong interactions between the jets of air and methane, which are not taken into
account correctly by the model of turbulence used.
Krishnamurthy et al. [39] investigated numerically an oxy-flameless burner (described in
section 3.1.1). Simulations were carried out with the EDC model for combustion and k− e for
turbulence modeling. Results are shown in figure 3.7, where temperature axial profiles of the
combustion and flameless combustion states are compared against experimental data. In both
cases, near the injection zone, where fresh gases are still mixing, temperature is not correctly
predicted. This is a common failure in combustion prediction in RANS, where mixing zones
are not correctly predicted and gradients of temperature are generally overestimated.
Flamelet based models
These models are all based on the resolution of Peter’s flamelet equation [50]. A flamelet is
a 1D approximation of a counter-flow diffusion flame, identified by its strain rate. Strain rate
becomes of particular importance when dealing with highly-strained jets, as combustion can
be affected by it.
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Figure 3.7 – Axial profiles of temperature of the furnace investigated by Krishnamurthy et al. [39].
Numerical profiles are compared against experimental ones for the flame and flameless state
Representative interactive flamelets (RIF) models The basic concept of the RIF approach is to
couple the CFD code with a 1D flamelet solver. Physical quantities such as mixture fraction and
pressure are sent to the 1D solver which calculates species and temperature values as a function
of time and position. Such an approach was used by Coelho and Peters [55] in predicting the
furnace investigated in [15] and [16] and presented in section 3.1.2. In this study, the RIF code
calculated the flamelet at equilibrium so that auto-igniton was not taken into account. Coelho
et al. focused their predictions on the fluid dynamics field of the flame. More specifically,
the predictions of velocity and residence time (measured in[16]) are presented. In the work
of Coehlo et al., axial velocity profiles are predicted qualitatively but lack in precision. In
particular, the k− e is not capable of correctly predicting the mixing between the fuel and air
jets, thus overestimating the velocity at the first axial positions. More downstream, predictions
are in fair agreement instead. The same lack of precision is also shown for the residence time
in the vicinity of the burner, as it is underestimated.
Eulerian Particle Flamelet Model EPFM Pitsch et al. [56] showed that transient effects do
not have an important effect on the prediction of species concentrations. Though this is not
true for pollutant species such as NO. Indeed, the prediction for this kind of species relies also
on the prediction of the residence times. In order to compute residence times, transient effects
are taken into account. The Eulerian Particle Flamelet Model EPFM is the model used in order
to accomplish this task. This model tracks the spatial and temporal evolution of the path of
flamelets (within a combustion chamber for instance) and calculates the scalar dissipation as
a function of time. In other words, the model is able to track the evolution of the transported
flamelets in the flame. In their work, Dally et al. [40] used the EPFM model for combustion,
coupled with k − e to model turbulence. In this work, a flamelet code resolves the unsteady
flamelet equations and it is coupled with the CFD code. Consequently, auto-ignition was taken
into account. The FLUENT commercial CFD code was used to solve the mixture fraction and
velocity field whereas EPFM was used to predict species and NOx concentrations. In this work,
it is shown that the EPFM model is a comprehensive model, able to account for several aspects
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Figure 3.8 – Axial velocity and radial velocity results from the simulations of Coehlo et al. [55] for
several axial positions.
Figure 3.9 – Residence time results from the simulations of Coehlo et al. [55] for several axial positions.
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Figure 3.10 – Temperature centerline predictions and experimental data for the case simulated by Dally
et al. [40]. The effect of dilution with inert gases (CO2 and N2) is also investigated.
of FC and to predict it correctly. The prediction of mean centerline temperature is shown in
figure3.10 for the cases with pure methane and methane diluted with CO2 and N2. Correct
results were obtained for the case with pure methane, above for the axial positions after 200
mm from the nozzle. For the case with CO2 dilution the agreement was less satisfactory. Finally
the largest gap was found for the case with N2 dilution, but it was attributed to measurement
uncertainty. But overall, satisfactory results were obtained.
3.2.3 State of the art in LES modelling of Flameless Combustion
At the beginning of this chapter, we gave an overview on the different turbulence description
approaches. LES seems to be very promising as it offers a more precise description of the
turbulent mixing, which is a critical factor in predicting FC. However, LES is certainly more
costly than RANS. For this reason, the complexity and the accuracy of the combustion model
should not considerably increase computational costs. It is also recalled that very few studies
of LES in FC have been carried out. In this section some of the main models for LES will
be presented, by putting emphasis on which aspects they account for and they do not in
simulating FC.
Conditional Momentum Closure - CMC
The conditional moment closure model (Klimenko [57] and Bilger [58]) is a model which
solves a transport equation for each conditional moment (ρYk|Z∗), where Yk is the value of
each species mass fraction and Z∗ is the conditioned mixture fraction. Mean species mass
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Figure 3.11 – Numerical results of the radial profiles of T, CO, CO2 and H2O for three axial locations
of the JHC burner. Dre f is the central jet diameter and is equal to 4.25mm. HM 1, 2 and 3 denote a
different proportion of the O2 and N2 quantities.
Computational costs are very high, as nz∗ X nYk equations (where nZ∗ is the number of Z
∗
iso-surface and nYk is the number of species) are solved. The model accounts for complex
chemistry, diffusion flames combustion and auto-ignition. Despite a high computational cost,
the model is certainly one of the most complete models for FC modeling. Examples of CMC
used in LES can be found in Kronenburg et al. ([59], [60]). With respect to FC, an application
of CMC in simulating the flameless JHC burner can be found in [61]. Results were overall
quite satisfactory, so that CMC is considered a comprehensive model to simulate FC (although
expensive).
Flamelet progress variable - FPV In this model, a database of steady flamelets at equilib-
rium is used. They were firstly presented by Pierce et Moin [62]. Flamelets at equilibrium are
tabulated depending on mixture fraction Z and a progress variable. As flamelets are consid-
ered at equilibrium, auto-ignition is not taken into account. An example of FPV model used
for FC was presented in Ihme et al.([63] and [48]). The JHC burner of Dally et al.[43] already
described in 3.1.2 was simulated. To simulate the burner, an FPV model adapted to the ternary
mixing is proposed; more precisely the flamelet database was a function of mixture fraction,
strain and a variable which represents the mixing of the oxidizer with the burnt gases. The
simulations were carried out for three different O2 and N2 proportion in the diluting mixture.
Part of the results are shown in Fig.3.11, where the numerical results for the radial profiles of
T, CO, CO2 and H2O for three axial locations are shown. Results are in very good agreement
with the experimental results. No over-estimation of temperature in the reactive zone, typical
of RANS simulation, is found.
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Figure 3.12 – Mean burning rate versus mean progress variable of the DNS of the V-shape flame of
Vervisch et al.[71] for several axial positions
Flamelet Prolongation ILDM FPI/Flamelet generated manifold FGM
In FPI [64], the parameters of laminar premixed flames are tabulated depending on mixture
fraction Z and the initial temperature Tu. Combustion progress is taken into account by a





where Yeqc(Z) is the equilibrium value of Yc at Z. As far as Yc is concerned, there is no unique
definition and several forms were proposed. For instance, in Fiorina et al. [65] Yc = YCO +YCO2
whereas Galpin et al. [66] defined it as Yc = YH2O − YH . FGM models [67] use the same
approach of FPI, by tabulating mono-dimensional laminar flamelets, either premixed or non-
premixed ones. FGM were used in premixed [68], partially premixed [69] and non-premixed
[70] flames.
Presumed conditional moments - FP-ILDM PCM-FPI
The PCM-FPI model is the combination between the FPI tabulation model aforementioned
and the PCM model for turbulent combustion of Vervisch et al. [71]. The PCM model of
Vervisch [71] accounts for turbulent fluctuations in LES. In PCM, conditional moments are
not transported in the code but presumed. To represent turbulent fluctuations, a β− PDF is
used to account for the SGS fluctuations of c and Z. In order to see if this approach is valid,
Vervisch et al. [71] and Bray [72] gave evidence that β− PDF is a good approximation for c and
Z fluctuations. In particular Vervisch realized a DNS of a V-shape flame. In figure 3.12 a part
of the results obtained is shown. The mean burning rate is plotted against the mean progress
variable. Several plots are realized for 5 axial positions. It is evident that the mean burning rate
has an almost parabolic shape, and so the hypothesis of approximating the fluctuations with
a gaussian shape PDF can be considered valid. The other feature of the β− PDF (either of Z
and c) is that it depends on two parameters, namely the mean value of the variable and its
segregation factor. The segregation factor measures the level of fluctuations. The segregation




where Z˜v is the variance of Z˜ and it is defined as:
Z˜v = Z˜Z− Z˜Z˜ (3.4)
where f˜ denotes the favre−mass weighted− filter for the variable f . Segregation for c follows
the same form.
However, if on the one hand conditional moments of P(Z) can be easily calculated, on the other
hand fluctuations of c also depend on the fluctuation of Z, i.e. P(c∗) = P(c|Z). In a possible
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simplification of the model, one can consider that P(c|Z) ' P(c), i.e. that the fluctuations of c
are independent from the ones of Z. This hypothesis can be disputed as it is not always valid,
specifically during the AI in non-premixed flames, where P(c|Z) 6= P(c∗), as shown by Michel
et al. in ADF-PCM [73].
Let us now see how the two models are coupled together. From the FPI table, the value of
Yeqc (Z) , the reaction rate ω˙Yc(Z, c) and species Yi(Z, c) are retrieved by means of the mean
values of Z˜ and c˜. The mean value of the equilibrium value of Yc is calculated as follows:
Y˜eqc (Z˜, Sz) =
∫
Yeqc (Z)P(Z, Z˜, Sz)dZ (3.5)
From now on, we will simplify the writing of the equations and for P(Z, Z˜, Sz) we will simply
write P(Z). On the other hand ω˜Yc is calculated as follows





ωFPIYc (Z, c)P(c|Z)P(Z)dcdZ (3.6)
Species are calculated in the same way:





YFPIi (Z, c)P(c|Z)P(Z)dcdZ (3.7)
As said previously, this formulation is further simplified considering that P(c|Z) ' P(c). In
this case, equations 3.6 and 3.7 may be re-written as follows:





ωFPIYc (Z, c)P(c)P(Z)dcdZ (3.8)





YFPIi (Z, c)P(c)P(Z)dcdZ (3.9)
In the 2nd order PCM, P(c) is given by a β−PDF defined by the equations of Yc and its variance
vYc . Conversely, for PCM at 1st order, P(c) is approximated as P(c) ∼ δ(c− cˆ).
2nd order PCM was applied with success to turbulent premixed flames in [66]. Enthalpy
variation is not taken into account in the original version of the model, but was added by
Fiorina in [74]. PCM was adapted for auto ignition by Domingo et al. [75] considering both
homogeneous auto-igniting reactors and premixed flames. No study on FC using these ap-
proaches has been published at present to our knowledge.
Approximated Diffusion Flame Presumed Conditional Moments - ADF-PCM
In order to reduce the computational time required to build auto-igniting flamelet databases,
the ADF-PCM model was introduced [76]. In a first step, the reaction rate of auto-igniting
homogeneous reactors is tabulated as a function of mixture fraction and progress variable Yc.
This reaction rates ωYc so calculated is used in Peter’s flamelet equation [50], for Yc:
∂Yc
∂t




It is underlined that only the flamelet equation for the progress variable is used. Compared to
PCM-FPI, using flamelets equations allows to introduce the strain rate a as input parameter
of the table. ADF−PCM uses the PCM approach to account for fluctuations of Z. In its first
version, the strain rate was uniform in the cell. The fluctuations of a were added in [73], by
using a presumed PDF of a. ADF-PCM takes into account auto-ignition and is suitable for
diffusion flames. A significant limit in the usage of ADF-PCM in FC is that flamelet auto-
ignition occurs only if flamelet boundary conditions favor AI. As a matter of fact, boundary
conditions for the ADF flamelet database are retrieved from the boundary conditions of the
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3D test case to simulate. If the temperature of both air and fuel streams are not high enough
to provoke auto-ignition spontaneously, ADF-PCM can not be used. This point will further be
discussed in section 3.3.2. Concerning enthalpy losses, they are not accounted for in ADF-PCM,
but they could be. Development in this sense will be carried out retaining the developments
achieved in this thesis. This model was used in RANS ([76],[73]) and first applications in LES
were proposed by Tillou in his PhD thesis [77] and in [78].
Thickened flame - Large eddy simulation - TFLES
TFLES [79] has been developed in order to overcome the problem of capturing the flame front
thickness in premixed flames, which would require cells smaller than the flame front, i.e.
0.1− 0.01mm [18]. It has been developed for premixed combustion. In this model, the flame is
artificially thickened by a factor F. Some critical aspects of the model arise for large values of
F in diffusion flames and auto-ignition conditions. Besides, as the reaction rate is multiplied
by a factor F, the ignition delay and the reaction rate are tied to this factor. Indeed, a large
value of F can result in a strong modification of the flame itself. Furthermore, a transport
equation for each of the species must be solved in the CFD code. In fact TFLES is limited
by the number of species, so that using complex chemistry to account for AI becomes CPU
demanding. Subgrid fluctuations are not taken into account as the homogeneity hypothesis
in the cell is used. The main advantage of the model is certainly its simplicity if compared
to more complex models such as CMC, and its ability to qualitatively reproduce any type of
combustion regime. However, accurately predicting AI and diffusion flames still remains a
challenge for the model.
Diluted-homogeneous-reactors - DHR
In its first version DHR (in homogeneous combustion) was developed to model gas-turbine
combustion and it was developed by Michel and Colin in the frame of the KIAI project. In
this first version, the model was coupled with the premixed flame tabulated model ECFM-
LES model [80]. In this PhD thesis, the model was used without ECFM-LES and adapted to
turbulent combustion by accounting for mixture fraction fluctuations. The model is very close
to the PCM-FPI model as it uses a tabulation built on homogeneous reactors. However, the
innovative feature of this model is that the initial composition in the homogeneous reactor is
diluted with burnt gases and the variables involved in combustion are tabulated depending on
the level of the dilution α. It also allows to take into account enthalpy losses and auto-ignition.
3.3 Retained approach and aim of the thesis
3.3.1 Aim of the thesis
This chapter started with a brief presentation of all the turbulence tools available. It was re-
ported that, since the spreading of numerical techniques in research, RANS is largely used due
to its qualitative results and its limited computing time. It was argued though that in flame-
less combustion, the ternary mixing of burnt gases, fuel and air was piloted by turbulence.
This point represents a critical factor in correctly predicting FC, as a high quality prediction
of turbulence is needed. Of course, it does not mean that with RANS, correct results can not
be obtained (results in agreement with experimental data were obtained in [40] for the fur-
nace presented in [15], see Fig.3.10). However, it is largely accepted that LES represents a more
reliable tool to predict mixing [48]. The present thesis was carried out based on these obser-
vations. Being both LES and FC quite recent, to date, very few works have been carried out
in predicting FC in the LES context. Apart from those of Ihme et al.([48] and [49]), we can
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also mention the works of Vicquelin et al.[81], where a flameless furnace was simulated by
means of tabulated chemistry. For this reason, in this thesis, we simulated FC by using LES
for turbulence description. The efforts of this thesis were addressed both towards the com-
bustion model and the pollutant modeling. The FC furnace simulated in this thesis was the
one presented by Verissimo et al.[14]. It is a 10kW small furnace which operates with internal
recirculation of burnt gases. Results concerning combustion are presented in chapter 3 while
the ones concerning NO prediction are presented in chapter 4. In the next section, the models
chosen to simulate FC in this thesis are presented.
3.3.2 Retained approach for this thesis
The following requirements should be taken into account for a combustion model for flameless
combustion:
• time consumption: LES is certainly more expensive than RANS, so that only small size
furnaces (< 1m) can be simulated within reasonable CPU times at present. In order
to reduce the CPU time, the combustion model should present a compromise between
accuracy and simplicity of the algorithm, with a low number of species and variables
transported. For this reason the CMC model, although accurate and reliable, was ex-
cluded for the simulations in this work. From this point of view, all the models based on
tabulated chemistry such as FPI-PCM and DHR are less time consuming.
• diffusion flame structure and strain effects: in order to favor internal recirculation of
gases, high momentums jets are usually used in FC. For this reason, high velocity jets
and highly strained jets are present in FC furnaces. Furthermore, the characteristics of FC
are closer to the ones of non-premixed flames rather than premixed flames, as often fuel
and air are usually not premixed before combustion. Consequently, a comprehensive
model for FC should account for the strain notion. With regard to the TFLES model, the
effect of the thickening on a diffusion flame is not clearly understood. During this thesis
some tests were carried out to assess the effect of thickening the flame front in partially
premixed diffusion flames. The conclusions of that first study were that thickening the
flame can have a large impact on the flame structure, when using a standard mesh
resolution. For this reason, the model was discarded. In this work, the DHR approach
was retained for its simplicity. Due to this simplicity, it does not account for strain. As
will be shown in the next section, acceptable results were still obtained, but the absence
of the effect of strain was identified as a limitation of the model.
• auto-ignition: in order to predict auto-ignition, complex chemistry should be taken into
account in the model. Nowadays, tabulated chemistry represents a good compromise be-
tween a correct description of AI and contained CPU times. In models such as FPI-PCM
or DHR, the number of transported species is limited to a few species (on the order of
ten species), although the AI is correctly described in the complex chemistry tabulation.
On the other hand, models such as TFLES, would allow describing AI accurately only
by transporting all the species of the entire kinetics mechanism (53 species for the GRI
3.0 mechanisms for instance [82]), which is not feasible in terms of CPU time require-
ments. With regard to flamelet-based models such as ADF-PCM or FPV, where flamelets
consider a binary fuel-air system, auto-ignition is provoked by the high temperature
and high pressure conditions of fuel and air streams. These favorable conditions are
not found in most FC furnaces. For instance, in the case of Verissimo et al.[14] a cen-
tral jet of air at 673K and methane at ambient temperature are injected in atmospheric
pressure. These conditions do not favor spontaneously AI (AI only occurs because of
diluent gases) and binary fuel-air flamelets would not auto-ignite. As a consequence, it
is necessary to account for diluent burnt gases in the flamelet structure. This point will
be further treated in the next point.
• ternary mixing: ternary mixing is typical in FC as three streams, namely fuel, air and
burnt gases, take part in the combustion process. In particular, it is necessary to account
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for the diluent burnt gases in the diffusion flame structure: this point was clearly demon-
strated in the works of Ihme et al.([48] and [49]) where an FPV model was modified to
account for the mixing of diluent burnt gases. In the previous point we explained that
this becomes necessary as diluent gases are responsible for the AI of the fresh gases. For
this reason, ADF-PCM does not seem to be suitable for FC, unless it is modified with a
methodology like the one proposed by Ihme. On the other hand, the DHR proposed in
this thesis, has been developed exactly in this sense, were fresh gases are diluted with
hot burnt gases at equilibrium. This point is further explained in chapter 3.
• enthalpy losses: FC furnaces are built to exchange a large amount of heat with the sur-
rounding environment. Consequently, the burnt gases are strongly under-adiabatic and
enthalpy losses need to be taken into account in combustion models. In chapter [3] it
will be shown that for the case of Verissimo et al.[14], the burnt gases are 750K below
their adiabatic temperature. Including enthalpy losses in flamelets models was already
proposed in Netzell et al.[83] or Ihme et al.[48], but only for steady state to our knowl-
edge. To conclude, including enthalpy losses in auto-igniting flamelets might be possible
but it is difficult.
In table 3.3, all the features of the models available, are summarized. To conclude this part, the
model used in this thesis was the DHR. It has four advantages:
• it is suitable for LES
• it represents AI accurately at a low CPU time
• it represents the ternary mixing
• it accounts for large enthalpy losses
Though, as it is based on homogeneous reactors, it does not account for strain effects. In
chapter 3 this lack in the description of combustion will be also investigated.




































































































































































































































































































































































































4Large Eddy Simulations offlameless combustor
In this chapter, the article Large Eddy Simulations of a small-scale flameless combustor by
means of diluted homogeneous reactors accepted for publication in the journal Flow Turbulence
and Combustion is reported. In the article, the diluted homogeneous reactors DHR model is presented:
it was developed in order to account for the ternary mixing and the enthalpy losses. The article is divided
into three parts. In the first part, the model is presented; in the second part the model is coupled with
ADF-PCM in order to validate the auto-ignition in a 1D flamelet structure. Finally in the third part, the
model performances are analyzed in two 3D configurations, Flame D of Sandia and the FC combustor
from the works of Verissimo et al.
4.1 Abstract
A new model for Flameless Combustion (FC) based on the tabulation of diluted homogeneous
reactors (DHR) is presented. This model is developed within the Large Eddy Simulations (LES)
approach because LES has a good potential for correctly predicting the ternary mixing of FC.
In DHR, a ternary mixture of fuel, air and burnt gases at equilibrium is considered as an initial
condition for the reactor calculations. The auto-ignition of this mixture is then tabulated as a
function of the input parameters which are mixture fraction, fresh gases temperature, dilution
fraction, progress variable and enthalpy loss. The enthalpy loss is introduced by decreasing the
temperature of the diluting burnt gases. The DHR model is first evaluated over the partially
premixed Sandia Flame D. Correct results are obtained for this flame, although CO is over-
estimated by the model. This discrepancy is attributed to the usage of homogeneous reactors
which impedes to account for the influence of scalar dissipation. Secondly, the flameless con-
figuration of Verissimo et al., characterized by a strong enthalpy loss due to wall heat losses, is
used to assess the performance of the model. Combustion results are found in correct agree-
ment for temperature and major species. The largest discrepancies are found for CO again,
although the axial shape for this species is correctly predicted.
4.2 Introduction
Reducing pollutant emissions and improving burners efficiency has brought to the develop-
ment of new combustion technologies. Among these new technologies, flameless combustion
(FC) takes place as one of the most promising [13, 19]. In flameless combustion, the air and fuel
jets are strongly diluted by means of external or recirculated burnt gases. A first consequence
is that combustion occurs in a lean oxygen environment, therefore limiting the temperature
peak and reducing nitrogen oxides (NOx) and soot emissions. A second consequence is that
the reactive zone is shifted towards low scalar dissipation rate values [48] leading to more dif-
fused reactions and smoother temperature gradients. Decreasing temperature gradients is in
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fact sought for in many industrial applications such as steel or glass [13]. FC was investigated
both experimentally and numerically. Coelho and Peters [55] used an Eulerian Particle Flamelet
model to investigate numerically a furnace experimentally characterized by Plessing et al.[15].
Root mean square (RMS) and mean velocity fields were found in good agreement with experi-
ments, whereas some discrepancies were found for the residence time prediction in the vicinity
of the burner. Dally et al.[43] investigated a jet in hot coflow (JHC) burner. For this burner, Kim
et al.[61] used a conditional moment closure (CMC) formulation to predict temperature, main
species and NO mass fraction. Results were in good agreement with the experimental results.
The same burner was investigated numerically by Christo et al.[85] using the eddy dissipation
concept (EDC) model coupled with complex chemistry and a mixture fraction/PDF model
formulation. The mixture fraction/PDF model performed poorly in predicting the JHC main
species. Conversely, the EDC model was able to provide improved results. The authors ex-
plained that the poor performance of the mixture fraction/PDF model could be attributed to
the single-mixture fraction formulation, which is not suitable for three streams configurations.
Verissimo et al. experimentally investigated a small-size FC burner [14]. It was simulated by the
same authors in [86] employing the EDC model and a joint composition pdf transport model
[87]. Results were in fair agreement with experimental data, although some discrepancies were
found on temperature for both models. Globally, the joint pdf model performed better than
the EDC in predicting CO. The burner was also investigated by Cuoci et al.[88] employing a
kinetic post-processing KPP method. The agreement with the experiment was correct for ma-
jor species, less so for temperature and CO. The above flameless studies have been performed
using the Reynolds Averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) approach which remains today the stan-
dard approach in the industry of furnaces because of its affordable CPU-times. At the same
time, as demonstrated for instance in [55], RANS has a limited ability to correctly predict the
mixing of fuel, air and burnt gases because the turbulence models employed, often based on
a k-e description, fail to describe the features of complex turbulent flows. Like for turbulence,
the complete flame structure needs to be modeled in RANS. In the case of furnaces, predicting
the combustion mode is difficult because of the aforementioned ternary mixture and because
only mean and variances of passive scalars are available. For these reasons and as illustrated
in the previous examples, RANS predictivity on furnace applications remains limited.
Alternatively, LES could be a promising tool for furnace applications because it has a bet-
ter ability to predict complex turbulent flows, even using rather simple turbulence models
like the Smagorinsky model [89]. The reason for that is that in LES, large flow structures are
directly resolved on the LES mesh, while modeling is only required at the SGS level. There-
fore, the modeling assumptions made on the complete flow in RANS are limited to the SGS
level in LES. This ability has been largely demonstrated in gas turbine applications, like in
Eyssartier et al.[90] and Hermeth et al.[91]. As gas turbines dimensions are fairly small, such
LES are today becoming accessible to engine manufacturers thanks to the constant decrease of
super-computing costs. On the contrary, LES calculations of flameless furnaces are still compu-
tationally expensive, due to the very large dimensions of the test cases involved. As done today
in RANS, LES of a single burner will consequently be the first target application for burner
designers in the near future. Such calculations are aimed at understanding and improving the
burners design, particularly in the case of flameless combustion where an accurate control of
the ternary mixing is required. Only a few flameless configurations have been studied in LES.
In the work of Duwig et al. [92], a flameless gas turbine experimentally investigated by the
same authors was simulated in LES. In this experiment, a mixture of propane and preheated
air is injected in a cylindrical combustion chamber through a premixing pipe. Like in most such
devices, although the injected air is preheated, the temperature of the fuel/air mixture that is
formed is too low to promote auto-ignition. Therefore, using standard homogeneous reactor
(HR) calculations like in the ADF-PCM model for instance ([76],[73]), does not allow to ignite
the mixture and sustain combustion. This is why a tabulated combustion model based on the
calculation of homogeneous reactors diluted with adiabatic burnt gases at equilibrium was
proposed in [92]. The LES matched correctly the experimental velocity field in cold operation
and succeeded in reproducing the flameless combustion mode, but no quantitative profiles
were provided for species or temperature. In the works of Ihme et al.[48, 49], the JHC burner
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[43] is simulated using an extended FPV model where an additional conserved scalar W is
introduced. This scalar allows to define the proportions of air and burnt gases in the oxidizer
stream. A flamelet library is built using the standard mixture fraction, scalar dissipation rate
and progress of reaction plus variable W. The authors showed that a single mixture fraction
model is not able to reproduce correctly the main species profiles and that it is necessary to use
the extended three streams flamelet model. Hence, from this work, there is some evidence that
in order to correctly predict flameless combustion, it is necessary to account for the ternary
mixing between fuel, air and diluent gases in the combustion model.
In the present paper, an alternative combustion model for LES of flameless combustion is pro-
posed. The model was developed based on three major requirements of flameless combustion.
First, as observed in [48, 92, 49], flameless combustion can only be attained if fuel and/or
air are strongly diluted with burnt gases prior to combustion. Therefore, the model should
account for the ternary mixture of fuel, air and diluent burnt gases. Secondly, as outlined
in many flameless studies, this ternary mixture is introduced at temperatures that are larger
than the auto-ignition temperature. This means that the model should correctly reproduce
the auto-ignition delay and heat release of such mixtures. Finally, unlike in the JHC burner,
flameless burners are designed to exchange a large amount of heat for industrial purposes
(glass or steel for instance). As a consequence, the air and fuel streams are diluted with highly
under-adiabatic burnt gases, which has a major impact on the reactivity of the mixture. This
under-adiabaticity also needs to be accounted for in the model. The diluted homogeneous
reactor (DHR) model proposed in this paper satisfies these requirements. To account for the
ternary mixture, it relies on the calculation of homogeneous reactors initially composed of
fuel, air and hot burnt gases at equilibrium like in the model proposed by Duwig et al.[92].
These reactor calculations are performed a priori and tabulated like in the ADF-PCM model
([76, 73]) or Flamelet Progress Variable (FPV) ([48],[62]) approaches. This choice allows to re-
tain the ability of complex fuel/air mechanisms to accurately predict the auto-ignition delay
and heat release while maintaining a low CPU cost. Unlike in the model of Duwig, the en-
thalpy loss of the mixture is accounted for by considering various levels of enthalpy for the
diluting burnt gases, as already proposed by Wang et al. [93] for premixed flames.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 4.3 presents the DHR mathematical formulation.
The LES transport equations are first presented, followed by the definition of the DHR initial
conditions. The tabulation methodology of the auto-ignition trajectories is then explained. The
homogeneous DHR table is finally filtered to get the mean species reaction rate, and the calcu-
lation of its input parameters from the transported LES scalars is explained. The DHR reaction
rate expression is first evaluated in Section 4.4 on unsteady laminar counter-flow diffusions
flames to evaluate its ability to reproduce the auto-ignition of a non premixed mixture. A first
evaluation of the DHR model is performed on Sandia flame D in Section 4.5. Although the
characteristics of this flame do not meet all the flameless criteria, it shares with flameless com-
bustion an important characteristic: the turbulent mixing of fuel, air and burnt gases. Besides,
this flame is very well documented, which allows an accurate comparison between LES and
experiment. The model is finally applied to the flameless burner of Verissimo in Section 4.6.
This configuration was chosen because it is one of the rare flameless burners which presents,
unlike the JHC burner for instance, a high enthalpy loss of the recirculated burnt gases like in
a real furnace. Finally Section 4.7 draws the main conclusions.
4.3 The DHR combustion model
4.3.1 The filtered LES equations
The reactive Navier-Stokes equations considered are those of species mass fractions, momen-
tum, energy and mixture fraction. In LES, these equations are filtered using a spatial filter ,¯ so
that f = f¯ + f ′. For convenience, a Favre filter defined by f˜ = ρ fρ¯ is also introduced.
Applying this filtering, the LES equations for a species mass fraction Y˜k, mean mixture
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fraction Z˜ and its variance vZ, velocity u˜, and total energy E˜, read:
∂ρ¯u˜
∂t
+∇ · (ρ¯u˜u˜) = ∇P¯ +∇ · (τ¯ + τ¯t) (4.1)
∂ρ¯E˜
∂t
+∇ · ((ρ¯E˜ + P¯)u˜) = −∇ · [−uτ + q¯ + q¯t]+ ρ¯ ˜˙ωT + Q¯w (4.2)
∂ρ¯Y˜k
∂t
+∇ · (ρ¯u˜Y˜k) = −∇ · [ J¯k + J¯tk]+ ρ¯ ˜˙ωk (4.3)
∂ρ¯Z˜
∂t
+∇ · (ρ¯u˜Z˜) = ∇ · [ρ¯ (D + Dt)∇Z˜] (4.4)
∂ρ¯vZ
∂t
+∇ · (ρ¯vZu˜) = ∇ · (ρ¯ (D + Dt)∇vZ) + 2ρ¯ (D + Dt) (∇Z˜)2 − 2ρ¯χ˜Z (4.5)
In these equations ρ¯ is the filtered density, defined as the sum of the transported species
partial densities. In the momentum and energy equations, (4.1) and (4.2), τ¯ represents the






where µ is the molecular viscosity given as a function of the filtered temperature using Suther-







The term τ¯t = ρ¯u˜u− ρ¯u˜u˜ is the non-resolved turbulent flux for the momentum equation. Its







For all the calculations presented in this work, νt is modeled using Smagorinsky’s model [89].
E˜ represents the sum of the sensible energy e˜s and resolved kinetic energy. e˜s can be de-
duced as:




Knowing the filtered species mass fractions Y˜k and sensible energy, the filtered temperature T˜
can be deduced. In the energy Eq. (4.2), q¯ and q¯t represent the filtered molecular and turbulent
heat fluxes. They are both modeled using Fourier’s expression, leading to a total flux:




( J¯k + J¯tk)h˜s,k (4.9)
where λ¯ = µC¯pPr is the thermal molecular conductivity and λ
t = ρ¯
νtC¯p
Prt the turbulent thermal
conductivity. h˜s,k is species k sensible enthalpy while J¯k and J¯tk are the filtered species molecular
and turbulent fluxes respectively. These latter terms are modeled using a Fickian law:




is species k molecular diffusivity and Dtk =
νt
Sctk
its turbulent diffusivity. In
the present calculations, we use Sck = Pr = 1 and Sctk = Pr
t = 0.6. The term −uτ in Eq. (4.2)
represents the viscous dissipation term, modeled as −u˜(τ¯ + τ¯t). The last term Q¯w represents
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the heat flux at walls. It is modeled using a thermal wall-law along with the dynamic wall-law





where uτ , ρw and Cp,w are the friction velocity, density and constant pressure specific heat at
the wall respectively. T+ is calculated as follows:
y+ ≤ 11.445 : T+ = Pr y+ (4.12)
y+ > 11.445 : T+ = k−1w Prt ln(Fwy+) (4.13)





where yw is the node distance from the wall and νw is the molecular viscosity at Tw. This
approach, although not as accurate as a direct resolution of LES equations at walls, is much
cheaper in terms of CPU cost as it avoids to use an extremely fine mesh refinement at walls. Re-
sults presented in Section 4.6, also suggest that this approach is sufficient for the configuration
considered here.
In species equations, ˜˙ωk represents the species chemical reaction rate, closed with the DHR
combustion model as presented in Section 4.3.7. The heat release rate ˜˙ωT in the energy equation
is directly deduced form ˜˙ωk: ˜˙ωT = N∑
k=1
˜˙ωkh0k (4.15)
where h0k is the enthalpy of formation of species k. Eq. (4.4) for the mean mixture fraction Z˜
is similar to that of species equations, apart that it contains no source term, Z being a passive
scalar. Equation (4.5) for its variance vZ is modeled as in [77]. The second term on the right-
hand side of Eq. (4.4) represents the source of variance by the mean gradients, while the last
term is the scalar dissipation χ˜Z modeled using the relaxation expression χ˜Z = C0
νt
∆x2 vZ,
where ∆x is the local cell size and C0 is a modeling constant set equal to 1.
4.3.2 The DHR initial composition
In the DHR model auto-ignition trajectories of homogeneous reactors are tabulated. At ele-
vated pressure and temperature, a mixture of fuel and air will usually auto-ignite, a property
already exploited in tabulated models like TKI [94] for piston engine applications and ADF-
PCM [73] for high temperature non premixed flames. For furnace or aeronautic conditions,
the fresh gases temperature is usually too low to allow auto-ignition, which is also a desired
property for safety. At these conditions, flame reactions are triggered by the dilution of the
incoming fresh mixture with recirculated (or external) burnt gases. The idea of DHR is to fol-
low auto-ignition trajectories triggered by the dilution of the fresh mixture with burnt gases.
Although dilution of premixed flames [93] could be considered for this purpose, we choose
here homogeneous reactors for three main reasons: first, it allows to describe the auto-ignition
process which can be important in some burner technologies like in flameless; second, ho-
mogeneous reactors are the easiest and fastest model reactors to use; third, homogeneous
calculations allow to use detailed chemistry mechanisms containing hundreds of species and
thousands of reactions, which makes it attractive when studying the impact of fuel formula-
tion on the heat release and pollutants. The fresh gases are composed of fuel and air. For these
two components, their respective total enthalpies HF(YiF , TF) and HA(Yi A, TA) are introduced,
where TF and TA are fuel and air temperatures respectively while YiF and Yi A are species mass
fractions in the fuel and air streams respectively. The index i represents any species employed
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in the chemical mechanism used to perform the DHR calculations. After the mixing of fuel and
air, the fresh gases mixture is at a mixture fraction Z0. Mixture fraction is considered as a fuel
tracer and is here defined as the sum of the C and H atoms mass fractions in the mixture. If we
call ZF the mixture fraction in the fuel stream (equal to unity when the fuel stream contains
only C and H atoms like in the calculations presented in Section 4.6), the fresh gases total
enthalpy can be deduced from those of fuel and air according to their respective proportions:
Hu(Z0) = (1− Z+0 )HA(Yi A, TA) + Z+0 HF(YiF , TF) (4.16)





The fresh gases species composition is defined by:
Yiu(Z0) = (1− Z+0 )Yi A + Z+0 YiF (4.18)
The fresh gases total enthalpy Hu(Z0) and the fresh gases species composition Yiu(Z0) allow
to deduce the fresh gases temperature T0(Z0) which is only a function of Z0.
With regard to diluent recirculated burnt gases in industrial furnaces, they usually corre-
spond to well mixed fuel and air. Their mixture fraction Zd (where the subscript d stays for






where m˙F and m˙A are the fuel and air mass flow rates respectively. As industrial furnaces are
designed to exchange a large amount of heat and consequently are strongly under-adiabatic,
the diluent total enthalpy is usually much smaller than that of the corresponding fresh mixture
Hu(Zd) at mixture fraction Zd. For this reason, an enthalpy loss ∆Hd is added to the initial
mixture enthalpy Hu(Zd), yielding:
Hd(Zd,∆Hd) = Hu(Zd) + ∆Hd (4.20)
For ∆Hd = 0, i.e. when diluent gases are adiabatic, Hd(Zd,∆Hd) is equal to the fresh gases en-
thalpy Hu(Zd). The enthalpy Hd(Zd,∆Hd) along with the unburnt composition Yiu(Zd), allow
to calculate the equilibrium state, defined by the equilibrium temperature Td = Teq(Zd, Hd)
and composition Yieq(Zd, Hd). For convenience, the burnt gases under-adiabaticity will also be
presented as a function of ∆Td = Teq(Zd, Hd) − Teq(Zd, Hu(Zd)) which represents the burnt
gases temperature decrease compared to the adiabatic burnt gases temperature. Once the two
mixtures are defined, they are mixed together. For this purpose a dilution factor α is intro-
duced which quantifies the mass fraction of burnt gases in the final mixture. It first allows to
define the mixture fraction Z of the mixed state as:
Z = (1− α)Z0 + αZd (4.21)
It should be noticed that as the diluent is made of burnt gases it is not an inert diluent but
contributes to the equilibrium state. This is seen in the above equation through the diluent
contribution αZd to mixture fraction.
The total enthalpy of the mixed state follows the same linear relation and reads:
H(Z0, α,∆Hd) = (1− α)Hu(Z0) + αHd(Zd,∆Hd) (4.22)
= (1− α)Hu(Z0) + α(Hu(Zd) + ∆Hd) (4.23)
In the above equation (1− α)Hu(Z0) + αHu(Zd) is equal to the adiabatic enthalpy of the mix-
ture Hu(Z), which allows to rearrange Eq. (4.23) as:
H(Z0, α,∆Hd) = Hu(Z) + α∆Hd (4.24)
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Figure 4.1 – Values of αmax (capital letters from A to F) in the [α, Z] plane (left) and in the [Z0, α]
plane (right) for eight values of Z ∈ [0.1 : 0.8] with Zd = 0.2.
This equation shows that the enthalpy loss of the mixed state ∆H = H − Hu(Z) is equal to
α∆Hd and that it is proportional to the amount of diluent introduced and to the enthalpy loss
of the diluent itself. Considering a thermodynamical state defined by Z and H, it is important
to note that any α, Z0 and ∆Hd satisfying Eq. (4.21) and Eq. (4.24) will lead to the same
equilibrium state. This shows that the formulation is thermodynamically consistent.
Right after mixing, before auto-ignition starts, at t = 0, the mixture composition is defined
as a function of α:
Yi(t = 0) = (1− α)Yiu(Z0) + αYieq(Zd, Hd) (4.25)
It is interesting to note that if α is set to zero, the initial condition is exactly the one used in
HR calculations used in the ADF-PCM model for instance [76]. This means that the DHR table
contains the HR table.
The mixed state being described, it is interesting to note that Eq. (4.21) establishes a relation
between Z, Z0, and α for a fixed value of Zd. As both Z0 and Z range between 0 and 1, the




for Z ≤ Zd (4.26)
αmax =
1− Z
1− Zd for Z > Zd (4.27)
These restrictions are shown graphically in the planes [α, Z] (Fig. 4.1(a)) and [Z0, α] (Fig. 4.1(b)).
In the first plane Eq. (4.21) is shown for eight values of Z ranging from 0.1 to 0.8 with a step
of 0.1, and therefore corresponds to vertical lines. These vertical lines are limited on the upper
side by the lines defined by Eq. (4.26) and (4.27), which represent the maximal value of α. The
point of maximal dilution is denoted by a letter from A to H for the eight mixture fractions.
The same iso-Z curves are traced in the [Z0, α] plane (Fig. 4.1(b)). These curves start at α = 0
and end at the maximum dilution corresponding to points A to H. It is here clear that the
condition Z0 ∈ [0, 1] limits the maximum value of α as the curves stop at points where Z0 = 0
or Z0 = 1.
4.3.3 Tabulation of DHR trajectories
The DHR reactor calculations are performed considering a homogeneous adiabatic mixture
which follows Eq. (4.2) and (4.3) without the convective and diffusive terms. Like in the FPI-
PCM [64] model, the evolution of the mixture composition in the reactor is monitored by a
progress variable Yc which is defined as a linear combination of species mass fractions. As in
[65], we choose the sum of the CO and CO2 mass fractions: Yc = YCO +YCO2 . This choice allows
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Figure 4.2 – Temporal evolution of T (left) and Yc (right) for six values of the dilution factor α. Condi-
tions: T0 = 290 K, Z = 0.055 and p = 1 bar.
a monotonic increase of Yc from its initial value up to the equilibrium value Y
eq
c (Z, H), which
only depends on the considered mixture fraction Z and total enthalpy H. Such a monotonicity
is illustrated in Fig. 4.2(b). As Yc increases monotonically, it allows a bijective representation of
the reactor characteristics (temperature, species etc...) against Yc. This is illustrated in Figures
4.4 to 4.5 which show that a given value of Yc on the X-axis corresponds to a unique value on





It goes from zero in the fresh gases mixture, up to unity in the fully burnt gases at equi-
librium. Noting that the diluent already contains CO and CO2, the initial normalized progress
variable c(t = 0) will be larger than zero when α > 0.
Fig. 4.2(a) and 4.2(b) present typical evolutions of temperature T and Yc versus time for
different initial dilutions in the case of an adiabatic diluent (∆Hd = 0). The fuel stream corre-
sponds to methane at TF = 290 K while the oxidizer stream is composed of air at TA = 290 K.
The reactor calculations are performed with the GRI−MECH 3.0 mechanism [82]. It can be first
noticed that the initial temperature and Yc increase with dilution. This can be explained look-
ing at Eq. (4.25). As the fuel/air fresh mixture contains neither CO nor CO2, Yc is proportional
to dilution α:
Yc(t = 0) = αY
eq
c (Zd, Hd) (4.29)
As dilution increases, the mass fraction of burnt gases increases, which also leads to an in-
crease of the initial temperature. Two types of trajectories can be observed in Fig. 4.2. For a
dilution smaller than 0.25, the initial temperature is too low to promote auto-ignition; temper-
ature and mass fractions therefore keep their initial values. For α ≥ 0.25, auto-ignition occurs
after an ignition delay which decreases with increasing dilution, that is, with increasing ini-
tial temperature. This induction period is followed by a rapid increase of temperature and Yc
towards their equilibrium values.
This allows to define a critical dilution αreac(Z, H) as the lowest dilution fraction leading
to auto-ignition for a given mixture fraction Z and enthalpy H. It is worth noting that the
reactive trajectories of Fig. 4.2(a) and 4.2(b) present the same Teq(Z, H) and final composition
Yeqi (Z, H), as they share the same enthalpy and mixture fraction. Besides, like for αreac(Z, H),
a critical progress variable Ycreac can be defined as:
Ycreac(Z, H) = αreac(Z, H)Y
eq
c (Zd, Hd) (4.30)
where the enthalpy Hd is deduced from Eq. (4.24) in order to preserve the total enthalpy H
considered:
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Figure 4.3 – Schematic evolution of Yc in DHR reactor calculations from its value at t = 0 to Y
eq
c as a
function of the dilution factor α. Conditions: T0 = 290 K, Z = 0.055 and p = 1 bar.
With these definitions, Fig. 4.3 shows schematically the values Yc can assume as a function
of α, still considering an adiabatic diluent. For α < αreac, Yc assumes a unique value given
by Eq. (4.29), as trajectories are not reactive. For α ≥ αreac, Yc follows a vertical trajectory
between its initial value and its equilibrium value Yeqc (Z, H). In the general non adiabatic case,
if we consider a given enthalpy H(Z) < Hu(Z), the sketch remains identical excepted that the
diluent enthalpy Hd evolves with α according to Eq. (4.31). As a consequence, Y
eq
c (Zd, Hd) also
depends on α and the initial value of Yc defined by Eq. (4.29) is no more a straight line.
Fig. 4.4 presents the bijective evolution of temperature, CO and CO2 mass fractions versus
Yc for three different dilutions. For Yc < 0.136 approximately (corresponding to c ∼ 0.93 for
the equilibrium value Yeqc = 0.1459), the dependence of temperature with dilution is weak,
while that of CO and CO2 is more pronounced. For Yc > 0.136, that is close to the equilibrium
state, all trajectories tend to collapse towards a unique trajectory. This type of observation was
already made for premixed laminar flames by Gicquel et al. [64]: the species manifold becomes
mono-dimensional only close to the equilibrium state, while it remains multi-dimensional at
lower temperatures. For each reactive trajectory, the reaction rate of the progress variable can
be defined as:
ω˙Yc(Z0, α,∆H, t) =
∂Yc
∂t
(Z0, α,∆Hd, t) (4.32)
ω˙Yc is presented in Fig. 4.6 as a function of Yc for the same cases. It can be observed that, as
the level of dilution increases, the peak of reactivity shifts towards larger values of Yc. On the
contrary, the level of dilution does not affect the order of magnitude of the maximal reaction
rate as well as the shape of the ω˙Yc curve. This observation is due to the fact that as the total
enthalpy H is kept constant, the mixture temperature is weakly sensitive to the dilution ratio
α.
The situation is different if we now consider a variation α∆Hd of the total enthalpy H. For
this purpose, α is kept constant at 0.33 while three values of ∆Hd are chosen: ∆Hd = 0, ∆Hd =
−167 kJ/kg (dashed line) and ∆Hd = −315 kJ/kg (dashed-dot). The first one corresponds to
adiabatic burnt gases at Teq = 2220 K, while the others correspond to diluent temperature
variation ∆Td = −350 K and −650 K respectively. Fig. 4.5 presents ω˙Yc , temperature, CO and
CO2 for these conditions. It can be observed that the maximum reaction rate drops dramatically
as ∆Hd decreases. The temperature trajectories of the non adiabatic cases look similar to the
adiabatic one, excepted that they are shifted by a nearly constant shift corresponding to ∆H =
α∆Hd (see Eq. (4.24)). Species CO and CO2 are also affected by the non-adiabaticity for Yc <
0.125. Above this value, trajectories become similar with contained variations of Yeqc depending
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Figure 4.4 – Evolution of T (left), CO and CO2 (right) versus Yc for three values of dilution α. Condi-
tions: T0 = 290 K, Z = 0.055 and p = 1 bar.







































Figure 4.5 – Clockwise: Progress variable reaction rate ω˙Yc , temperature T, CO2 and CO versus Yc for
three values of the enthalpy gap α∆Hd. Conditions: T0 = 290 K, Z = 0.055 and p = 1 bar.
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Figure 4.6 – Progress variable reaction rate ω˙Yc versus Yc. Conditions: T0 = 290 K, Z = 0.055 and
p = 1 bar.
on ∆Td. Based on the previous description of DHR calculations, the homogeneous DHR table
is built as a function of six input parameters:
ΦDHR = ΦDHR(Z0, α, T0, p,∆H, Yc = cYceq) (4.33)
where ∆H = α∆Hd represents the enthalpy loss of the mixed state. The outputs ΦDHR of the
table that will be used in the final model are:
• the reaction rate ω˙DHRYc ;
• Five tabulated species YDHRk : CH4, CO2, H2O, H and CO.
In the calculations presented in this article, pressure is nearly constant and T0 can be deduced
from fuel and air inlet conditions (see Eq. (4.16) and (4.18)). To simplify notations, the param-
eter p in Eq (4.33) will be omitted in the following Sections.
4.3.4 Filtering of the DHR table
In the previous Section, a homogeneous DHR table was obtained. In order to apply DHR to
LES, a filtering of this homogeneous table is required. For this purpose, presumed PDF of
the input parameters are used following the procedure proposed in the PCM model [71]. Any






ΦDHR(Z0, α, T0,∆H, Yc = cYceq)P((Z0, α,∆H, c)|Z)P(Z) dZ0dαd∆HdcdZ
(4.34)
where P(Z) is the PDF of mixture fraction and P((Z0, α,∆H, c)|Z) is the PDF of all other
parameters conditioned on Z. As this conditional PDF is unknown, modeling assumptions are
necessary. We first assume that dilution of the fresh mixture with burnt gases takes place at
a large time and length scale in the combustion chamber. This hypothesis allows to consider
that for a given mixture fraction Z, the SGS fluctuations of Z0 and α can be neglected. This
is also equivalent to say that the fresh mixture is perfectly mixed with the diluent gases at
the SGS level. A second assumption is to consider that the diluent gases enthalpy is locally
uniform at the SGS level. This assumption is justified like the previous one by the fact that
enthalpy variations in the combustion chamber take place at large time and length scales.
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Combining both hypothesis allows to consider that for a given Z, the fluctuations of enthalpy
can also be neglected. This allows to define a unique value ∆H for a given Z as presented in
Section 4.3.5. The first hypothesis allows to define a unique couple (Z0, α) as a function of the
three remaining parameters Z, H and Yc as presented in Section 4.3.6. With these assumptions,






ΦDHR(Z0, α, T0,∆H, Yc = cYceq)P(c|Z)P(Z)dcdZ (4.35)
In order to model the conditional PDF P(c|Z) first (PCM1) and second order (PCM2) formu-
lations were proposed in [71]. In both formulations, it is first assumed that fluctuations of c
are weakly dependent on mixture fraction, which allows to further simplify Eq. (4.35) writing
P(c|Z) ' P(c). For PCM1, P(c) is assumed to be a Dirac delta function at c = c˜, while for
PCM2, P(c) is modeled as a β function completely characterized by the values of c˜ and the
progress variable variance vc for which a transport equation is added. Very recently, Chevillard
et al.[95] conducted DNS of auto-igniting two-feed mixing layers comparable to those observed
in Diesel engines. The PCM1, PCM2 and ADF-PCM approximations of P(c, Z) were evaluated
a priori against the DNS reference solution. It was shown that assuming a β-PDF for c (PCM2)
can be sometimes worse than assuming a Dirac function (PCM1). The best solution was ob-
tained using the PDF deduced from an auto-ignition laminar diffusion flame like done in the
ADF-PCM combustion model. This result shows that in the present case of a three-feed mix-
ing, the best modeling might be given by a two-dimensional flamelet equation like proposed
by Doran et al.[96]. Although interesting, this choice would lead to a high complexification
of the present model, which is not desired. Alternatively, as evidenced in the two-feed case,
choosing a Dirac function is probably not worse than using a β-pdf in the three-feed case. For





ΦDHR(Z0, α, T0,∆H, Yc = c˜Y
eq
c (Z, H(Z)))P(Z)dZ (4.36)
Eq. (4.36) allows to calculate the mean progress variable reaction rate ˜˙ωDHRYc and the mean
tabulated species mass fractions Y˜DHRk . As presented in Section 4.3.7 these quantities will
finally allow to define the species and energy source terms.
In order to compute the integral in Eq. (4.36), P(Z) is approximated using a β − PDF
function:
P(Z) = Pβ(Z, Z˜, Sz) (4.37)




The four input parameters of the DHR table appearing in the integral of Eq. (4.36) can not be
obtained directly from the transported quantities presented in Section 4.3.1. In fact, once H(Z)
is known, ∆H can be directly deduced from Eq. (4.24): ∆H(Z) = H(Z)−Hu(Z), where the en-
thalpy Hu(Z) is given by fuel and air inlet conditions. Section 4.3.5 presents the determination
of H(Z) and c˜, while Section 4.3.6 presents the determination of Z0 and α.
4.3.5 Determination of the local enthalpy loss ∆H and mean progress variable
In Eq. (4.36), the enthalpy H(Z) at mixture fraction Z needs to be specified, both to determine
the input parameter ∆H and to calculate the equilibrium progress variable Yceq(Z, H(Z)). In
the LES calculation, only the mean total enthalpy is available:
H˜ = h˜s +∑
k
Y˜kh0k (4.39)
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where h˜s is deduced from the transported energy E˜. Consequently, modeling assumptions
need to be introduced to calculate ∆H. Eq. (4.24) shows that the total enthalpy H(Z0, α,∆Hd)
can be varied through the term α∆Hd. The maximal value of H corresponds to the adiabatic
case (∆Hd = 0) while the minimal value is attained for the largest enthalpy loss in the diluent
gases (∆Hd = ∆Hdmin) and for the maximal value of dilution αmax defined by Eq. (4.26) and
(4.27):
Hmax(Z) = Hu(Z) (4.40)
Hmin(Z) = Hu(Z) + αmax∆Hdmin (4.41)
These minimal and maximal values need to be chosen in adequation with the configuration
simulated. This means that ∆Hdmin needs to be sufficiently low to guarantee that any enthalpy
level found in the LES is be included in the DHR table. In order to evaluate H under non-
adiabatic conditions, the approach proposed in [97] for the FPI-PCM model is used here. It
expresses the local enthalpy H as:
H(Z) = Hmin(Z) + cH(Hmax(Z)− Hmin(Z)) (4.42)
where cH represents a normalized measure of the non-adiabaticity: cH = 1 for an adiabatic
mixture while cH = 0 for the minimal enthalpy value. In order to determine cH , we further
assume that it does not depend on Z: cH(Z) = c˜H . This allows to write:
H(Z) = Hmin(Z) + c˜H(Hmax(Z)− Hmin(Z)) (4.43)
c˜H is then obtained by filtering Eq. (4.43) over mixture fraction:
c˜H =
H˜ − H˜min(Z˜, Sz)
H˜max(Z˜, Sz)− H˜min(Z˜, Sz)
(4.44)









Knowing H(Z), it is possible to evaluate the mean equilibrium progress variable:
Y˜eqc (Z˜, Sz, c˜H) =
∫ 1
0
Yeqc (Z, H(Z))P(Z)dZ (4.47)





where Y˜c(x, t) is retrieved from the sum of the transported values of Y˜CO and Y˜CO2 .
4.3.6 Determination of the dilution factor α
Like for ∆H, α and Z0 in Eq. (4.36) can not be directly retrieved from filtered quantities. In fact,
as shown in Section 4.3.3, a given value of Z can correspond to an infinity of Z0 and α couples,
linked by Eq. (4.21).
In order to define α, we use the observation that auto-ignition only occurs if α ≥ αreac,
which can also be formulated in terms of progress variable as Yc ≥ Ycreac. In Eq. (4.36), Yc
is known from the relation Yc = c˜Y
eq
c (Z, H(Z)) and is here used as an input parameter to
individuate a unequivocal value of α, depending on the reactivity of the mixture:
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1. If Yc < Ycreac, the trajectory can not be reactive (see Fig. 4.3). In this situation, α is
directly deduced form Yc using Eq. (4.29). The progress variable reaction rate is zero and
the mass fractions correspond to the mixing between fresh and burnt gases as described
in Section 4.3.2;
2. If Yc ≥ Yreacc , the trajectory is necessarily reactive. In this case all values of α satisfying
α ≥ αreac and α ≤ YcYeqc (Zd ,Hd) (Eq. (4.25)) could be considered as input parameters. Fol-
lowing the analysis of Fig. 4.6, it is assumed as a first modeling that reactive trajectories
are weakly dependent on the value of α, as long as the total enthalpy of the mixture
H(Z) is kept constant. This allows to choose α = αreac. In future work, a more refined
modeling could be envisaged by considering for instance a transport equation for the
mean dilution fraction.
The above two cases can be summarized in the following mathematical expression of α, valid
for all cases:







It is important to note that in the above expression, α evolves with Yc only when the trajectory
is not reactive, that is when Yc < αreacY
eq
c . When the trajectory becomes reactive, α does not
depend anymore on the progress of reaction Yc and remains equal to αreac. This means that for
fixed mixture fraction and enthalpy conditions, a unique DHR reactive trajectory is followed.
Another important remark concerns the case of non diluted mixtures. If the initial mixture
is not diluted by burnt gases, that is Yc = 0 initially, Eq. (4.49) shows that initially a HR (non
diluted) trajectory will be used by the DHR model. If the initial temperature is too low, this
trajectory will be non reactive and no auto-ignition will take place. On the contrary, if the
initial temperature is high enough, like in a Diesel engine, αreac will also be equal to zero. As
a consequence, the DHR model will follow the reactive HR trajectory characterized by α = 0,
exactly like in TKI or ADF-PCM models. This shows that in the absence of dilution, the DHR
model reverts to the standard HR tabulated model.
To summarize, the species and progress variable reaction rate are given by the following
expressions:
Y˜DHRk (Z˜, Sz, Y˜c, c˜H) =
∫ 1
0
YDHRk (Z0, α, T0,∆H, c˜Y
eq
c (Z, H(Z))P(Z)dZ (4.50)
˜˙ωDHRYc (Z˜, Sz, Y˜c, c˜H) =
∫ 1
0
ω˙DHRYc (Z0, α, T0,∆H, c˜Y
eq
c (Z, H(Z))P(Z)dZ (4.51)
In the above expressions, P(Z) is a beta-PDF defined by Z˜ and Sz which are given by the
transport equations of the mean and variance of mixture fraction Eq. (4.4) and Eq. (4.5). The
normalized enthalpy loss c˜H is given by Eq. (4.44) which itself depends on the mean total
enthalpy H˜ which is deduced from the transport equations of species and energy E˜, Eq. (4.2)
and (4.3). Knowing c˜H , the conditional enthalpy H(Z) can be calculated using Eq. (4.43) and
the enthalpy loss ∆H using Eq. (4.24). This allows in turn to deduce the conditional equilib-
rium progress variable Yeqc (Z, H(Z)) and its filtered value Y˜
eq
c , Eq. (4.47). The filtered non-
normalized progress variable Y˜c is given by the transport equations of CO and CO2 Eq. (4.3).
The filtered normalized progress variable c˜ is deduced from Y˜eqc and Y˜c using Eq. (4.48). The
dilution factor α is finally given by Eq. (4.49), while Z0 is given by Eq. (4.21).
4.3.7 Species reaction rates calculation
In the present paper, the DHR model is implemented in the compressible LES code AVBP
[98]. In this code, filtered species mass fractions are transported (Eq. (4.3)), therefore, their
respective chemical source terms ˜˙ωk need to be defined. As shown in Michel et al. [99], when
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using species transport equations, it is not possible to directly extract ˜˙ωk from the filtered
table because this leads to trajectory inconsistencies. For this reason, the relaxation approach
proposed in this paper is used for determining the species reaction rates:
˜˙ωk(x, t) = Y˜DHRk (Z˜, Sz, Y˜∗c , c˜H)− Y˜k(x, t)τ (4.52)
In this expression Y˜DHRk is given by Eq. (4.50) and τ is an arbitrary small relaxation parameter
which only needs to satisfy τ ≥ dt, where dt is the time step of the code. It was shown in
[99] that as long as τ remains small compared to the reaction rate time-scale, transported mass
fractions remain very close to the table values. As proposed in [99], τ = 5dt is used in the
present calculations to guaranty this property. Y˜∗c is the progress variable at time t+ τ defined
as:
Y˜∗c = Y˜c + τ ˜˙ωDHRYc (Z˜, Sz, Y˜c, c˜H) (4.53)
where ˜˙ωDHRYc is given by Eq. (4.51). Nine species are transported in the code. CH4, CO, CO2,
H2O and H are directly retrieved from the filtered DHR table using Eq. (4.36). The four re-
maining species O2, N2, CH2 and H2 are used to close the atomic balance of O, N, C and H
atoms respectively. As reported in Section 4.3.1, the energy source term is finally deduced from
the species source terms using Eq. (4.15).
4.4 First evaluation on laminar diffusion flames
As a first evaluation, the DHR model is applied to the simulation of unsteady laminar coun-
terflow diffusion flames. For this purpose, the DHR model is directly used to compute the
progress variable reaction rate in the flamelet equation and to estimate the species mass frac-
tions, leading to the computation of approximated diffusion flames (ADF) [76], which are
compared to laminar diffusion flames computed with complex chemistry with a dedicated
solver (here COSILAB [100]), in terms of ignition and flame structure. The main difference
with the work presented in [76] is that we consider here much colder mixtures which are
unable to auto-ignite without an energy deposit.
4.4.1 Reference calculations
We consider here kerosene/air unsteady counterflow laminar diffusion flames as reference
flames. They are calculated using the COSILAB software [100]. The fuel stream is composed
of pure kerosene at T0 = 300 K and the oxidizer stream is composed of pure air at the same
temperature. The pressure is constant and set equal to p = 1 bar. Two strain rate values
have been tested, 1 and 10 s−1. As a mixture of kerosene and air at atmospheric pressure
at 300 K is not reactive due to the very low temperature, an energy deposit is necessary to
let the air-fuel mixture auto-ignite. For the calculations of this section, three different initial
temperature profiles are tested to allow ignition. These profiles present the same maximum of
1500K which is favorable to a fast auto-ignition of the mixture. They differ only in the location
of the temperature profile: going from A to C, scalar dissipation increases (it is maximum at
Z = 0.5), which leads to a faster diffusion of this initial profile and consequently to a reduced
reactivity as time passes. These profiles are represented as functions of the mixture fraction in
Fig. 4.7. These flames are solved in mixture fraction space using one flamelet equation [101]
for each chemical species and one for the energy. Chemistry is represented by the mechanism
of Luche et al. [102] which includes 91 species and 991 equations. All Lewis numbers are set
equal to unity. Finally, these flames are solved with 200 points in mixture fraction space with
a time step equal to dt = 1.× 10−7 s.
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Approximated diffusion flames using tabulated chemistry
In order to reproduce the reference flames presented in Section 4.4.1 with the DHR model, we
use the ADF-PCM flamelet equation presented in [73] and [76]. For this purpose, two flamelet
equations have to be solved (instead of one in the original ADF-PCM approach). The first one
corresponds to the progress variable mass fraction equation as proposed in ADF-PCM:
∂Yc
∂t




in this equation, χ is the scalar dissipation rate, which is computed from the local value of Z
and the strain rate a using the classical expression of Peters [101] below:








ω˙Yc is the progress variable reaction rate, read from the DHR database:
ω˙Yc(Z, t) = ω˙
DHR
Yc (Z0, α, T0,∆H, Yc) (4.57)
In the present flamelet calculations, no sink of enthalpy (radiation etc....) is introduced, con-
sequently the enthalpy gap is ∆H = 0. The diluent mixture fraction Zd is here chosen equal
to the stoichiometric mixture fraction Zst. This choice comes from the fact that in a laminar
diffusion flame, most of the burnt gases production (i.e. of the reaction rate) is located close to
Zst. The dilution factor α is calculated according to Eq. (4.49). In DHR as well as in ADF-PCM,
the fresh gases total enthalpy Hu is deduced linearly from those of fuel and air, see Eq. (4.16).
In the present simulations, we impose and initial profile T0(Z, t = 0) corresponding to an en-
thalpy Hu(Z, t = 0) which is not linear with Z. This profile will consequently evolve in time
due to diffusion in mixture fraction. The introduction of the fresh gases total enthalpy flamelet







We note that this equation contains no source term because total enthalpy and adiabatic flow
conditions are considered. We also observe that as ∆H = 0, H(Z, t) = Hu(Z, t) (see Eq. 4.24).
Knowing Hu(Z, t) and the fresh gases composition Eq. (4.18) allows to deduce the instan-
taneous fresh gases temperature T0(Z, t) used to define the progress variable reaction rate
Eq. (4.57).
Following the ADF-PCM approach, all species mass fractions are then read from the DHR
look-up table in the same manner as the progress variable reaction rate:
Yk(Z, t) = YDHRk (Z0, α, T0,∆H, Yc) (4.59)
which allows a very fast computation in comparison with the complex chemistry reference
calculation (only a few seconds). Temperature is retrieved from the DHR table in the same
way:
T(Z, t) = TDHR(Z0, α, T0,∆H, Yc) (4.60)
In the first place, if we assume T0(Z, t = 0) = 300 K we verify that the flame does not ignite.
Therefore the initial profiles A,B and C presented in Fig. 4.7 are considered.
In order to perform these calculations, the DHR table is generated using the same chemical
mechanism as in the reference flames calculations. As calculations are adiabatic, only the value
∆H = 0 is considered. The resulting look-up table is described in Tab. 4.1. As for the reference
flames, these approximated diffusion flames are solved with 200 points in mixture fraction
space with a time step equal to dt = 1.× 10−7 s.
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Figure 4.7 – Initial fresh gases temperature profiles T0(Z, t = 0) for cases A, B and C versus mixture
fraction.
Unsteady results
As a first example, we consider a diffusion flame with a strain rate value equal to a = 1 s−1.
The initial temperature profile corresponds to case A presented in Fig. 4.7. Fig. 4.8 presents
the evolution of temperature T and fresh gases temperature T0 at six consecutive times: 0, 0.25,
0.5, 1, 6 and 9 ms for the reference and ADF flames.
Table 4.1 – Description of the DHR look-up table used for the diffusion flame calculations
Quantity Number of tabulated values Minimal value Maximal value
T0[K] 11 250 1800
Z0 100 0 1
α 21 0 1
∆Hd[J/kg] 1 0 0
Yc 200 Yc(t = 0) (Eq. (4.25) Yceq(Z, H(Z))
At time t = 0, all temperature profiles are identical as H = Hu and Yk = Yuk . At t = 0.25 ms,
chemical reactions have started at mixture fractions close to 0.08 and consequently T becomes
larger than T0 in this region. By contrast, T becomes smaller than T0 in the rich region located
at Z close to 0.12 due to the cracking of fuel, which is an endothermic reaction. At this time, the
approximate diffusion flame perfectly matches the reference flame. At t = 0.5 ms, combustion
has started between Z ≈ 0.6 and Z ≈ 0.12 for the reference flame and Z ≈ 0.7 and Z ≈
0.11 for the approximate diffusion flame. At this stage, ignition has only occurred in regions
where enthalpy (or fresh gases temperature) is sufficiently high to allow ignition of the mixture
without dilution. Between 1 and 9 ms, the reactive zone propagates towards lean and rich
mixtures for the reference and approximated diffusion flames. The agreement in temperature
between the reference and approximate diffusion flame is very good in regions that are already
ignited. In the auto-ignition front located on the lean and rich regions (corresponding to Z ≈
0.05 and Z ≈ 0.15 at t = 6 ms), temperature is under-predicted by the approximated diffusion
flame due to a slightly too slow propagation of auto-ignition. In these auto-igniting regions,
the fresh gases temperature is very low (close to 300 K), unlike at earlier times. Consequently,
ignition cannot occur without dilution. This is confirmed in Fig. 4.9 which presents the profiles





























Figure 4.8 – Evolution of temperature versus Z at six consecutive times (from 0.0 to 9.0 ms). Solid lines:
approximated DHR temperature; Dashed lines: reference flame from COSILAB calculations; Dashed-dot:
fresh gases temperature T0
of Yc (for the reference and approximated diffusion flames) and α versus mixture fraction for
1 ≤ t ≤ 9 ms. It can be observed that the profiles of Yc predicted by the approximate diffusion
flame completely reflect the agreement obtained for temperature in Fig. 4.8. The dilution factor
reaches high values at the border of the reactive zone (at Z ≈ 0.05 and Z ≈ 0.15 at t = 6 ms).
This is explained by the fact that in these regions the enthalpy decreases rapidly, leading to
an increase of αreac from zero to values as high as 0.8. Finally, Fig. 4.10 presents the profiles of
YCO and YCO2 at the same times. As observed for temperature and Yc, the agreement for both
species is good in the ignited region and less satisfactory in the auto-igniting regions because
of the too slow auto-ignition propagation speed. Globally, this comparison shows that the DHR
















































Figure 4.9 – Profiles of Yc (left) and α (right) versus Z at three consecutive times (from top to bottom
1, 6 and 9 ms). Solid line: approximate diffusion flame. Dashed line: reference flame.











































Figure 4.10 – Profiles of YCO (left) and YCO2 (right) versus Z at three consecutive times (from top to
bottom 1, 6 and 9 ms). Solid line: approximate diffusion flame. Dashed line: reference flame.
Effects of strain rate and initial temperature profile on ignition
In this section, the influence of the strain rate and initial temperature profile on the flame
ignition are studied. Table 4.2 summarizes the ignition success or failure obtained for the three
temperature profiles A, B and C presented in Fig. 4.7 considering two strain rates: 1 and 10 s−1.
For all cases, the approximated diffusion flame calculation recovers the result of the reference
diffusion flame. Namely, for a = 1 s−1, profiles A and B allow auto-ignition while C leads to
an ignition failure. This behavior is explained by the fact that profiles A to C are centred on
increasing mixture fraction values, therefore experiencing a higher scalar dissipation rate (the
scalar dissipation rate χ in Eqs. (4.54) and (4.58) being proportional to exp(−erf−1(Z− 0.5)).
As scalar dissipation increases, the temperature diffusion time-scale decreases, and the initial
temperature profile is diffused more rapidly. For the fastest diffusion case C, the diffusion time-
scale becomes smaller than the auto-ignition delay time, therefore preventing auto-ignition.
In the same way, an increase of the strain rate from 1 to 10 s−1 leads to a reduction of
the diffusion time-scale by a factor of 10. This reduction is strong enough to prevent auto-
ignition for the three considered profiles A to C, showing that for the present thermo-chemical
conditions, ignition is extremely sensitive to strain rate.
Steady state results
Finally, the steady state of the reference and approximate flames can be compared. For this pur-
pose, reference flames have been computed with COSILAB for the same boundary conditions
as previously, but considering the following four strain rate values: 1, 10, 100 and 1000 s−1.
The fact that a burning steady state exists for a > 1 s−1 although ignitions in these conditions
cannot occur (see table 4.2), is explained by the difference between the ignition limit (i.e. the
maximal value of strain rate - or scalar dissipation rate - allowing the ignition of the flamelet)
and the quenching value (i.e. the value of strain rate above which the flame quenches) [101, 18].
The quenching limit is normally much larger than the ignition limit (which is here 0 without
an energy deposit). In order to reach steady state, approximate steady state flamelet profiles
for species and temperature are imposed at time t=0 for the reference flames. The same proce-
dure is used for the approximate diffusion flames imposing the initial profile of Yc. With such
initializations, the flamelets converge rapidly towards their steady state.

















































Figure 4.11 – Evolution with mixture fraction of Yc (left), YCO (black) and YCO2 (red) (right) for the
four steady flames computed (from top to bottom 1, 10, 100 and 1000 s−1). Dashed line: approximate
diffusion flame. Solid line: reference flame.
The results of the steady flames are presented in terms of Yc, YCO and YCO2 in Fig. 4.11. The
first observation is that the Yc profiles are correctly retrieved for the three lowest values of the
strain rate. For a = 1000 s−1 the ADF profile is below that of the reference flame. This can be
explained by the fact that this strain rate is close to quenching value: in this situation, the fact
that only Yc diffuses in ADF leads to non negligible errors in the diffusion term evaluation.
YCO and YCO2 are globally retrieved for all strain rates. In particular, the non zero YCO values
observed in lean mixtures because of the decrease of Yc with strain rate, is well retrieved by the
ADF/DHR calculations (see e.g. for 0 < Z < 0.05 for the case a = 1000 s−1). However, in very
rich mixtures (here approximately for Z > 0.15), significant discrepancies can be observed.
This is explained by the fact that for these mixtures diffusion in mixture fraction space leads to
values of Yc which are larger than the equilibrium value (obtained from a chemical equilibrium
calculation). As a consequence, the composition predicted by the table is not correct. It should
be noticed that this phenomenon only occurs in rich mixtures for the steady state. Therefore,
the composition in the reaction zone (corresponding to the zones where the curvature of Yc(Z)
is not zero) is correctly retrieved, as well as the evolution after ignition (see Fig. 4.10).
Finally, the capacity of the model to retrieve the quenching strain rate has been evaluated.
The exact diffusion flame predicts that the quenching strain rate is located between 1000 and
2500 s−1, that is, all tested values with a ≥ 2500 s−1 lead to quenching. The quenching limit
found with ADF/DHR is also located between these two values. This shows that the reaction
rate provided by the DHR table assumes correct values not only during ignition, but also at
high progress variable values found at the extinction limit.
4.5 Evaluation of DHR on Flame D
The DHR model is now evaluated on SANDIA Flame D [103, 104, 105], described in Sec-
tion 4.5.1 along with the numerical setup used to simulate it. The results obtained are then
presented in Section 4.5.2.
4.5.1 Configuration and numerical setup
Flame D is a partially premixed diffusion flame with a Reynolds number of 22400. A fuel/air
mixture is injected at 49.6 m/s through an injector of diameter D = 7.2 mm. Its fuel/air equiva-
lence ratio Φ is 3.17 and its temperature is 294 K. The flame is piloted by a crown of burnt gases
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Table 4.2 – Conditions of ignition
Temperature profile (Fig 4.7) a[s−1] reference flame Approximate Diffusion Flame
A 1 ignition ignition
B 1 ignition ignition
C 1 no ignition no ignition
A 10 no ignition no ignition
B 10 no ignition no ignition
C 10 no ignition no ignition
at an equivalence ratio of Φ = 0.77, temperature T = 1880 K and injection velocity 11.4 m/s.
This configuration is surrounded by a coflow of fresh air with a velocity of 0.9 m/s. The LES
equations presented in Section 4.3.1 are solved on a cylindrical unstructured tetrahedral mesh
with a radius of 20 D and a length of 150 D presented in Fig.4.12. The main and pilot injectors
are represented by two coaxial cylinders with a length of 10 mm. Boundary conditions are
modeled without using any experimental profiles. This choice is made for two reasons. First,
Vreman et al.[70] showed that imposing experimental profiles did not significantly improve
the results on this configuration. Secondly, in industrial burners, profiles at the injector exit are
never known; therefore in the perspective of applying LES to industrial burners, it is desirable
to define a methodology that does not make use of such profiles. As the turbulent flow can not
be accurately resolved in the injectors (cells down to 0.01 mm would be required in this case),
slip walls are retained as boundary conditions inside the injectors. An analytical turbulent
channel flow velocity profile is used for the main jet velocity. Turbulence is injected using the
model of Smirnov et al.[106], based on [107]. The RMS velocity was set to 10 m/s for the main
jet, in agreement with experimental measurements at x/D = 1. For the pilot jet and the air
coflow, a simpler flat velocity profile is used, without imposing a turbulent contribution. This
choice is made because the momentum of the pilot and air coflows is much smaller than that
of the central jet, consequently, only the velocity profiles and turbulence intensity of the central
jet have an influence on the jets interactions. For Flame D, the main jet profile is discretized
with 15 cells and the pilot with 10 cells. The injection zone is the most refined part of the mesh
with a minimum cell size of 0.36mm. The total number of cells is close to 12 millions. On the
cylinder sides, a slip wall condition is used while NSCBC non reflective boundary conditions
[108] are used at the cylinder outlet. The homogeneous DHR table is presented in table 4.3.
Notice that this table is built with only one enthalpy loss point at ∆H = 0, corresponding to
adiabatic conditions. This choice is made due to the fact that Flame D shows a low radiative
loss of approximately 0.89 kW corresponding to 5% of the total power [109]. Consequently, it
can be considered as almost adiabatic. Also, as discussed in the introduction and in Sections
4.3.2 and 4.3.6, the fresh gases temperature of fuel and air in this experiment (300 K) is too low
to promote auto-ignition. This means that using a HR type combustion model, i.e. without di-
lution of the initial fuel/air mixture by burned gases, will lead to no combustion at all. In this
situation, only the diluted trajectories of the DHR table (α > 0) will allow to initiate reactions.
The table is built with the GRI−MECH 3.0 mechanism [82]. Zd is set equal to 0.042 which
corresponds to the equivalence ratio of the burnt gases coflow. Simulations were run from
t = 0 ms to t = 60 ms to let the flame fully develop in the domain and reach a quasi-steady
state. Statistics, which are presented in the following Section, were then acquired considering
160 ms after the initial 60 ms.
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Figure 4.12 – Flame D computational grid (left) and details of the boundary condition setup for the
same grid (right)
Table 4.3 – Description of the DHR look-up table used for the Flame D calculations
Quantity Number of tabulated values Minimal value Maximal value
T0[K] 1 value 290 K // //
Z0 40 0 1
α 20 0 1
∆Hd[J/kg] 1 value (adiab) // //
Yc 50 Yc(t = 0) (Eq. (4.25) Yceq(Z, H(Z))
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4.5.2 Results
Figure 4.13 presents the predicted and experimental axial velocity radial profiles at various
axial locations from x/D = 3 to x/D = 60. A fair agreement is found for the mean velocity
at all measurement positions, although an overprediction of the order of 20% is found at
x/D = 30 for the mean axial velocity. The shape of the RMS velocity is correctly predicted by
the LES, although an over-prediction is observed at x/D = 7.5 for r/D = 0. This overprediction
might be due to the injection methodology chosen. The same kind of observation was made by
Vreman et al. (see Fig. 2.b of [70]) for Flame D, whereas the problem was not observed if the
experimental profiles at x/D = 1 were used as inlet conditions. Figure 4.14 presents the mean
and RMS radial profiles of the normalized mixture fraction at the same measurement positions.
Mean mixture fraction predictions are in good agreement with the experiment, although a
slight overprediction is shown for x/D = 30 and r/D = 0. The radial profiles of ZRMS are
also correctly predicted, although some deviation from the experimental values can be found
at x/D = 45. Regarding combustion, the radial profiles of CH4 are presented in Fig. 4.15,
showing a very good agreement with the experiment at every location. Figure 4.16 presents
the results obtained for the mean progress of reaction Y˜c. The agreement between the LES and
experiment is globally very satisfactory. It can just be noted that the peak of Y˜c is overpredicted
between x/D = 7.5 and x/D = 15. This over-prediction can be attributed to the absence of
SGS modeling effect in the DHR model. The radial profiles of the mean H2O and O2 (not
shown), reflect those of the progress variable. The prediction of the mean CO2 (not shown), is
also quite similar to that of Y˜c because CO2 is the major contributor to Y˜c. A good agreement
is found for the mean temperature presented in Fig. 4.17. Again, as temperature is essentially
determined by major product species like CO2 and H2O, the agreement in T essentially reflects
the one observed for these species.
The prediction of CO, presented in Fig. 4.18, is consistent but less satisfactory than that
of previous species. A constant over-prediction of CO is found for the first six measurement
positions. In order to explain this observation, the profiles of both CO an CO2 are presented
against the fuel/air equivalence ratio φ in Fig. 4.19. Interesting enough, the overestimation
of CO and the slight underestimation of CO2 occur in a very precise range of equivalence
ratio, between 0.9 < φ < 2.2. This issue is not particular to the DHR model but rather a
constant feature of constant mixture fraction tables (either considering premixed flames or
homogeneous reactors). For instance, in the study of Fiorina et al. [74], the capability of an
FPI database (based on premixed laminar flames) to predict the chemical species of a rich
partially premixed flame was investigated. A departure from detailed chemistry was observed
in a similar range of φ as in Fig. 4.19. This departure was attributed to the absence of diffusion
in mixture fraction space when using premixed laminar flames. The same observation can be
made in the present study, as diffusion in mixture fraction space is not considered in the DHR
table. The same issue was investigated by Vreman et al. [70]. In their work they compared the
predictions of a premixed against a non premixed tabulated FGM manifold on Flame D. The
CO mass fraction was better predicted with the non-premixed manifold, showing again the
importance of diffusion in mixture fraction, while temperature and major species were found
quite similar between the two tables. The results obtained with the premixed manifolds in their
study are also consistent with those of the DHR model. Nevertheless the global agreement of
CO/CO2 species can be considered as satisfactory for the desired applications targeted here.
4.6 Application to the burner of Verissimo et al.
In this section the burner of Verissimo et al.[14] is chosen to evaluate the DHR model on a
configuration which is representative of a furnace working in flameless mode. The burner,
presented in Fig. 4.20, is a 10 kW laboratory-scale combustor using methane as a fuel. It is fed
with one central injector of pre-heated air (10 mm diameter) and 16 fuel injectors (2 mm di-
ameter) which surround the main central air injector. Air is preheated at 673 K while methane
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x/D=3 RMS x/D=7.5 RMS x/D=15 RMS
x/D=30 RMS x/D=45 RMS x/D=60 RMS
Figure 4.13 – Mean and RMS axial velocity radial profiles for Flame D.



























































































x/D=3 RMS x/D=7.5 RMS x/D=15 RMS
x/D=30 RMS x/D=45 RMS x/D=60 RMS
Figure 4.14 – Mean and RMS normalized mixture fraction radial profiles for Flame D.
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Figure 4.15 – CH4 mass fraction radial profiles for Flame D.


















































Figure 4.16 – Radial profiles of the mean progress variable for Flame D.
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Figure 4.17 – Temperature radial profiles for Flame D.














































Figure 4.18 – CO mass fraction radial profiles for Flame D.
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Figure 4.19 – CO and CO2 mass fraction profiles versus mean equivalence ratio for Flame D.
is injected at ambient temperature. The burner is made of a 340 mm long cylindrical part fol-
lowed by a convergent nozzle of 150 mm length. The burner can work either in flameless or
conventional combustion mode by varying the air jet injection velocity. In the present work,
the case called RUN2 in [14] is simulated. Its air/fuel equivalence ratio is equal to 1.3. The
methane injection velocity is 6.2 m/s and the air velocity is 113.2 m/s. The radial profiles of
temperature, CO, CO2 and O2 are available at ten axial positions. As velocity was not mea-
sured for the reactive configuration RUN2, we first performed an LES of a cold flow case of the
same burner carried out by the same team in [86]. The results of this simulation are presented
in Section 4.6.1.
The furnace was simulated with a reference mesh containing 20 millions cells. In order to
make sure that this reference mesh is sufficient to ensure a correct LES resolution, a refined
mesh containing 36 million cells was also considered. This refined mesh corresponds to a
decrease of the cell size by approximately 30 % in the jet and heat release regions. A description
of the mesh is given in Fig. 4.20, where the computational domain is shown from x = 0
to x = 180 mm. In order to guarantee a correct prediction of the ternary mixing of fuel,
air and burnt gases at the injector exit, the minimum cell size is set to 0.3 mm in the main
injector for the reference mesh and 0.2 mm for the refined one (corresponding to ∼50 points
in the injector diameter). The mesh was also refined at walls where recirculation zones were
observed. Boundary conditions use the same approach as for Flame D: a short cylinder of
10 mm length is used for both air and fuel injectors, imposing slip wall boundary conditions.
Assuming that the ratio u′2/U2 remains close to that of Flame D, the RMS velocity is set to
20 m/s. On the other walls, an iso-thermal wall law is used. For the case simulated, the DHR
homogeneous table is presented in table 4.4. For this configuration, T0(Z) is deduced from the
fuel and air inlet conditions as specified in Section 4.3.2. Also, the enthalpy gaps range from
∆Hd = 0 (corresponding to adiabatic burnt gases) to ∆Hd = −1395 kJ/kg (corresponding to
∆Td = −1000 K from the adiabatic temperature of diluting burnt gases) Zd was set equal to
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Table 4.4 – Description of the DHR look-up table used for the flameless configuration of Verissimo et
al.[14]
Quantity Number of tabulated values Minimal value Maximal value
T0[K] See Section 4.3.2 // //
Z0 40 0 1
α 20 0 1
∆Hd[kJ/kg] 4 values 1395 0 (adiab)
Yc 50 Yc(t = 0) (Eq. (4.25) Yceq(Z, H(Z))
Figure 4.20 – Schematic representation of the Verissimo burner and detail of the grid used for the DHR
simulations presented in Section 4.6
0.042, corresponding to the air/fuel equivalence ratio λ = 1.3. Like for Flame D, we observed
that non diluted DHR trajectories, i.e. trajectories with α = 0, did not lead to auto-ignition.
This means that the fuel/air mixture injected in the burner is not able to auto-ignite although
air is preheated to 673 K. This illustrates the fact that like in Flame D, a standard HR table, i.e.
without dilution, could not be used to perform the simulation, which shows the necessity to
use a model like DHR including dilution as a parameter of the model.
4.6.1 Cold flow validation
In order to assess the validity of the injection and turbulence modeling, the cold case called
RUN3i in [86] was first simulated. For this case, the air injection diameter is 6 mm instead of
10 mm and the velocity 133.7 m/s. The axial velocity profiles were kindly furnished by the
same authors for all axial positions.
Experimental and LES profiles of mean and RMS axial velocity are presented in Fig. 4.21.
A dashed horizontal line is placed at U = 0 m/s in order to identify the recirculation zone.
Radial profiles are very well predicted at all axial positions. The recirculation zone extends
from x = 45 mm to x = 250 mm, that is, on a large part of the burner. The mean value
of the velocity in this zone is very low compared to the bulk velocity, with a maximum of
−7.2 m/s at x = 181 mm. In the reactive cases, this large recirculation zone allows to mix the
burnt gases formed close to the burner axis with the fresh gases exiting from the fuel and air
injectors. Apart from an overestimation at the first two axial positions, the RMS are also quite





























































x=16 mm RMS x=79 mm RMS
x=147 mm RMS x=215 mm RMS
Figure 4.21 – Mean and RMS axial velocity profiles for the cold flow case of Verissimo.
well predicted. These results show the ability of the LES solver and set-up to reproduce a cold
flow in this configuration, which is a prerequisite before assessing the DHR combustion model
on the reactive cases.
4.6.2 DHR results on the flameless case
In the experiment [14], the major source of enthalpy loss comes from the heat losses at walls
and corresponds approximately to half of the burner power (private communication from the
authors). As wall temperature was not measured, the wall temperature is fitted in the LES to
recover approximately the experimental temperature level at the last measurement position at
x = 310 mm. Following this procedure, Tw = 700 K was retained.
The axial profiles of temperature, O2, CO2 and CO are presented in Fig. 4.22 for the two
mesh resolutions. It is first observed that the transition from the fresh gases state to the burnt
gases state takes place essentially between x = 45 mm and x = 113 mm and is well reproduced
by the DHR model for both meshes, although temperature prediction is more accurate with
the refined mesh. The temperature increase is accompanied by a simultaneous decrease of O2
and increase of CO2. On the other side, CO behaves more like an intermediate species which
marks the reaction zone. The experimental axial profile of CO is qualitatively well captured
by the LES. The location of its peak value is well captured by the reference mesh while it is
located too upstream for the refined mesh. On the contrary, the CO decrease for x>147 m is
slightly too slow with the reference mesh, while it is better predicted by the refined mesh. This
shows that the reaction zone is moved slightly upstream with the refined mesh compared to
the reference mesh.
2D instantaneous snapshots of temperature, under-adiabaticity factor c˜H , axial velocity
and progress variable reaction rate ˜˙ωYc are presented in Fig. 4.23. These images confirm that
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Figure 4.22 – Axial profiles of the mean temperature, O2, CO2, CO mass fractions and progress variable
reaction rate for the flameless case. Symbols: experiments; Solid line: DHR model with the reference
mesh; Dash-dot: DHR with the refined mesh; Dashed lines: adiabatic DHR (c˜H = 1).
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Figure 4.23 – Instantaneous fields of temperature, under-adiabaticity factor c˜H , axial velocity and
progress variable reaction rate ˜˙ωYc for the flameless case of Verissimo et al.[14].
the temperature increase is very progressive without any visible peak, in coherence with the
reaction rate. c˜H assumes values of the order of 0.5 approximately corresponding to ∆Td ∼
491 K in the major part of the reactive region, while it falls to values close to zero in the region
located close to the upstream corner of the combustor.
This variation of c˜H is explained by the decrease of the diluent gases enthalpy when fol-
lowing the recirculation flux from the downstream to the upstream part of the burner. The
reaction rate field confirms that the reaction zone is detached from the injector leaps and that
it extends over a very large volume fraction of the combustor.
Figures 4.24, 4.25 and 4.26 present radial profiles of the same quantities at various axial loca-
tions between x = 11 mm and x = 310 mm for the two grids. At x = 11 mm one can notice
a strong under prediction of temperature close to the jet axis: in the LES the temperature re-
mains close to the air injection temperature of 673 K while in the experiment it is close to
1250 K. In order to understand this discrepancy, we consider points A and B located at z = 11
mm and r = 0 (A) and 5 mm (B) respectively. These points are represented in Fig. 4.27 in terms
of temperature, mixture fraction, CO, CO2 and O2 concentrations. In this figure, the equilib-
rium compositions at various mixture fractions are also presented, for adiabatic (circles) and
non adiabatic conditions (triangles) corresponding to ∆Td = 500 K. From this figure it can be
observed that point A corresponds quite accurately to the inlet air state, apart for the 1 ppm
CO concentration, which can be attributed to the measurement uncertainty. On the contrary,
point B corresponds to a very low Zl ' 0.015 or rich Zr ' 0.155 mixture fraction, as it can
be seen on the Z-T plane of Fig. 4.27a. If one looks at the CO2-T and O2-T plots, it can be
seen that the experimental temperature is above the adiabatic equilibrium state. Therefore, to
make the comparison, we now only consider the adiabatic conditions marked with circles.
From the CO2-T plot, point B is seen to be close to the richer condition Zr. On the O2-T plane,
point B corresponds on the contrary to a lean mixture and is very far from the rich condition
which presents an O2 mass fraction close to zero. Finally on the CO-T plane, point B does not
match neither the rich nor the lean composition. These plots first show that point B does not
correspond to a standard equilibrium state and could therefore not be retrieved by the DHR
calculation, at least without taking radiations into account. Assuming all measurements are
reliable, the only possibility to approximately match the experiment with an equilibrium state
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x=11 mm x=45 mm
Figure 4.24 – Radial profiles of mean temperature T, O2, CO2 and CO at x = 11 mm and x = 45 mm.
Symbols: experiments. Solid line: DHR with the reference mesh; Dash-dot: DHR with the refined mesh;
Dashed lines: adiabatic DHR (c˜H = 1).
is to consider that point B corresponds to a lean mixture at Zl with a temperature increase of
more than 150 K, which is the explanation proposed by the authors (private communication).
As air enters at a high velocity of 113 m/s in the domain, its residence time at point B is ap-
proximately 1µs. This time seems extremely short for getting such a temperature increase. As
no radiation model was used in this LES, it is difficult to further justify this view. Alternatively,
one can suspect a problem in the measurement of temperature or species concentrations at this
location, as already suggested by Cuoci et al.[88]. At this point, it is difficult to conclude on
this issue, complementary measurements and simulations being necessary.
Fig. 4.28 presents instantaneous fields of the turbulent diffusivity divided by the molecular
diffusivity for the two meshes employed. It can be seen that µt/µ remains always smaller than
10 for both the grids. As suggested in [110], values smaller than 10 for the µt/µ ratio, confirm
that the mesh resolution is very good in both cases.
Further downstream, the mixing between air, fuel and burnt gases proceeds up to x =
147 mm and r < 15 mm approximately. In this region temperature is correctly predicted while
O2 is underpredicted and CO2 is overpredicted, with no significative differences between the
two grids. The CO profile is strongly under-predicted up to x = 45 mm which could denote a
lack of reactivity in this region, in coherence with the under-prediction of temperature. Further
downstream it assumes both a correct shape and order of magnitude.
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x=79 mm x=113 mm
Figure 4.25 – Radial profiles of mean temperature T, O2, CO2 and CO at x = 79 mm and x = 113
mm. Symbols: experiments. Solid line: DHR with the reference mesh; Dash-dot: DHR with the refined
mesh; Dashed lines: adiabatic DHR (c˜H = 1).




















































































x=147 mm x=310 mm
Figure 4.26 – Radial profiles of mean temperature T, O2, CO2 and CO at x = 147 mm and x = 310
mm. Symbols: experiments. Solid line: DHR with the reference mesh; Dash-dot: DHR with the refined
mesh; Dashed lines: adiabatic DHR (c˜H = 1).
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Figure 4.27 – Temperature equilibrium state for a diluted reactor using Verissimo boundary conditions
for TF, TA and Zd. Calculations performed with adiabatic (black circles) and non-adiabatic temperature
gap (black triangles, ∆Td = −500K). Experimental results corresponding to points [x = 11mm, r =
0mm] (red circle A) and [x = 11mm, r = 5mm] (red circle B). Clockwise: Temperature versus mixture
fraction, CO2, O2 and CO.
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Figure 4.28 – Instantaneous fields of turbulent/laminar viscosities for the flameless case of Verissimo et
al.[14]. Left: Reference mesh; Right: Refined mesh.
Between x = 147 mm and the last measurement location at x = 310 mm, temperature, O2
and CO2 profiles tend to flatten, indicating the end the heat release region. In this region, the
agreement with the experiment is good, showing that the global reaction rates of O2 and CO2
are correct and that the enthalpy loss through the walls is well adjusted. The profile of CO
assumes a correct shape but it is overpredicted with a maximum value of 500 ppm against 200
ppm in the experiment. This overprediction is attributed as said before to a slightly too slow
reactivity in the downstream part of the combustor. These results shows that the DHR model
globally succeeds in reproducing this flameless configuration, with better results than those
of RANS presented in [84] and [88]. At the same time, improvements to the model might be
necessary to model the near injection region and the CO profiles.
In order to assess the importance of the heat losses in the present flameless configuration,
and more generally in furnaces, Fig. 4.22, 4.24, 4.25 and 4.26 also present the results obtained
with DHR imposing c˜H = 1, that is, considering only the adiabatic DHR table. As shown in
Fig. 4.22, the mean progress variable reaction rate is two times larger in the adiabatic simula-
tion compared to the reference non-adiabatic simulation. This reactivity variation was already
observed in Fig. 4.5 and is entirely due to the impact of the diluent enthalpy loss on the initial
temperature of the mixture. As a consequence of this larger reactivity, the flame reaction zone
is moved upstream compared to the reference DHR solution. This in turn leads a less diluted
combustion (as dilution of the fresh mixture by burned gases increases continuously along the
jet), leading itself to a much higher peak temperature. As a consequence, temperature is largely
over-predicted for the adiabatic simulation in the flame region, O2 is under-predicted and CO2
is over-predicted. On the contrary, further downstream, temperature, O2 and CO2 profiles for
the adiabatic and non-adiabatic simulations are very similar. This is explained by the fact that
in the present LES solver, an equation for energy is transported. Therefore, even if an adiabatic
table is used, the enthalpy losses at walls are also accounted for in the adiabatic simulation,
leading to a correct estimation of the total enthalpy in the domain. Besides, the differences
on O2 and CO2 mass fractions close to equilibrium are sufficiently low between the adiabatic
table and the non adiabatic table to allow a correct reproduction of these major species. As
a consequence, temperature, which is deduced from enthalpy and species mass fractions, is
also correctly recovered in the adiabatic case. On the contrary CO presents a strong sensitivity
to the enthalpy value: while the order of magnitude is correctly predicted for the reference
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DHR calculation, it is correctly predicted in the reference DHR simulation, it reaches almost
5000 ppm in the adiabatic simulation.
4.6.3 Structure of the Verissimo flameless burner
In order to better understand how combustion takes place in this flameless case, Fig. 4.29
presents a scatter plot of total enthalpy H˜ versus Z˜ at different axial positions. The scatter
plot at each position includes all mesh points located at + or − 5 mm from the considered
position. As total enthalpy and mixture fraction are passive scalars, they allow to figure out the
evolution of mixing in the chamber. In this figure, the air inlet condition is labelled “A” and
corresponds to point Z = 0 and H = 390 kJ/kg while the fuel inlet condition is labelled “F”
and corresponds to point Z = 1 and H = −4640 kJ/kg. The point labelled Dad corresponds to
the diluent mixture fraction Zd = 0.042 at the adiabatic condition, that is, on the mixing line A-
F defined by inlet states A and F. point D in this figure represents the diluent mixture fraction
at the minimum enthalpy observed in the calculations corresponding to ∆Hd = −1395 kJ/kg
approximately, or ∆Td = −800 K. It can be first observed that nearly no computing point
falls on the mixing line A-F. This means that direct mixing of fuel with air, which could lead
to a standard combustion mode like in a counter-flow laminar diffusion flame, is not taking
place. This observation can be explained by the strong mixing of the fuel and air jets with
diluent which impedes a direct mixing of fuel with air. This is evidenced for x ≤ 11 mm by
the numerous points lying on the mixing line D-F showing that the fuel jet essentially mixes
with diluent gases at a state close to state D, that is, burnt gases at Zd with the lowest enthalpy.
These burnt gases are at the lowest enthalpy because as the fuel/diluent mixing essentially
takes place close to the fuel injectors, these burnt come from the long lateral recirculation zone,
therefore experiencing the maximum wall heat loss. Concerning the air jet, it can be observed
that it preferentially mixes on a line defined by points A and DF. Point DF is located on line
D-F, with a mixture fraction Z ∼ 0.35, which tends to decrease as x increases. The mixing
line defined by points A and DF indicates that air mixes preferentially with an already highly
diluted fuel stream. Further downstream, for 11 ≤ x ≤ 33 mm, a second mixing line defined
by points A and D becomes important. It corresponds to the direct mixing of the remaining
air flow with the diluent gases of the recirculation zone. The scatter plot shows that the points
which do not lie on these three mixing lines are essentially located inside the triangle defined
by these three lines. These points therefore correspond to intermediate mixing trajectories. As
no point lies below line D-F, it also shows that the minimum value of ∆Hd = −1395 kJ/kg used
in the DHR table is sufficient to describe all the enthalpy states observed in the calculation.
Between x = 11 mm and x = 33 mm, the maximum mixture fraction decreases from 0.75
to 0.10, indicating that the fuel stream is getting rapidly mixed with diluent gases and air.
At x = 250 mm, mixture fraction is nearly constant and equal to Zd. On the contrary, a non
negligible enthalpy variation can be observed, the highest enthalpy corresponding to the gases
located close to the chamber axis, the lowest enthalpy corresponding to the gases located close
to the walls.
4.7 Conclusions
A LES combustion model devoted to non-premixed combustion under furnace conditions was
proposed in this paper. This model was designed to maintain a reduced CPU cost thanks to
tabulation, while allowing to represent three major features of non-premixed furnace combus-
tion, and in particular flameless combustion: combustion of a three-feed mixture, auto-ignition
of the mixture, and high under-adiabaticity of the diluent gases. Two major assumptions were
made. The first one is that the burnt gases are at the mean furnace mixture fraction Zd, while
their enthalpy is considered as an additional parameter of the model. The second one is that
the micro-mixing description, that is the scalar dissipation rate, can be neglected at first or-
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Figure 4.29 – Scatter plots of the total enthalpy versus mixture fraction at various axial positions for
the flameless case.
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der. This second hypothesis allows to consider simple homogeneous reactors for tabulation,
composed of fuel, air and burnt gases at equilibrium.
It was first shown that this model allows to correctly reproduce the auto-ignition of a lam-
inar counterflow diffusion flame ignited by a hot spot. It was then assessed on Flames D. For
this flame, satisfactory results were obtained for passive scalars, temperature and major prod-
uct mass fractions. A slight tendency to over-predict the mixture reactivity was observed due
to the insensitivity of the model to the effect of scalar dissipation at the SGS level. Such an
observation was already made by [70] with a different approach which also neglected scalar
dissipation. The DHR model was finally evaluated on the flameless burner of Verissimo et
al.[14]. The model correctly recovered the absence of temperature peak typical of flameless
combustion. Close to the fuel and air inlets, an incoherence was suspected in the experiments
between temperature and O2 and CO2 mass fractions. Therefore, it was not possible to con-
clude on the model predictivity in this region. Further downstream, temperature and species
profiles were found in good agreement with the experiment. An additional DHR calculation
was performed assuming adiabatic instead of under-adiabatic diluent gases. This calculation
lead to an over-prediction of the mixture reactivity and temperature, therefore confirming the
importance of the burnt gases under-adiabaticity for furnace applications. A mesh sensitivity
analysis was also conducted using a refined mesh. Slightly improved results were obtained
with the refined mesh compared to the reference mesh, showing that the reference mesh had
already a correct resolution and that the DHR model has a correct sensitivity to mesh refine-
ment. An analysis of scatter plots on a mixture fraction/total enthalpy plane allowed to figure
out how the ternary mixing is taking place in this combustor. It was found that as expected in
a flameless configuration, fuel is first strongly diluted with under-adiabatic burnt gases prior
to its mixing with the air jet.
In the present version of the DHR model, the dilution fraction α is chosen in the LES
as the lowest value αreac allowing auto-ignition in the DHR look-up table. In the future, a
more refined approach to determine α will be investigated, for instance by defining a model
transport equation for α.
5Pollutant modelling in flamelesscombustion
In this chapter, the article A tabulated, flamelet based NO model for Large Eddy Simulations
of non premix turbulent jets with enthalpy loss submitted to the journal Flow Turbulence and
Combustion is reported. In the article, the diffusion flames - NO relaxation approach DF-NORA is
presented: the model tracks the relaxation towards equilibrium of the NO source term as a function of
mixture fraction, scalar dissipation and a progress variable. The model is compared to two pre-existent
models, the NORA model [111] and the linear approach of Ihme et al.[112]. The article is divided into
two parts. In the first part, the model is presented along with the other two approaches used; in the
second part it is validated over the two 3D configurations, the Flame D of Sandia and the FC combustor
from the works of Verissimo et al. In Appendix A, an analysis of the turbulence radiation interactions
is presented. In Appendix B, an intermediate NO model based on ADF-PCM is presented. This model,
which could be called "ADF-NORA", did not allow to recover correct NO profiles on a diffusion flame
because of the approximated flamelet resolution used in ADF. It is presented to show why in the end the
exact resolution of the laminar diffusion flame (DF) was retained in DF-NORA.
5.1 abstract
Three LES models devoted to the NO prediction in under-adiabatic furnaces are evaluated in
this paper: the NORA (NO relaxation Approach) of Vervisch et al., based on the NO relaxation
towards equilibrium, the linear model (LM) of Ihme and Pitsch based on the equilibrium state
of a laminar diffusion flame and a new model, DF-NORA, in which the linear approximation of
the LM is replaced by a tabulation of the reaction rate as a function of a NO progress variable,
following the idea of Zoller et al. To generate this table, NO relaxation complex chemistry
calculations are used like in NORA, but the homogeneous reactor is replaced by a steady
laminar diffusion flame. These models are validated on Sandia Flame D and on the flameless
case of Verissimo et al. [14]. For both cases, NORA underpredicts the NO production due to
its insensitivity to strain, while LM overpredicts NO by a factor 2 on Flame D and a factor 13
on the flameless case. DF-NORA presents the best prediction with a maximal underprediction
of 30% on Flame D and an over-prediction of 30% on the final NO yield of the flameless case.
The impact of a radiative source term is also assessed on Flame D, showing a local decrease of
NO by less than 7% compared to the adiabatic calculation for the DF-NORA model.
5.2 Introduction
The environmental emergency has brought to increasingly stringent legislations to reduce
global warming and pollutant related issues. The main responsible for these pernicious ef-
fects are the combustion systems, which supply approximately 80% of the worldwide energy
produced [1]. In preventing global warming and pollution, efforts are addressed both towards
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CO2 and nitrogen oxides NOx. If CO2 is the main responsible for global warming, NOx species
have both local and global harmful effects. On a local scale, NOx and SOx formed during a
combustion process convert into sulphuric and nitric acids. These acids modify the pH of the
atmospheric precipitations and can have a strong impact on surface waters, forests and hu-
man health [113]. On a more global scale, NOx converted into NO2 react with the atmospheric
ozone [114], yielding to ozone depletion which contributes to global warming worsening.
In a combustion process, several routes are identified for NOx formation. The Zeldovitch’s
thermal route becomes predominant at high temperatures and lean mixtures [115]. It includes
seven species:
O + N2 
 NO + N (5.1)
N +O2 
 NO +O (5.2)
N +OH 
 NO + H (5.3)
The second major source of NOx is the Fenimore or Prompt route [116], which is favored
by rich conditions. Another important contribution to NOx formation is the NO2 path [117]
for which there is experimental evidence that it is mostly originated in the reaction region
[118, 119].
In most combustion devices like high-temperature burners, internal combustion engines or
gas turbines, thermal NO is the major source of NOx pollutants. For this reason, it is highly
desirable to reduce temperature peaks and local O2 rich regions, in order to mitigate the fa-
voring factors of the thermal NO path. In this sense, flameless combustion is one of the more
attractive technologies [13, 19] (FC in this manuscript) to reduce NOx emissions. In FC, fuel
and air are strongly diluted by burnt gases while oxidizer air is pre-heated to stabilize the
process. This leads to a much less polluting and more efficient technology.
However, the favorable conditions to effectively reduce NO in the FC regime are not obtained
systematically and easily: they highly depend on the fuel/air ratio, inlet temperatures and
burner geometry. For this reason, analytical tools fail to predict the FC mode region in the
parameter space of the burner. For this reason, CFD is a very attractive tool for studying FC,
which is still in an early age. Numerous examples of numerical simulation of FC were already
presented both using RANS [55, 40] and LES[48, 49, 92, 120]. With regard to NO prediction, a
generic but expensive approach is to resolve and transport the entire fuel oxidation and NO
mechanism in the CFD code, a methodology employed in all combustion models using a direct
resolution of the chemical mechanism like CMC [121, 122]. To reduce computational costs for
both combustion and NO, tabulated models represent an alternative approach. However, NO
chemistry presents a different time scale with respect to fuel oxidation [123, 124, 125], so that
its tabulation can not be tied to that of fuel oxidation. This aspect was clearly shown in [70],
in the diffusion flames context, where the NO species was directly tabulated from the com-
bustion manifold, yielding to a large overestimation with respect to experimental data. Also,
it was shown a significant improvement, when the NO reaction rate was tabulated instead.
In this sense, models with the NO reaction rate tabulated were developed both considering
homogeneous reactors [126, 111, 127] and flamelet [112, 119] tabulations.
In FC the ternary mixing occurs in a turbulent environment, yielding to highly strained re-
gions, whereas the strain rate observed in the surrounding recirculated burnt gases is neg-
ligible. For this reason, a comprehensive model which accounts for NO formation in both
strained and non strained regions is proposed in this paper. For non strained regions, the NO
relaxation approach (NORA) model presented in [111, 127] is considered. The model tabulates
the NO characteristic time during its relaxation towards equilibrium. For strained regions a
flamelet approach based on the model of Ihme et al. [112] is retained. In [112], NO reaction
rates at equilibrium are considered to predict NO in a diffusion flame, introducing a linear
relation for the backward NO reaction. This approach resulted in a large overestimation of the
NO in non-premixed configurations. Zoller et al. [119] argued that this linear hypothesis was
too strong, as species such as NO2 and N2O can yield to non-linearities during the relaxation
towards equilibrium of NO. In the present work, the non-linearities of the NO relaxation in a
flamelet structure are considered and included in a tabulated approach based on the Linear
Model (LM) proposed in [112]. This model is called Diffusion Flames - NORA (DF-NORA). In
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this work, DF-NORA was validated on both non-premixed and flameless configurations. For
the combustion part of both test cases, the DHR model presented in [120] was employed.
This work is structured in five sections. In Section 5.3, the filtered LES equations, the com-
bustion model DHR as well as the radiation modeling methodology are presented. In Section
5.4, DF-NORA is presented in more details along with the NORA and LM approaches. In Sec-
tion 5.5, DF-NORA is validated on a non-premixed partially diluted configuration, Flame D.
As widely explained in [120], although this flame does not meet the criteria of FC, the well
documented experimental data is appropriate for modeling validation. Secondly, although di-
lution is not included in DF-NORA, the partial dilution of the fresh gases is a characteristic in
common with FC from a combustion point of view. In Section 5.6, DF-NORA is employed to
model NO formation in the flameless test case of Verissimo et al. [14]. Finally, in Section 5.7,
the main conclusions and perspective from this work are outlined.
5.3 The DF-NORA pollutants model
5.3.1 The filtered LES equations
The reactive Navier-Stokes equations considered are those already described in Sec. 4.3.1 apart
for Eq. 4.2, for which a source term S˜r is added:
∂ρ¯E˜
∂t
+∇ · ((ρ¯E˜ + P¯)u˜) = −∇ · [−uτ + q¯ + q¯t]+ ρ¯ ˜˙ωT + S˜r + Q¯w (5.4)
As already explained in the previous Chapter, ˜˙ωk represents the species chemical reaction
rate in the species equation 4.3. In this new section, two closures of ˜˙ωk are considered depend-
ing on the species. For species that do not contain nitrogen atoms and species N2, which we
will note Ym in the following, the DHR combustion model of Chapter 4 is used. The remaining
species, which are noted Yn, are directly involved in the NOx chemistry. Although only the
NO species is transported in the LES code, all the nitrogen species Yn are included in the com-
plex chemistry mechanism (GRI 2.11 [128] for these calculations) used to tabulate NO. This
means that all the production as well as all consumption paths included in this mechanism are
considered in the NO reaction rate: thermal or extended Zeldovitch pathway, prompt, N2O,
NNH and reburning pathways. These species play a minor role in fuel oxidation and their
evolution is essentially decoupled from the fuel oxidation chemistry as shown in [111]. As
a consequence, their reaction rates ˜˙ωn are modeled with specific NOx models, presented in
Section 5.4.
Once the filtered equations for Z˜ (Eq. 4.4) and its variance (Eq. 4.5) are described, a scalar
dissipation rate at stoichiometry can be calculated. This variable will be then used as an input
for the models presented in Section 5.4. The filtered scalar dissipation rate is modeled as the
sum of a resolved part χRES and sub-grid one χSGR, using the following expression:
χ˜ = 2(χ˜RES + χ˜SGS) (5.5)
where χRES is calculated as
χ˜RES = D(∇Z˜)2 (5.6)
where D is the molecular diffusivity, whereas χSGS is calculated following the expression
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The scalar dissipation rate at any mixture fraction Z is then calculated using the expression
proposed by Peters [101]:








where a is the strain rate deduced from χ˜ by averaging Eq. (5.9) over mixture fraction:




F(Z)P(Z, Z˜, SZ)dZ (5.11)
In the above expression, a β− PDF is used to represent the PDF of Z. This PDF depends on Z˜




Using the above equations allows to deduce the scalar dissipation at stoechiometry Zst which





5.3.2 Coupling of DHR model with radiative heat transfer
In the results of Section 5.5, the influence of radiation is investigated on NOx prediction in
a partially premixed diffusion flame. The radiative source term in Eq. (5.4) results from the
resolution of the Radiative Transfer Equation (RTE) in the burnt gas as an absorbing and
non−scattering medium, its equation reads :





where ν is the wavenumber, L0ν is the Planck equilibrium function, Lν is the radiation intensity
for a coordinate x in the direction of propagation u and kν is the absorption coefficient.
The source term Sr to insert in Eq. (5.4), is retrieved from a double integration of Eq. (5.14)
over the solid angle and on the gas spectra. From this integration, Sr looses its dependency












The resolution of the RTE and this double integration can be executed in several ways which
has a strong impact on the time calculation.
From the works of Poitou et al. [130, 131], the following models where used for the calcu-
lations of Section 5.5:
• The spatial and the angular discretization : the Discrete Ordinate Method (DOM) ([132],
[133]) is used, which is a finite volume formulation approach for the RTE. This strategy
was already used in LES calculations as it represents a good compromise between CPU
time and quality of the results. The angular integration was performed by the PRISSMA1
code on Ndir = 24 directions with the S4 quadrature.
1http://www.cerfacs.fr/prissma
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• The integration over frequencies : theoretically, it would consist in integrating the RTE
over the entire wavelength of absorbing gas such as CO2, CO and H2O. The gas ab-
sorbing spectra contains several millions of lines and requires a spectral model. For the
results of Section 5.5, the global and more common model WSGG [134] was here em-
ployed and presented a good compromise between accuracy and CPU time.
• LES filtering : following the work of Poitou et al. [130] and Roger et al. [135, 136] no
subgrid scale model is used to performed radiative calculations in LES context such as
Sr(T; Xk) ≈ S˜r(T˜; X˜k)
The resolution of one iteration of the RTE is relatively time consuming due the double
integration over direction and frequencies. For one time step, it lead to more important CPU
time for the radiative solver than LES solver. A coupling strategy must be used to reach ac-
ceptable calculation times: the two codes are run simultaneously and in a synchronized way;
furthermore the radiative iteration is performed only every Nit iterations of the CFD solver,
corresponding to the characteristic convective time. This coupling strategy was already suc-
cessfully used in [130] and [131], where the radiative code PRISSMA and the LES solver AVBP
were coupled by means of a bridge, called o-PALM2. The same strategy was used for the
results in Section 5.5.
5.4 NO models
In this study, three NO models are considered. The first one is the tabulated NORA model [111,
127] which considers the relaxation of NO towards equilibrium in a homogeneous reactor. The
second approach is the linear model (LM) as proposed by Ihme and Pitsch [112]. In this model
the effect of strain on the NO reaction rate is accounted for, based on equilibrium diffusion
flames. The third approach is an improvement of the LM introducing the non linearity of the
NO reaction rate as proposed by [119].
5.4.1 The NORA model
In the NORA model [111], the NO reaction rate is defined considering a homogeneous re-
actor at equilibrium, identified by its mixture fraction Z and enthalpy H. The choice of the
equilibrium state implies that NORA is not able to account for NO paths related to the flame
structure like the prompt NO. In this paper, only species NO is considered, although an ex-
tension to NO2 and N2O was proposed in [127]. If a perturbation of the NO mass fraction
∆YNO(t = 0) = YNO(t = 0) − YeqNO(Z, H) is initially imposed in the reactor, an exponen-
tial relaxation of YNO(t) is observed towards the equilibrium value Y
eq
NO(Z, H). It was also
observed that the complex chemistry NO reaction rate ω˙CCNO during this relaxation lies on a
one-dimensional manifold defined by solely by Z, H and |∆YNO(t)|. Instead of tabulating
directly ω˙CCNO, a linear form is used in the CFD code:
ω˙NO =
YeqNO(Z, H)−YNO
τNO(Z, H, |∆YNO|) (5.16)
where the relaxation time τNO is deduced from the complex chemistry homogeneous reactor
calculations as τNO =
YeqNO(Z,H)−YNO(t)
ω˙CCNO(t)
. In practice, the variation of τNO with |∆YNO| is smooth,
therefore, only four values of τNO are tabulated for given values of Z and H.
In order to express the NORA reaction rate in a way similar to that of the LM and DF-
NORA models presented in the following subsections, we introduce a normalized NO progress
2http://www.cerfacs.fr/globc/PALM_WEB/
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Figure 5.1 – NO relaxation towards equilibrium in a homogeneous reactor at Zst for various enthalpy
levels corresponding to temperatures (1650, 1800 and 2220 K) as used to generate the NORA table. A
methane/air mixture is considered at ambient pressure. Fig.5.1(a): NO mass fraction as a function of
time; Fig.5.1(b): NO relaxation time as a function of time.







Besides, the NO reaction rate can be expressed as the sum of a positive and a negative contri-
bution, which leads to :
ω˙NO(Z, H, cNO) = ω˙+NO + ω˙
−
NO (5.18)








The NO relaxation in a homogeneous reactor at stoichiometry for methane (Zst = 0.055)
at p = 1 bar is shown in Fig. 5.1 using the GRI−MECH 2.11 mechanism [128]. In Fig. 5.1(a),
NO trajectories are presented for an initial perturbation ∆YNO = 0.015 and three enthalpy
levels corresponding to equilibrium temperatures of 1600, 1800 and 2200 K respectively. The
corresponding relaxation times are shown for each trajectory in Fig. 5.1(b). The relaxation
towards equilibrium is clearly observed in each case. As temperature decreases, the relaxation
time τNO increases exponentially while the equilibrium value Y
eq
NO decreases exponentially,
illustrating the high sensitivity of thermal NO to temperature. Furthermore, as the trajectories
come closer to their equilibrium values, the relaxation slows down and the relaxation times
have the tendency to increase.
5.4.2 The linear model
In the LM proposed in [112], the NO reaction rate is also expressed as a linear relaxation
like in Eq. (5.16). But this time, stretching effects on the NO reaction rate is accounted for by
considering equilibrium diffusion flames instead of homogeneous reactors. The NO reaction
rate is defined by its mixture fraction Z, the total enthalpy H and by the stoichiometric scalar
dissipation rate χst.
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Figure 5.2 – Equilibrium flamelet profiles for five values of χst. Fig.5.2(a): temperature versus mix-
ture fraction; Fig.5.2(b): NO mass fraction versus mixture fraction; Fig.5.2(c): positive and negative
contributions of the NO reaction rate.
The NO reaction rate ω˙NO is divided into a productive part ω˙+eq and destructive part ω˙−eq.
Fig. 5.2 depicts the temperature, NO mass fraction YNO and reaction rates of five flamelets as
a function of χst. The boundary conditions for these flamelets are the same as those of the
Verissimo burner (TF = 298 K for Z = 1 and TA = 673 K for Z = 0) studied in Section 5.6. The
GRI−MECH 2.11 mechanism [128] is employed and the FLAMEMASTER flamelet code [137]
is used to run the calculations. It can be seen that as scalar dissipation increases, the NO level
decreases as a consequence of the increased NO diffusion and decreased temperature. But at
the same time, ω˙NO increases, showing that the net NO production rate increases with scalar
dissipation. In order to account for the enthalpy variation at a given Z, additional flamelets are
calculated using the FLAMEMASTER radiation model.
Fig. 5.3 shows a flamelet at equilibrium and χst = 0.01 at different radiation times τrad. As
τrad increases, H(Z) decreases from its adiabatic value down to its minimum value obtained
at τrad = ∞. Radiation affects temperature, decreasing the peak of temperature around stoi-
chiometry. Enthalpy lowers down as well. As temperature decreases, NO also decreases. This
also influences the destructive and productive parts of ω˙NO which reduce with τrad. For this
type of flamelets, Ihme and Pitsch showed that ω˙NO can be modeled as:
ω˙NO = ω˙
+
eq(Z, H, χst) + cNOω˙
−
eq(Z, H, χst) (5.21)
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Figure 5.3 – Equilibrium flamelets as a function of the radiative time τrad. Fig.5.3(a): temperature
versus mixture fraction; Fig.5.3(b): enthalpy versus mixture fraction; Fig.5.3(c): NO mass fraction
versus mixture fraction; Fig.5.3(d): positive and negative contributions of NO reaction rate versus
mixture fraction;





where YeqNO(Z, H, χst) is the equilibrium NO mass fraction of the steady state flamelet. This
model was applied to Flame D by the same authors and lead to a sensible overestimation of
NO. Zoller et al.[119] argued that this overestimation is due to the linear approximation in the
NO reaction rate model: the terms ω˙+eq and ω˙−eq are considered at YNO = Y
eq
NO, that is, they are
assumed independent of YNO. As shown by Zoller et al. , this approximation is not sufficient
when NO is far from equilibrium.
5.4.3 The DF-NORA model
NO reaction rate calculation
In order to account for the non linearity of ω˙NO, Zoller et al. [119] tabulated ω˙NO as a function
of the NO mass fraction using homogeneous reactors. These calculations were performed by

















































Figure 5.4 – NO temporal evolution during an unsteady flamelet calculation at χst = 0.1 s−1 as used
to generate DF-NORA table. Fig.5.4(a): NO mass fraction versus mixture fraction (black); equilibrium
NO mass fraction from NORA table (red). Fig.5.4(b): positive and negative contributions of ω˙NO versus
mixture fraction (black); NO reaction rate from the NORA table at cNO = 0 (red).
imposing the mass fraction of all species that contain no nitrogen atoms to their value obtained
on a laminar diffusion flame. Only the nitrogen containing species were allowed to evolve,
starting the simulations with YNO(Z, t) = 0.
In the present work, a similar approach called DF-NORA is retained but using an unsteady
flamelet calculation to tabulate ω˙NO. The procedure to obtain the NO reaction consists in two
steps.
In a first step, a set of flamelets at equilibrium is built as a function of χst and Z. Two types
of flamelets are used: the adiabatic flamelet corresponding to Hmax(Z) or τrad = 0 and the
flamelet at τrad = ∞ corresponding to HDFmin(Z). Note that H
DF
min(Z) is not necessarily equal to
Hmin(Z) used in the DHR model. For this set of flamelet calculations the entire NO mechanism
is deactivated, yielding zero reaction rates for all species Yn.
In a second step, for each steady flamelet solution, the NO mechanism is activated at time
t = 0 to let all species evolve towards equilibrium. This relaxation of the flamelet towards its
new equilibrium is computed in time with the FLAMEMASTER code. The temporal evolutions
of NO, ω˙+ and ω˙− are shown in Fig. 5.4 for the same conditions as in the previous figure using
τrad = 0 and χst = 0.1. It can first be observed that the growth of NO is strictly monotonic,
therefore allowing the tabulation of ω˙NO as a function of cNO. Besides, it can be seen that ω˙+
and ω˙− evolve in time in a way which seems proportional to YNO. This behavior is reproduced
by the LM for the negative term ω˙−eq
YNO
YeqNO
in Eq. (5.21). On the contrary ω˙+ is assumed constant
and equal to ω˙+eq in the LM, which is not in agreement with the observations of Fig. 5.4. This




Unlike in the approach proposed by Zoller, the complete mechanism is solved during the
second step therefore also the other species Ym can evolve during this relaxation. To measure
the perturbation induced by the introduction of the NO mechanism in the unsteady calculation





Ψwono represents any flamelet quantity Ψ obtained from the steady flamelet calculation per-
formed without NOx reactions in step one. Ψwno represents the same quantity obtained at the
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Figure 5.5 – Relative variation eΨ (see Eq. 5.23) of temperature, CO2, H2O and enthalpy, between the
equilibrium flamelet with and without the NO mechanism.
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Figure 5.6 – O, H, OH and O2 mass fraction profiles in flamelets at χst = 0.1. Dashed line: complete
mechanism activated. Solid lines: NO mechanism deactivated.
end of the unsteady flamelet calculation performed with the complete mechanism in step two.
It can be noticed that for major species such as CO2 and H2O or for temperature and enthalpy,
the relative difference remains always smaller than 0.4%. This confirms that the introduction
of the NO reactions does not alter the major characteristics of the flamelet. Major differences
are noticed on the contrary for radical species such as O which form the pool from which
nitrogen containing species are formed. Fig.5.6 presents radicals C, O, H, OH, CH and O2
profiles versus mixture fraction for the steady state solutions obtained with and without the
NO mechanism. O2 is affected by the formation of NO essentially on the rich side showing a
15% difference around Z = 0.07. This can be explained by the fact that the oxygen contained
in species Yn is essentially provided by O2. These results show that assuming like in the model
of Zoller that Ym is constant during the relaxation of NO, is acceptable for major species but
not for some minor species or for O2. This assumption could consequently lead to possible
deviations on the calculation of the NO reaction rate.
Finally, the NO reaction rates ω˙+ and ω˙− are tabulated using an interpolation between the
two flamelet calculations at τrad = 0 and τrad = ∞:
ω˙+/−(Z, H, χst, cNO)
= cDFH ω˙
+/−(Z, HDFmax , χst, cNO)
+(1− cDFH )ω˙+/−(Z, HDFmin, χst, cNO)
(5.24)





In the case cNO ≤ 1, ω˙+/− is directly extracted from the unsteady flamelet calculations. In the
case cNO > 1 an approximation of the reaction rate is proposed in Section 5.4.3.
Table 5.1 summarizes the expressions used to compute the DF-NORA NO reaction rate
depending on the value of χst and cNO:
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Table 5.1 – Conditions of ignition
χst = 0 χst ≥ χminst
cNO ≤ 1 Eq. (5.18) unsteady flamelet computation
cNO > 1 Eq. (5.18) Eq. (5.28)
Comparison with LM and NORA models
In order to assess the difference between the LM and DF-NORA, Fig. 5.7 presents the ratios









for three mixture fractions (Z = 0.03, Z = Zst = 0.055 and Z = 0.1 ) and for the two enthalpy
levels, as a function of cNO. It can first be observed that in all cases γ− remains very close
to unity, confirming that the LM correctly represents the negative contribution of the reaction
rate. On the contrary, γ+ is nearly linear with cNO starting with very small values at cNO = 0
corresponding to 3%-8% of the equilibrium value, and ending at unity at cNO = 1. This result
confirms that the positive contribution γ+ can not be approximated by ω˙+eq and needs to be
tabulated as a function of cNO.
Fig. 5.4(a) presents YeqNO used in the NORA model, which corresponds to χst = 0, for the
same enthalpy H and mixture fraction Z. It can be observed that due to the absence of diffusion
in mixture fraction space, this equilibrium value is much larger than the one at χst = 0.1 s−1
and it is also restricted to a narrower region around stoechiometry. Fig. 5.4(b) presents ω˙NO for
NORA at cNO = 0 corresponding to Eq. (5.19). Although the equilibrium NO mass fraction is
larger for NORA, the reaction rate is smaller by at least a factor of two compared to DF-NORA.
This difference is due to the fact that in NORA the NO reaction rate calculation is based on
the equilibrium burnt gases state corresponding to a progress of reaction c = 1 (see Eq. 4.28).
As shown by Nishioka [138] for premixed flames, the NO reactivity in the burnt gases of the
flame, corresponding to c = 1, is essentially due to the thermal mechanism. On the contrary, in
the diffusion flame used in DF-NORA, c remains lower than unity, leading to a predominance
of the prompt mechanism as evidenced by Ihme and Pitsch [112] . This difference of reactivity
between NORA and flamelet based NO models is clearly evidenced in the results Sections 5.5
and 5.6.
Reaction rate modelling for the case cNO > 1
The unsteady flamelets used to tabulate the NO reaction rate in DF-NORA allow to cover the
range cNO ∈ [0, 1]. In practical devices, as shown in [111] for Diesel engines, cNO can assume
values larger than unity. In order to model ω˙NO for cNO > 1, an unsteady flamelet calculation
was performed with the following initial condition: YNO(t = 0) = 2Y
eq
NO. As expected, it was
also observed in this case that YNO relaxes towards its equilibrium value Y
eq
NO exactly like
when starting the flamelet calculation with YNO(t = 0) = 0. Fig. 5.7(b) presents (red curves)
the coefficients γ+ and γ− for this case. It shows that γ− remains close to unity, meaning that
the LM model for the negative contribution, Eq. (5.21), remains a good approximation also for
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cNO > 1. It is therefore adopted for DF-NORA in this case. On the contrary, γ+ shows the same
linear increase as in the case cNO ≤ 1. For this reason, the positive contribution for cNO > 1 is
modeled by extrapolating the result obtained for cNO ≤ 1, which leads to the expression:
ω˙+(Z, H, χst, cNO) = ω˙+eq(Z, H, χst, cNO = 1) + cNO
∂ω˙+
∂cNO
(Z, H, χst, cNO = 1) (5.28)
Note that for the validations presented in this paper, YNO remains always much smaller than
its equilibrium value, therefore the modeling of the NO reaction rate for cNO > 1 proposed
here could not be evaluated yet.
Reaction rate modeling for the case χst < χminst
The flamelet NO reaction rate can be defined solely for χst > χminst where χ
min
st is the minimum
scalar dissipation rate that can be used in the flamelet code to run the simulation in an accept-
able CPU time. The χminst value depends on the boundary conditions of the flamelet used to
build the table. In a real burner, or in the two flames investigated in this paper, very low strain
regions satisfying χst < χminst can be found. The values of χ
min
st are reported in Sections 5.5 and
5.6. In these regions using χminst might lead to an overestimation of the NO production rate. For
this reason, we propose to include in DF-NORA the NORA table corresponding to χst = 0. As
shown in Section 5.4.1, the NORA reaction rate Eq. (5.18) can be cast in a positive and negative
contribution like the flamelet reaction rate. This allows to express the final NO reaction rate as
ω˙+(Z, H, χst, cNO) whatever the value of χst.
For 0 < χst < χminst , an interpolation is performed between the reaction rate obtained at
χst = 0 and χst = χminst .
5.4.4 Filtering of the NO models
Filtered reaction rate
The NO reaction rate needs to be filtered at the cell level. For this purpose, a filtered NO







where Y˜NO is given by the NO transport equation and the filtered equilibrium NO mass frac-




YeqNO(Z, H, χst)P(Z, H, χst)dZ (5.30)
In Eq. (5.29), c˜∗H , given by Eq. (5.42), represents the mean normalized enthalpy used for the
NO models. Its expression is given in the next Section for clarity’s sake.
Like in the DHR model, we assume that the fluctuations of H for a given mixture fraction
Z can be neglected. This allows to express H in the integral as a function of Z using Eq. (4.43)
and c˜∗H . In the same way, we neglect the fluctuations of χst allowing to write χst = χ˜st in the
integral. Y˜eqNO is thus defined as:
Y˜eqNO(Z˜, Sz, c˜
∗
H , χ˜st) =
∫ 1
0
YeqNO(Z, H(Z), χ˜st)P(Z)dZ (5.31)
where P(Z) is the presumed PDF of mixture fraction as defined in Section 4.3.1. In this equa-
tion Z˜ is retrieved from its transport equation Eq. (4.4) while SZ is given by. Eq. (5.12). The
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Figure 5.7 – Evolution of γ+ and γ− versus cNO calculated for a flamelet at χst = 0.1 s−1 using Veris-
simo boundary conditions. Cases τrad = 0.0 ms (solid lines) and τrad = ∞ (dashed lines). Fig. 5.7(a):
Z = 0.03; Fig. 5.7(b): Z = Zst. Fig. 5.7(c): Z = 0.1. Black curves: calculation starting at cNO = 0, red
curves (Fig. 5.7(b) only): calculation starting at cNO = 2.
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filtered stoechiometric scalar dissipation rate χ˜st is given by Eq. (5.13). Note that if χ˜st ≥ χminst ,
YeqNO corresponds to steady state NO mass fraction of the laminar flamelet at χ˜st and enthalpy
H(Z). If χ˜st < χminst , Y
eq
NO is interpolated between the chemical equilibrium NO mass fraction
used in NORA and the flamelet value at χminst , as done for the NO reaction rate.
The filtered NO reaction rates are computed for the three models neglecting the fluc-
tuations of H, χst and cNO. For the NORA model, this allows to write YNO(Z) =
c˜NOY
eq


















= −c˜NO ˜˙ω+NO(Z˜, Sz, c˜∗H , c˜NO) (5.34)
For the LM, the filtering proposed in [112] is retained, based on the same assumptions:
˜˙ω+NO(Z˜, Sz, c˜
∗
H , χ˜st) =
∫ 1
0
ω˙+eq(Z, H(Z), χ˜st)P(Z)dZ (5.35)
˜˙ω−NO(Z˜, Sz, c˜
∗
H , χ˜st, c˜NO) = c˜NO
∫ 1
0
ω˙−eq(Z, H(Z), χ˜st)P(Z)dZ (5.36)
For DF-NORA, two cases need to be considered. If c˜NO > 1, we also have cNO = c˜NO >
1 ∀Z. As seen previously, in this case the negative NO reaction rate is modeled as in the LM,
therefore Eq. (5.36) is used, while the filtering of Eq. (5.28) leads to:
˜˙ω+NO(Z˜, Sz, c˜
∗







(Z, H(Z), χ˜st, cNO = 1)P(Z)dZ (5.37)
For c˜NO < 1, Eq. (5.24) is directly filtered yielding:
˜˙ω+/−(Z˜, Sz, c˜H , χ˜st, c˜NO) =
∫ 1
0
ω˙+/−(Z, H(Z), χ˜st, c˜NO)P(Z)dZ (5.38)
For all flamelet based reaction rates Eq. (5.35), (5.36), (5.37) and (5.38), the reaction rate in
the integral is evaluated at enthalpy H(Z). As only two flamelet solutions (adiabatic and non-
adiabatic) are tabulated, the reaction rate at H(Z) is interpolated between these two solutions
according to Eq. (5.24). In this equation cDFH (Z) is given by Eq. (5.25) where H is defined by
Eq. (4.43).
Effective enthalpy c˜∗H for the NO models
In the DHR combustion model, the gas mixture spans all compositions from the fresh gases
state at c˜ = 0 up to the equilibrium state at c˜ = 1. On the other side, the NO models described
above all assume gases at thermodynamical equilibrium (for NORA) or at the equilibrium
state of a diffusion flame (for LM and DF-NORA). This means that these NO models allow to
describe the NO reaction rate only at c˜ = 1. A reaction rate modeling needs therefore to be
proposed for c˜ < 1.
For this purpose, we consider a reactive mixture at 0 < c˜ < 1 defined by its enthalpy H˜, its
temperature T˜ and its composition Y˜i. This mixture also corresponds to an equilibrium state at
the same total enthalpy, defined by its temperature T˜eq, and composition Y˜
eq
i (H˜). This allows
to write:
H˜ = hs(Y˜i , T˜) + h0(Y˜i) = hs(Y˜
eq
i , T˜eq) + h0(Y˜
eq
i ) (5.39)
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where hs(Yi , T) = ∑i Yihis(T) is the sensible enthalpy of the mixture and h0(Yi) = ∑i Yihi0 is the
formation enthalpy of the mixture. As the NO models are based on an equilibrium state, we
assume the above mixture at c˜ can be approximated by the equilibrium state at temperature T˜.









H˜∗ is finally obtained by an iterative method. In order to understand the link between H˜∗ and
the progress of reaction c˜, an approximate expression of H˜∗ can be deduced from Eq. (5.40):
H˜∗ = H˜ + (1− c˜)∆h0 (5.41)
where ∆h0 is the enthalpy variation between burnt and fresh gases: ∆h0 = h0(Y˜
eq
i )− h0(Y˜ui ).
Eq. (5.41) shows that H˜∗ = H˜ at c˜ = 1, that is, when the burnt gases state is reached, the
enthalpy does not need to be corrected, in coherence with the assumption of an equilibrium
state in the NO models. For c˜ < 1, H˜∗ decreases linearly with c˜, which reflects the nearly linear
relation between T˜ and c˜.
H˜∗ allows to calculate the effective normalized enthalpy c˜∗H used as an input parameter
in the filtered NO reaction rate expressions. Following the same derivation as for c˜H (see
Eq. (4.44)), it reads:
c˜∗H =
H˜∗ − H˜min(Z˜, Sz)
H˜max(Z˜, Sz)− H˜min(Z˜, Sz)
(5.42)
5.5 Evaluation of the NO models on Flame D
5.5.1 Experimental and numerical setup of Flame D
The DF-NORA model is validated on Flame D already described in Sec.4.5 The numerical
setup is the same, but for the radiation part, a coarser mesh with a cell size increased by
a factor of two approximately is used, leading to 6 millions grid cells. It was verified that
this coarsening did not impact the quality of the radiative calculation. With regard to the
coupling, 24 processors were used for the PRISSMA solver and 240 for the AVBP code. The
wall temperature was set equal to 300 K, corresponding to the fresh air temperature and to the
temperature of the laboratory environment seen by the flame. Compared to the non-coupled
simulation, computational times were increased by a factor of 1.5. The DHR table is the same
as the one used in Chapter 4, excepted that four values of ∆Hd are considered instead of one in
order to account for the non adiabaticity of the flame. The minimum value of ∆Hd corresponds
to a ∆Td of −120 K, which is well below the temperature variations observed in the simulation.
With regard to the DF-NORA table, it is described in Table 5.2. The DF-NORA calculations
were performed with the flamelet solver FLAMEMASTER whereas the NORA calculations
were performed with the SENKIN homogeneous reactor of the CHEMKIN-II package [139].
Both calculations were performed with the GRI 2.11 mechanism [128]. It is underlined that the
GRI 2.11 mechanism was only used for the NO modeling as the GRI 3.0 is known to be less
predictive, yielding an excessive NO production [70]. In order to assess the influence of the
under-adiabaticity on NO, adiabatic NO predictions were also acquired by setting cDFH = 1 in
the models.
5.5.2 Combustion results
Before presenting the NO results, the results of the DHR model coupled with the radiation
code are presented. The radial profiles of the mean and RMS of mixture fraction are presented
in Fig. 5.8 for six measurement positions, from x/D = 3 to x/D = 60.
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Table 5.2 – Description of the DF-NORA table for the Flame D calculations of Section 5.5
Quantity Number of tabulated values Minimal value Maximal value
χst 9 5 200
Z 200 0 1
cNO 100 0 1
Sz 20 0 1
cDFH 2 0 1 (adiabatic flamelet)
The mean mixture fraction is found in good agreement with experiment as observed in
the adiabatic calculations [120]. Concerning the RMS of mixture fraction, it tends to be over-
predicted, in particular at location x/D = 45. Compared to the adiabatic calculation, the
prediction of the RMS is still largely improved by taking radiation into account. As explained
by Coelho [140] in his review about the works on the turbulence radiation interaction (TRI),
radiation acts as a dissipative mechanism which tends to smooth fluctuations. Mean and RMS
velocity radial profiles are presented in Fig. 5.9. As for mixture fraction, velocity is predicted
accurately, apart from some deviation for the RMS, still observed at x/D = 45. Finally, the
mean radial profiles of temperature, presented in Fig. 5.10, show an overall good agreement
with the experiment. An overestimation of temperature on the centerline can still be observed
between x/D = 15 and x/D = 30. It was attributed in [120] to the absence of scalar dissipa-
tion modeling in DHR. Temperature is well predicted further downstream, a region where the
scalar dissipation rapidly decreases. With regard to the effects of radiation on temperature, a
maximum decrease of the order of 20 K is obtained in the simulations at x/D = 75. This order
of magnitude for the temperature variation was also obtained in the simulations in [119] (pri-
vate communication). Because of this small variation, the adiabatic temperature is not shown
here. Although this decrease is small, it corresponds to a total radiative heat loss fraction of
5.3% of the total power of the flame, which is very close to the 5.1% experimental value [109].
5.5.3 NOx results
The results for the NO mass fraction are presented for the three models on the jet axis in
Fig. 5.11 and on radial profiles in Fig. 5.12. It can be first noticed that the NORA model
performs poorly as it underestimates the experimental value by a factor of three approximately.
By contrast, NORA gave very good results on Diesel engine calculations in [111, 127, 141]. This
result can be explained as follows. In Flame D, the high temperature region (roughly defined
as T > 1500K) corresponds to the heat release region limited to x/D < 60. In this region,
the strain rate is high enough to promote the NO production rate (see Fig. 5.2(c)). As NORA
does not account for the impact of the strain rate on the NO production rate, it underpredicts
the NO formation in this region. Outside this heat release region, the high temperature jet is
rapidly diluted with the ambient air coflow, leading to a freezing of NO reactions. By contrast,
in a Diesel engine the injection duration is limited in time, which leads to a rapid decrease of
the strain rate after the end of the injection, as shown in [141]. Also, unlike in Flame D, the
Diesel jet mixes with high temperature air/diluent gases. As a consequence, and as shown in
[111], the NO formation proceeds away form the spray region and after the end of the injection,
in a large portion of the chamber characterized by a high temperature and a low strain rate.
The fact that NORA could reproduce quite accurately the final NO yield over thirty engine
operating conditions [141], certainly means that in Diesel engines NO is essentially formed
outside the high strain rate region. On the other side, the LM over-predicts NO by a factor of
two approximately, although the shape of the experimental NO profile is well reproduced. This
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x/D=3 RMS x/D=7.5 RMS x/D=15 RMS
x/D=30 RMS x/D=45 RMS x/D=60 RMS
Figure 5.8 – Mixture fraction radial profiles for Flame D. Experimental (symbols) and LES (solid line)
mean mixture fraction. Experimental (triangles) and LES (dashed line) RMS mixture fraction.
















































































x/D=3 RMS x/D=7.5 RMS x/D=15 RMS
x/D=30 RMS x/D=45 RMS x/D=60 RMS
Figure 5.9 – Axial velocity radial profiles for Flame D. Experimental (sympols) and LES (solid line)
mean axial velocity. Experimental (triangles) and LES (dashed line) RMS axial velocity.
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Figure 5.10 – Mean experimental (symbols) and LES (solid line) temperature radial profiles for Flame
D.
result is coherent with the results of Ihme and Pitch [112] and Zoller et al. [119]. The DF-NORA
model improves the NO prediction with respect to both previous models. The position of the
NO peak value is correctly reproduced at x/D ' 50, as well as the final level at x/D = 75.
At the same time, NO is under-predicted by 30% approximately in the region corresponding
to 30 < x/D < 50. No obvious explanation can be found for this under-prediction. Zoller et
al. [119] did not observe such an under-prediction with their model which is also based on a
non linear NO reaction rate tabulation and on the same GRI−MECH 2.11 mechanism. The first
difference between DF-NORA and Zoller’s model lies in the procedure used to tabulate the
NO reaction rate: in DF-NORA the complete flamelet is solved in time while in Zoller et al.,
a homogeneous reactor calculation is performed in which all nitrogen-free species are frozen.
As stressed by Zoller, this procedure does not allow to recover the equilibrium composition
of the flamelet as diffusion in mixture fraction space is suppressed in these homogeneous
reactor calculations. As a consequence, the unsteady flamelet calculations used in DF-NORA
should be more accurate, especially when YNO approaches the equilibrium value. A second
major difference is that in Zoller’s model a transported PDF method is used to define the
input parameters Z, χst, τrad and YNO, while in DF-NORA presumed PDF are used to evaluate
these parameters (τrad being replaced by the total enthalpy H). As the former approach is
more accurate, it can be hypothesized that it is this aspect of the model that makes the major
difference in the results obtained with the two models. As temperature only decreases by a
maximum of 20 K in the non-adiabatic calculation compared to the adiabatic one, the NO
mass fraction only decreases by a maximum of 6.5% around x/D = 50. By comparison, in the
work of Ihme et al. [112], NO dropped by 25− 30% due to a temperature decrease of 100−
150 K at the final measurement positions. The same order of magnitude for the temperature
decrease was also obtained by Coehlo et al. in [109]. Conversely, Zoller et al. [119] obtained
a temperature decrease around ∼ 20 K like in the present study, although the NO difference
from the adiabatic calculations was larger than in our results, by approximately 15%. This
limited NO reduction obtained with DF-NORA could be explained by the fact that radiative
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Figure 5.11 – Axial NO mass fraction profiles for flame D. Symbols: experiments; Linear model LM
(Adiabatic: Dash-dot; Full model: Dash); DF-NORA (Adiabatic: Dot; Full model: Solid); NORA (Full
model: Dash-Dash-Dot).
heat losses are treated in very different ways in both NO tabulations, but more probably, by the
difference in the procedure used to tabulate the NO reaction rate as discussed for the adiabatic
results above.
5.6 NO prediction in a flameless combustor
5.6.1 Experimental and numerical setup
After the academic evaluation of DF-NORA on Sandia Flame D, the laboratory configuration
of Verissimo et al. [14] is considered as a step forward towards the simulation of an industrial
flameless burner. The LES of this configuration with the DHR combustion model was already
presented in details in Chapter 4.
Although this aspect was not explained in the [120], that is the article reported in Chapter
4, we believed to further justify why the coupling was not used for the combustion calculation
in this second part. As a matter of fact, the authors of the experiment estimate the total heat
losses (radiative and convective) as approximately equal to 50% of the burner power, that is 5
kW. As the maximum flame temperature is close to 1790 K, it can be assumed that radiative
heat losses are negligible compared to wall heat losses. To evaluate this hypothesis, decoupled
radiative heat transfer (RHT) simulations were performed, using an arbitrary instantaneous
LES temperature and composition field as an input. As the wall temperature Tw is not known
in this experiment, various RHT simulations were performed with Tw ranging from 700 to
1000 K. In this simulations, the radiative heat loss never exceeds 1.2 kW, which corresponds
to approximately 20% of the burner heat losses, which confirms that wall heat losses are pre-
dominant in this configuration. For this reason, it was decided not to include radiative heat
losses in this case unlike in Flame D. Anyway, as the temperature field is quite homogeneous
(unlike in Flame D), it is legitimate to consider that radiative heat losses can be approximately
included in the wall heat losses if a correct wall temperature is chosen. For this reason, the
following strategy was employed: the wall temperature, which is unknown, was fitted in or-
der to recover approximately the experimental temperature profile at the last measurement
position x = 310 mm. This strategy led to Tw = 700 K, finally yielding a total heat loss of 5.3
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Figure 5.12 – Radial NO mass fraction profiles for flame D. Symbols: experiments; Linear model LM
(Adiabatic: Dash-dot; Full model: Dash); DF-NORA (Adiabatic: Dot; Full model: Solid).
kW, in good agreement with the experimental estimation. In the recent work of Lamouroux
et al. [142] on the same configuration, radiation effects were also neglected invoking the low
temperature of the process and the small residence time.
The discretization of the DHR table is the same as in [120]. With regard to the DF-NORA table,
the same type of refinement as in Flame D is employed. The range of χst is adapted to this
burner, leading to a minimum value of 0.005 s−1 and a maximum of 50 s−1.
5.6.2 NO results
In [120] , the ability of the DHR model to correctly predict temperature and main species such
as CO2 and O2 was shown. Temperature profiles are presented in Fig. 5.13 at six measurement
positions.
A good agreement with the experiment is obtained, excepted for a strong underprediction
close to the injector exit at x = 11 mm. As outlined in [88] and [120], experimental tempera-
ture, CO2 and O2 measurements at this location might not be coherent, therefore making the
evaluation of LES results difficult at this location.
The mean axial NO volume fraction profiles are presented in Fig. 5.14 for the three NO
models considered and for the experiment. The corresponding radial profiles are presented in
Fig. 5.15 at different axial locations for DF-NORA. With respect to the final experimental value
of 20 ppm at x = 310 mm, the LM, NORA and DF-NORA models predict respectively 272 ppm,
2.52 ppm and 31 ppm. Although none of the three models correctly predicts the final value of
NO, the DF-NORA performs better than the other two models. Qualitatively, axial and radial
NO profiles look quite similar between the three models with a sharp increase of NO between
x = 0 and x = 50 mm approximately which corresponds to the beginning of the dilution of
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x=11 mm x=45 mm
x=79 mm x=113 mm
x=147 mm x=310 mm
Figure 5.13 – Radial profiles of the mean temperature for the flameless case: experiments (symbols), LES
(solid line).







Figure 5.14 – NO axial profiles for the Verissimo test case. Symbols: experiments; Linear model LM:
Dash; DF-NORA: Solid; NORA: Dot.
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x=11 mm x=45 mm
x=79 mm x=113 mm
x=147 mm x=310 mm
Figure 5.15 – Radial profiles of the mean NO concentration for the Verissimo configuration. Symbols:
experiments. Solid line: DF-NORA.
the fresh mixture with burnt gases. On the contrary, the experiment presents a much larger
initial value of 4 ppm at x = 11 mm with a more progressive increase downstream. This rather
high initial NO value could be explained by the presence of recirculated burnt gases close to
the injector at x = 11 mm which would bring back part of the NO formed in the flame. At
the same time, this hypothesis would not be consistent with the CO2 and O2 measurements at
this location, which are equal to zero. As the LES predicts the presence of nearly fresh gases
at x = 11 mm (see Fig. 5.13 for instance), this recirculation of NO can not be observed there.
The radial profiles of DF-NORA compare qualitatively well with the experiment with a
flattening of the profiles for x > 113 mm. The corresponding radial profiles for LM and NORA
look qualitatively similar to those of DF-NORA (not shown), excepted that they are shifted like
on the axial profiles Fig. 5.14.
The major difference between experiment and LES lies in the upstream part of the recir-
culation at x = 11 mm (at large radii). In the experiment, the NO concentration at large radii,
that is in the recirculation, decreases from 20 ppm at x = 310 mm to 13 ppm at x = 11 mm. In
the LES, the NO level is nearly identical at both locations which is explained by the freezing of
reactions in the recirculation zone which presents temperatures lower than in the flame region.
Further analysis would certainly be necessary to assess if the recycling mechanism which was
previously shown to play a major role in diluted combustion [143] could play a role in this
configuration. This is clearly outside the scope of this study since the GRI mechanism was
shown to be not well suited for reburning prediction [144].
The radial profiles of the mean NO reaction rate are presented in Fig. 5.16 for the three
models. All the models present a negligible reaction rate at x = 11 mm due to a too low
temperature. NO starts to form at x ∼ 45 mm on the border of the air jet due to the presence of
recirculated burnt gases which surround the central jet of the flame. This is evidenced looking
at an instantaneous LES field of T˜, χ˜st and c˜ in Fig. 5.17. Scalar dissipation is the largest close
the air jet axis for x < 45 mm, but temperature is too low there to favor NO production. This is
reflected in the NO models by the fact that as c˜ << 1, the effective enthalpy H˜∗ is much lower
than H˜. On the contrary, at x = 45 mm on the side of the air jet, c˜ is close to unity do to the
recirculation of burnt gases and NO production can start. The NO reaction rate is the largest for
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x=11 mm x=45 mm
x=79 mm x=113 mm
x=147 mm x=310 mm
Figure 5.16 – Radial profiles of the mean NO reaction rate ω˜NO for the Verissimo configuration. Dots:
LM. Solid line: DF-NORA. Dashed line: NORA.
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Figure 5.17 – Instantaneous LES fields of temperature T˜ (left), scalar dissipation χ˜st (center) and
progress variable advancement c˜ (right).
79 ≤ x ≤ 147 mm where temperature is the largest and χ˜st still presents relatively large values.
On overall, the LM and DF-NORA reaction rates, like for NO concentration profiles, look
qualitatively similar with a difference of approximately an order of magnitude. For x ≤ 113
mm, these reaction rates decrease towards the axis (r = 0 mm) because scalar dissipation is
lower and the mixture is leaner. They also decrease towards walls (r = 48 mm) because scalar
dissipation and temperature decrease there. DF-NORA and LM reaction rates are much larger
than that of NORA due to their sensitivity to strain. At x = 310 mm, as explained before,
scalar dissipation has decreased by more than an order of magnitude, so reducing the relative
difference between the three models. In order to better understand the NO formation in this
combustor, the normalized axial profiles of mixture fraction, temperature, χst and ω˙NO are
presented in Fig. 5.18 for DF-NORA.
The presented profiles are normalized by their highest value on the jet axis. This figure
shows a first increase of mixture fraction from zero at the air injector exit, up to values close
to 0.9Zd at x ' 125 mm, which is a consequence of the air jet mixing with recirculated burnt
gases and with the injected methane. The increase of the NO concentration on the axial profile
prior to the onset of NO reactions (see Fig. 5.14) is explained both by the onset of reactions
at larger radii (see Fig. 5.16) and by the dilution by burnt gases which already contain NO at
a concentration close to 30 ppm. The increase of mixture fraction is followed by an increase
of temperature corresponding to the oxidation of the fuel/air mixture thus formed. The NO
reaction rate ω˙NO presents a sharp rise in the interval 125 < x < 175 mm when both Z˜ and
temperature become large enough. Note that although the mixture is quite lean in average,
the SGS mixture fraction fluctuations lead to a non negligible contribution of mixtures close
to stoechiometry. χst presents a peak value at x = 50 mm, while it decreases to approximately
2.5% of this peak value at the NO reaction rate peak value. This percentage corresponds to
χst = 0.038 s−1 which is larger than the minimum DF-NORA value χminst = 0.005 s−1. This
means that the NO reaction rate in DF-NORA is essentially given by the diffusion flame at
this location, and not by NORA. This explains the large discrepancy between NORA and
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Figure 5.18 – Axial mean normalized profiles for the Verissimo configuration. Dots: χ˜st/2.58. Dashed
line: Z˜/0.042. Dashed-dot line: T˜/1580. Solid line: ω˜NO/0.083 for DF-NORA.
DF-NORA in the final NO yield. Further downstream, ω˙NO sharply decreases in the region
165 < x < 300 mm. This decrease is not explained neither by temperature nor by mixture
fraction which remain large, but by the rapid decrease of χst which strongly affects the NO
reaction rate.
5.7 Conclusions
Three LES models devoted to the NO prediction in under-adiabatic furnaces were evaluated
in this paper: the NORA model [111], based on the NO relaxation towards equilibrium, the
linear model (LM) [112] based on the equilibrium state of a laminar diffusion flame and a new
model, DF-NORA, in which the linear approximation of the LM is replaced by a tabulation
of the reaction rate as a function of a NO progress variable, following the idea of [119]. To
generate this table, NO relaxation complex chemistry calculations are used like in NORA, but
this time, the homogeneous reactor is replaced by a steady laminar diffusion flame.
These models were first employed in the partially premixed diffusion Flame D of Sandia.
The NORA model underpredicted the NO production due to its insensitivity to strain which
promotes NO formation. On the other hand, results consistent with those of Ihme and Zoller
[112, 119] were obtained for the LM, presenting an overprediction of the experimental results.
The DF-NORA presented the best prediction of the three models with an underprediction of
30 % in the region 30 < x/D < 50. The impact of a radiative term source was also assessed,
showing a local decrease of NO by less than 7% compared to the adiabatic calculation for the
DF-NORA model.
The same models were then applied to the flameless configuration of Verissimo et al.
[14] showing strong heat losses and strong dilution by burnt gases like in a real furnace.
The NORA and LM approaches underestimated, respectively over-estimated, the final NO
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yield by an order of magnitude. The best results where obtained with DF-NORA, with an
overestimation of 30%. An analysis was carried out for this configuration in order to identify
the NO formation mechanism. In this flameless configuration, fuel oxidation starts quite far
downstream at x ' 50 mm, when fresh gases, fuel and burnt gases have already partially
mixed. As a consequence, unlike in an attached flame like flame D, the NO peak reaction rate
is located further downstream at x ' 175 mm. At this location, the filtered mixture fraction
is already close to the mean combustor mixture fraction Φ = 0.77. Although this value is not
favorable to NO production, mixture fraction fluctuations are large enough to include close
to stoechiometric mixtures in the filtered NO reaction rate. For DF-NORA and LM, the NO
reaction rate highly depends on scalar dissipation, which peak is found close to the air injector
exit at x ' 50 mm. At the peak of NO reactions, scalar dissipation is only 2.5% of its peak
value, but it is found sufficient to highly promote NO formation compared to a zero strain
(or homogeneous) mixture, like used in NORA. This result shows that although flameless
combustion takes place in a quite homogeneous, low strain region, the presence of a residual
strain and inhomogeneity are sufficient to promote NO formation. This promotion still remains
limited compared to a conventional combustion mode as proved by the final experimental NO
yield of 20 ppm.

6Conclusions and perspectives
6.1 Main conclusions and resume
In this thesis, the numerical modeling of flameless combustion was investigated. The environ-
mental emergency has pushed the combustion community to develop more efficient and less
polluting technologies. It was observed that among these technologies, FC offers an interest-
ing combination of a more efficient and less polluting technology [13, 19], as well as a more
diffused temperature field, which can be exploited in the steel, glass and ceramic industry
[28]. In order to investigate and deepen the physical aspects tied to the technology, numerical
techniques represent an interesting tool, due to their reduced cost, compared to laboratory
experimental setups. It was argued that the three streams turbulent mixing of FC can be chal-
lenging for numerical techniques [63, 49]. For this reason, in this thesis, the choice of using
Large Eddy Simulations (LES) was made, in order to have a more qualitative and quantitative
prediction of turbulence, compared to RANS. This thesis was developed in two main parts. In
the first, the combustion DHR model, suitable for FC modelling, was developed. In the second
part, the research was addressed towards the NO pollutant modelling. In the following section,
the two models are presented.
6.1.1 The combustion model DHR and the pollutant model DF-NORA
A combustion model suitable for LES simulations of FC was developed in this thesis. The
characteristics sought for the model, were the following:
• large enthalpy losses taken into account;
• three stream mixing description;
• minimal time consumption.
These characteristics were included in the Diluted Homogeneous Reactors model (DHR). In
particular, a fresh gases state in a reactor, is diluted with hot burnt gases at equilibrium. The
consequent auto-ignition is tabulated as a function of a progress variable. An enthalpy loss is
introduced by reducing the equilibrium temperature of the diluting burnt gases. In order to
introduce a radiation loss, the AVBP LES code was coupled with the PRISSMA-oPALM (em-
ployed in [130, 131]) numerical setup, along with the WSGG model [134]. With regard to pollu-
tant modelling, the DF-NORA was developed instead. The starting observation to develop the
model was that in a FC combustor, high and low strain regions can be found. NO production
can have a radically different reaction rate in these regions. With regard to the strained re-
gions, the DF-NORA model was developed. In the model the productive/destructive division
for the NO reaction rate of Ihme et al.[48] was used. However, with respect to their model,
the linear hypothesis was left aside because, as argued by Zoller et al.[119], it can yield to an
overprediction of NO. As a matter of fact, nitrogen species such as NO2 or N2O can yield to
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non-linearities during NO relaxation towards equilibrium. In this sense, the DF-NORA tabu-
lation is developed in two steps:
• a set of steady flamelets at equilibrium without the NO mechanism is created;
• the NO mechanism is activated at time t = 0, and its relaxation towards equilibrium is
tabulated as a function of a progress variable cNO, based on unsteady flamelet calcula-
tions.
With regard to the non-strained regions, the NORA model [111], was used. It consists in tab-
ulating the NO relaxation towards equilibrium of a burnt gases mixture as a function of a
progress variable cNO, for which NO mass fraction was augmented of a ∆YNO quantity.
6.1.2 Flame D simulations
The DHR model was first validated on a partially premixed diffusion flame Flame D from
Sandia laboratories. Results of the model were found in agreement with the experimental
data, although CO was overestimated in a precise range of mixture fractions, due to the use
of homogeneous reactors ([65, 70]). The absence of the strain notion in the model was evident
when using the model with the Flame F, a more strained flame than Flame D. With regard to
pollutant NO modelling, results were found in good agreement with the experimental results,
although an underestimation of NO was found in the region 30 < x/D < 45. It was also
shown that the NORA model is not able to predict correctly the NO production for Flame D,
showing an underestimation of the experimental results by a factor of 3.
6.1.3 Verissimo flameless combustor simulations
After being validated on the Flame D, the DHR model was then employed in a real flameless
combustor, from Verissimo et al.[14]. Results were found in correct agreement with experimen-
tal data. A discordance was observed in the temperature (well predicted), O2 (underestimated)
and CO2 (overestimated) results in the upstream part of the flame, which can be attributed to
experimental uncertainty as well as to a lack of precision of the model. The results on the two
configurations for the DHR model, were reported in an article submitted to Flow Turbulence and
Combustion [120]. DF-NORA was then used for the Verissimo configuration. It was observed
that the model overestimated the final quantity of NO by a factor of 3. However, with respect
to the linear approach LM and NORA, its results were the closest to the experimental data.
Results on NO prediction in FC and for the Flame D, were reported in an article submitted to
Flow Turbulence and Combustion.
6.2 Main Perspective in combustion and pollutant modeling in
FC
The DHR combustion and the pollutant DF-NORA models for non-premixed flamed and in
particular for FC were developed in this thesis. The two models performed quite well for the
two configurations presented above. Of course, some points for the two models are still to be
developed and investigated.
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6.2.1 Perspectives on DHR
Accounting for the strain rate
In the SANDIA Flame D temperature profiles at x/D = 15 were slightly overestimated. This
point was further investigated on Flame F. In this case, the temperature overestimation was
more remarkable. In [70], a comparison between premixed and non-premixed manifolds was
shown for Flame D and F, presenting a net improvement when using the latter manifolds. An
improvement in this direction can be also sought for DHR. Exactly as done for the DHR model,
where a fresh gases reactor is diluted with burnt gases, it could be possible to dilute a mixing
line of fuel and air with burnt gases at equilibrium, to provoke auto-ignition. The enthalpy
losses can be introduced by decreasing the enthalpy of the diluting burnt gases. In this case,
the model would account for the enthalpy loss and the strain rate.
Modelling of the dilution rate
In the first modelling of the DHR model proposed in this thesis, α was set equal to αreac
the first dilution rate value allowing auto-ignition. It was observed that this modelling could
be responsible for some discrepancies with the experimental data. This approach could be
improved, by including a transport equation for α. Its source term should be built in order to
individuate the diluent burnt gases.
6.2.2 Perspectives for DF-NORA
Effects of dilution on DF-NORA
The DF-NORA, although presenting improved results with respect to NORA and the linear
model, overestimated the final level of NO for the Verissimo test case. A possible explanation
for this overprediction lies in the fact that the diffusion flames do not account for diluent gases
in the fuel and air streams. A possible way to improve both this model and tge DHR model
would be to consider dilution in the flamelet structure. In this case, it should be investigated
how dilution impacts the forward/backward reaction rates of NO.
Subgrid model influence
Improving the SGS models could be investigated for DF-NORA. In particular, the influence
of strain rate fluctuation could be investigated. Moreover, this modification should not signif-
icantly the computational costs, because the NO model has a negligible computational cost,




In the article presented above, the influence of radiation on the NO species for the Flame D was
investigated. In this complementary part, the effects of radiation on turbulent combustion is
illustrated in more detail. In the calculations presented in the article, the WSGG was employed.
In order to choose the appropriate radiation model for Flame D, preliminary a priori tests were
first performed on one iteration of the radiative solver for a randomly chosen simulation time
t, with different models. These tests are reported in table 6.1.
Table 6.1 – Preliminary tests for radiation models for Flame D for one radiative iteration for a one
randomly chosen time t. Power of the flame calculated 10850 W
Model Power Loss Power Loss Fraction
SNB-CK 602 5.54%
SNB-FSCK 864 7.9%
WSGG 575 W 5.3%
The SNB-CK model is considered as a reference, but its usage in the coupled calculations
is computationally too expensive. The SNB-FSCK model [145] is a tabulated model in which
the gas spectrum bands are grouped together and described by analytical functions. It can
be seen in table 6.1 that the WSGG presents a power loss closer to the reference SNB-CK
compared to the SNB-FSCK. This test proved that the WSGG, despite its simplicity, is a good
approach to describe radiation for this configuration. The fact that WSGG performs better
than the more sophisticated SNB-FSCK model might be explained by the fact that WSGG was
designed exactly for methane/air non premixed combustion.
The adiabatic and the coupled calculations can now be compared. The axial profiles of the
two flames are presented in Fig.6.1.
It can be noticed that radiation tends to reduce the RMS of mixture fraction, which leads to
a better agreement with the experiment compared to the adiabatic simulation. The reason why
radiation is able to reduce the turbulent fluctuations was reported in [131]. When radiation is
considered, an energy exchange between hot and fresh gases occurs, thus homogenizing the
energy distribution and consequently smoothing the turbulent fields and reducing turbulent
fluctuations.
The difference in mixture fraction RMS prediction has an effect on temperature and
progress variable Y˜c predictions. It can be noticed that in the downstream part of the flame,
the progress variable is underpredicted in the adiabatic calculations, whereas it is quite well
reproduced by the coupled simulation. Note that velocity is only slightly different between
the two different simulations. As the two calculations present two different profiles of average
mixture fraction, it is difficult to calculate the temperature variation ∆T due to radiation.
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Figure 6.1 – Temperature, velocity, mixture fraction and progress variable axial profiles for Flame D.
Solid lines: coupled calculations. Dashed lines: adiabatic calculations.
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Figure 6.2 – Temperature, c˜H and ∆T for the coupled simulations for the Flame D




H˜u is the total fresh gases enthalpy and C˜p is the specific heat at constant pressure. It can be
seen that on average ∆T is close to −20 K, which corresponds to a value of c˜H around 0.75.
These calculations show that the DHR model allows the observation of the turbulence radiation
interaction (TRI) in this flame, even if the enthalpy loss is very moderate. Much larger effects
of TRI can be expected on the flame of a furnace undergoing radiative heat losses of the order
of hundreds of Kelvins.
II The DHR-NORA model
This model was meant to improve the NORA model in predicting NO in diffusion flames.
In this model, called DHR-NORA model, a homogeneous reactor at mixture fraction Z and
enthalpy H is diluted with burnt gases. The diluting burnt gases are a mixture of gases at
equilibrium, without the NO mechanism activated. In this way, at the instant t = 0 before
auto-ignition, no nitrogen species are present in the reactor. In the second phase, the entire
chemistry mechanism is activated. During auto-ignition, the nitrogen species relax towards
equilibrium. This is shown in Fig.6.3(a), where the progress variable Yc, which tracks the auto-
ignition, is represented along with YNO as a function of time. It can be also noticed that the NO
relaxation time is much larger than the one of combustion. This clearly shows the impossibility
of comprehending the NO species directly in the combustion table. It is possible to calculate








The relaxation time is plotted as a function of time in Fig.6.3(b).
It can be noticed that in the first part of auto-ignition, τNO presents very low values; as
relaxation continues, a net peak of τNO can be distinguished; then it relaxes towards a steady
value. τNO is then plotted as a function of c in Fig.6.3(c). The relaxation time shows the lowest
value for c < 1, around c = 0.85. The peak of τNO is reached when the reactor is at equilibrium
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Figure 6.3 – Auto igniting diluted reactor NO variables. Fig.6.3(a): Progress variable and YNO as a
function of time; Fig.6.3(b): Relaxation time and YNO as a function of time; Fig.6.3(c): Relaxation time
as a function of progress variable advancement c.
around c = 1. It was also observed that, if c = 1, for a given Z and H, τNO was extremely close
to the τNORA, i.e. the relaxation time of the NORA model, for the same Z and H. This means
that this model for c = 1 is equivalent to NORA. In this sense and in order to exploit the model
for the Flame D calculations, if the cDHR were used as an input parameter for the DHR-NORA
table, this would have yielded to the same results of NORA. As a matter of fact, the cDHR relax
towards a unitary value very fast, which is typical of homogeneous reactors tabulation. On the
contrary, a table of c from a flamelet library can be created. For each flamelet, for a given Z
and for a given H, cDF is calculated as:
cDF(Z, H, χst) =
YCO(Z, H, χst) +YCO2(Z, H, χst)
Yeqc (Z, H)
(6.2)
where Yeqc is calculated from the homogeneous reactors. Using cDF as an input parameter is
more convenient to improve the NORA results, as it is theoretically always lower than 1, apart
from non-strained regions. The model was not further investigated for some inconsistencies
with the flamelet structure for the richer Z. In Fig.6.4, the reaction rate and the YNO as a
function of mixture fraction and time are represented. The reaction rate is calculated by using
a set of τNO calculated with adiabatic reactors for 20 mixture fraction in the interval 0 ≤
Z ≤ 0.2. For the calculations a constant profile of cDF from a flamelet with χst = 10 and
boundary conditions from the Flame D was used. It can be noticed that at t = 0 the reaction
rate presents two peaks, one place around Z = Zst and another one much larger for the richer
Z. Due to these not regular distribution of the reaction rate around Z, NO relaxes towards
equilibrium presenting two distinguished peaks. The reason for this behavior is due to the
different compositions of the DH reactors and the flamelets, for a given Z, with the same c.
Table 6.2 presents the relative difference of CO, CO2 and O2 for two different Z and for
the same c. It can be noticed that, around stoichiometry, the flamelet and the homogeneous
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Table 6.2 – Differences in major species for the DHR-NORA reactors and flamelet for a given Z and c.
c ∆CO ∆CO2 ∆O2
Z = Zst 0.93 4.3% 2.2% 5.1%
Z = 0.07 0.98 4.9% 5.1% 16.6%
reactors present very close values of the species. On the contrary, for a rich value of Z, CO
and CO2 are still very close, whereas O2 is much higher in the homogeneous reactors than in
the flamelet. For this reason, it is possible that the NO relaxation is somehow accelerated by a






Figure 6.4 – Calculations with the DHR-NORA model: NO growth and reaction rate as a function of
mixture fraction and as a function of time t. cDF obtained from a flamelet at χst = 10 and boundary
conditions of Flame D.
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